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On November 23, 1963, the British Broadcast Corporation (BBC) premiered a 

small, low-budget science fiction series titled Doctor Who. The BBC foresaw the program 

as a tea-time filler on Saturday evenings. Much to their surprise, the show went on to be 

one of the most popular and influential British television series in the BBC’s history, 

running with little interruption for nearly thirty years. One of the most striking features of 

the show is its sound design, something so impressive that many avid viewers recorded the 

sound of the early episodes during broadcast. Thanks to these viewers’ recordings it is 

possible to glean a rather complete picture of the aural history of Doctor Who, even in the 

face of the missing episodes from the 1960s that were wiped or lost by the BBC.  

This study aims to address the sound design, musical composition, and industrial 

practices of Doctor Who during its initial run from 1963–1989 on BBC Television, a 

previously underexplored area of film and television music research. The focus will be on 

the program’s musical aims in a historical stylistic analysis; how the sound design has been 

constructed and deployed, why constraints in production standards affect the type of music 

the program uses, how the highly variable narrative with nearly infinite genre possibilities 

allows for seemingly infinite approaches to representation through sound, and ultimately 

the different sounds of the program as well as how the program “sounds.” And at the core 
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of these considerations is the central tenet of the familiar vs. unfamiliar, a focus instilled 

by producer Verity Lambert that the program relies upon as a unifying concept. In doing 

so, reinforcement of continuity, expectations of television sound, science fiction sound, 

British television sound, and perhaps even television sound in Western culture, can be 

addressed throughout a fifty-year span of television through a single program. 
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Chapter 1:  Doctor Who? 

 

Figure 1.1: Matt Smith’s Eleventh Doctor (L) with Tom Baker as “The Curator” in the 
Doctor Who Fiftieth-Anniversary Special “The Day of the Doctor.” 

 
Eleventh Doctor: “Is that what I’m supposed to do now? Go looking for 
Gallifrey?” 
Curator: “Oh, it’s entirely up to you. Your choice, eh? I can only tell you what I 
would do if I were you. Oh, ‘if I were you.’ Oh, perhaps I was you, of course. Or 
perhaps you are me. Congratulations.” 
Doctor: “Thank you very much.”  
Curator: “Or perhaps it doesn’t matter either way. Who knows, eh? Who knows?”  
—The Eleventh Doctor and “The Curator,” “The Day of the Doctor” (Fig. 
1.1) 

 

 Doctor Who entered the public consciousness on November 23, 1963, when the 

first episode of “An Unearthly Child” premiered on the BBC Television channel (now 

BBC One). The program would air nearly uninterrupted on British television until 1989, 

going through remarkable changes along the way. There have been, at the time of this 
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writing, twelve different actors providing their take on the main character, dozens of 

companions traveling in the TARDIS, and a slew of different writers, composers, editors, 

producers, and directors.  

 Change is crucial to Doctor Who’s longevity, and of particular interest to this 

study is how change was illustrated by—and how change impacted—the program’s 

continual battle with musical representation. With so much variety, so many genres 

encompassed by the narrative, and so many actors who would come and go through the 

TARDIS, what kind of show was Doctor Who trying to be and how did the music 

represent these different stories, locations, and characters? How did Doctor Who manage 

to maintain a sense of continuity when its core essence was variation and change? An 

investigation of where these changes are most obvious—visual presentation and musical 

style and aesthetic—is therefore key to understanding how Doctor Who is Doctor Who, 

both in its ambition to try new things and its efforts to retain a central identity. 

 A fascinating exercise is to pick a random story of the classic series of Doctor 

Who and watch it, then pick a different one and compare them. Aside from some very 

carefully placed markers—like the TARDIS and the opening and closing credits—those 

episodes may look like very different television programs. For example, the first episode 

of Doctor Who’s first serial in 1963 presents exactly this phenomenon within that very 

serial. In the first episode of “An Unearthly Child” the action takes place in contemporary 

London as two well-meaning school teachers unravel the mystery of their problematic 

student, Susan Foreman. The following episode of the serial, originally aired a week 
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later, shows the two school teachers, Susan, and her grandfather (The Doctor) back in the 

Stone Age. Even within a single serial the locations can change so drastically that it feels 

like another story is taking place. The next serial, “The Daleks,” takes place far in the 

future on a remote alien planet suffering through the aftermath of a nuclear war, featuring 

a genetically modified race of evil aliens that travel inside metal, tank-like casings. By 

providing such variety from its very inception, Doctor Who acclimated viewers to its 

tendency to continually change location and style while giving itself the freedom to do 

those things. Compare these to a serial like “The Abominable Snowmen”—featuring 

outdoor filming, as well as a different lead actor and companions—or to “The Green 

Death"—featuring yet another lead actor as well as production in color—or “Trial of a 

Time Lord,” and there is a clear sense that without the title theme and main character 

with the same name these could very well be different programs from different eras of 

television production. 

 “An Unearthly Child” and “The Daleks” sound markedly different. While the title 

tune did not change across episodes, the incidental music did. Contemporary London had 

Susan listening to a mod rock group on a transistor radio, while the Daleks home world 

of Skaro sounded like the aural equivalent of pitched magnetic pulses; undulating, 

swelling, looped experimental electronic and tape-manipulated sounds help reinforce the 

alien location. Later serials like “The Abominable Snowmen,” “The Green Death,” and 

“Trial of a Time Lord” all feature different musical approaches, ranging from practically 
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no music at all to the small ensembles of Dudley Simpson to entirely synthesized 

underscoring. 

The exercise highlights one of the program’s most curious places of change— one 

that seems to work against the cohesiveness of Doctor Who's narrative world—the 

change of the lead actor. When the program was conceptualized in the early 1960s, the 

producers had no intention of recasting their lead actor once the show was a part of 

regular Saturday programming on BBC television. In fact, producer Verity Lambert 

specifically cast William Hartnell in the role because of his acting background; he had 

played both stern, bullish characters as well as thoughtful, somewhat naïve characters, the 

blend of traits that Lambert sought for the Doctor.  

 When Hartnell decided to leave the program due to failing health and difficulty 

with the increased amount of action required of him in every episode, the production 

team decided to keep the program going with a new actor rather than giving up. Because 

the production team had never answered the question, “Doctor Who?” they allowed 

themselves the flexibility to answer that question however they liked in the future. In 

1965 they answered the question by making him into a human-like creature who can 

change his physical appearance when in mortal peril. This added an extra level of 

mystery to the mystery man; if he could change appearance, what else could he do? 

 This willingness to change also came from something rooted deep within British 

culture. British theatrical tradition had acclimated its viewing public to one character 

being played by many different actors or actresses. Deeply ingrained in the literary and 
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cultural history of Britain are the works of William Shakespeare. His plays are in 

constant rotation in theaters around Britain, recast and repeated by the Royal Shakespeare 

Company and a myriad of acting troupes in London and around the country (and abroad). 

What helps draw a new crowd to see the same work after centuries of performances is 

who is cast and how they portray Shakespeare’s iconic characters. There is a marked 

difference between Christopher Eccleston’s Hamlet and David Tennant’s Hamlet, much 

like there is a difference between Christopher Eccleston’s Doctor and David Tennant’s 

Doctor. The character is the same, but each actor has his own take. This experience of the 

same character portrayed in a new performance would not be uncommon to audiences in 

Britain in the 1960s (or now). Recasting and rejuvenation is ultimately what made it 

possible for Doctor Who (as well as Shakespeare’s works, musical theater, theatrical 

presentations, the James Bond film franchise, even David Bowie) to last as long and be as 

successful as it has been over its broadcast history on British television. 

 What is important is the willingness of both the production staff and the viewing 

public to create and receive change. For Doctor Who, change quickly became a unifying 

narrative theme; if the Doctor and his companions travel anywhere in time and space, 

then change was already a central component of the narrative and it was only a matter of 

time before that change spread into other areas. And because the program had never said 

at any point that the Doctor could not fall down one week and get up a different man the 

next, or established that there was one writer or one way to tell a story, the show gave 

itself great flexibility. This trickled down into many facets of the program—writing, 
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cinematography, and even music—though it took quite some time for the program to 

change up its theme song. Perhaps this flexibility is the tie that binds the many versions, 

many eras, many aesthetics of Doctor Who together? The aim of this document is to 

address the changes throughout the production of Doctor Who, primarily from what is 

referred to as the “classic series” which aired from 1963–1989, and discuss how music 

and sound design were critical to the perceived continuity of the program through 

reinforcement of narrative aim, genre, and burgeoning televisual style during those 

decades. Looking at the sound design of a series such as Doctor Who can provide 

meaningful insight into how sound plays an important role in defining the style and 

aesthetic of a television series—how a series defines and retains its identity—particularly 

one that has aired over a long span of time on broadcast television. 

 The adaptability of Doctor Who is what helped the program last for so long on 

British television. When new technology emerged, or the social climate of the country 

changed, Doctor Who adjusted to fit (more or less) the aesthetic of television at any given 

time. This ranges from the radio- and theatrically-influenced style of television in the late 

1950s that carried through most of the 1960s, to the more televisual style of the 1970s 

made possible by emerging video editing technology and post-production, to the 

postmodern style of the 1980s where television began exploiting the potential of visual 

style as opposed to the standardized ensemble drama methods of previous decades.1 

                                                
1 John Caldwell, Televisuality: Style, Crisis, and Authority in American Television (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers University Press, 1995), vii. 
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Much like the different style of television from 1963–1989 (and beyond), the different 

production eras of Doctor Who have different televisual styles, yet are still understood as 

belonging to the same program.  

Important to this perceived continuity is the opening credit sequence, which 

retains the same melody (with a few attempts at updating the theme over the years) and 

similar visual animations throughout its initial run from 1963-1989 on BBC television. 

As Ronald Rodman states in his discussion of The Rifleman (1958), “the week-by-week 

repetition of the theme music forms a phatic semiotic bond with the program to the point 

where when a viewer recalls the program, he or she also recognizes the theme music, and 

vice versa.”2 He goes on to discuss that, “in addition to the obvious phatic and emotive 

function of the music, music also functions poetically within a semiotic system to convey 

the narrative world of the program. Of note here is that the syntactical elements of the 

main title music reinforce the narrative subject of the show.”3 This is also true for Doctor 

Who, which uses a title theme designed to reinforce its science fiction underpinnings 

while creating an important aural link from week to week. 

 Beyond the title sequence, the sound design employed by Doctor Who is an key 

component to the program’s perceived continuity, yet much like the other elements of the 

program, the audio (music, sound effects, dialogue, and “special sound”) is adapted, 

modified, and composed to fit whatever story type or genre it was contributing to. The 

                                                
2 Ronald Rodman, Tuning In: American Narrative Television Music (New York, NY: Oxford University 
Press, 2010), 35. 
3 Rodman, Tuning In, 35. 
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concept of unity through difference is apparent in the aural elements of Doctor Who. And 

while the audio is often lauded for its modernity, eccentricity, and signifying power on 

the program, there are few academic analyses dedicated to Doctor Who’s sound design.4 

John Tulloch and Manuel Alvarado’s Doctor Who: The Unfolding Text,  Kim Newman’s 

Doctor Who,  the edited collection Time and Relative Dissertations in Space, Matt Hill’s 

text on the revival series Triumph of a Time Lord, and Louis Niebur’s Special Sound 

focusing specifically on the BBC Radiophonic Workshop, all include discussions of the 

audio of certain stories or contributors to the program.5 These texts in particular examine 

the bigger picture of the program and how the sound design has contributed to its legacy. 

Tulloch and Alvarado, for instance, show how the opening title music is a key component 

in setting the tone of the series. For Matt Hill, the music adds to what he calls the 

“semiotic slimness” of the 2005 revival series, and contributes to the understanding of the 

new program as fantasy-adventure rather than science fiction, thus affording appeal to a 

larger audience.6 Louis Niebur discusses how Doctor Who’s sound design itself is part of 

the larger legacy of the BBC Radiophonic Workshop, a group that was instrumental in 

                                                
4 For an example see Kevin J. Donnelly, “Between Prosaic Functionalism and Sublime Experimentation: 
Doctor Who and Musical Sound Design,” In Time and Relative Dissertations in Space: Critical 
Perspectives on Doctor Who, ed. David Butler (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007), 90. There 
he claims, “Doctor Who was a symbolic herald of the corporation’s modernity and the repository of the 
television medium’s imagination more generally.” 
5 See John Tulloch and Manuel Alvarado, Doctor Who: The Unfolding Text (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 
1983); Kim Newman, Doctor Who (London: BFI Publishing, 2005); Matt Hills, Triumph of a Time Lord: 
Regenerating Doctor Who in the Twenty-First Century (London: I.B. Tauris, 2010); Louis Niebur, Special 
Sound: The Creation and Legacy of the BBC Radiophonic Workshop (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2010). 
6 Hills argues that the music reinforces tone and works to maintain the show’s code of “action-adventure” 
while “marginalizing genre discourses of the science fictional” (Hills, Triumph of a Time Lord, 179). 
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creating the special sound of the program and the “holistic sound design” of the program 

in the 1980s.  

Though there are many academic and critical texts dedicated to Doctor Who, there 

is relatively little written that comprehensively addresses the program’s music.7 Why has 

this area been left relatively untraveled by scholars? I would imagine this is due in large 

part to the massive amount of music to talk about due to the show being on television for 

so long, the myriad of composers contributing music, and the changes in style over the 

nearly fifty years the program has been on the air. It is therefore the aim of this study to 

address the sound design, musical composition, and industrial practices of Doctor Who. 

                                                
7 Besides the studies Donnelly, Tulloch and Alvarado, Niebur, Newman, and Hills already noted, academic 
studies of Doctor Who include: Miles Booy, Love and Monsters: The ‘Doctor Who’ Experience, 1979 to 
the Present (London: IB Tauris, 2012); Desmond Briscoe and Roy Curtis-Bramwell, BBC Radiophonic 
Workshop: The First 25 Years (London: British Broadcasting Corporation, 1983); Piers Britton and Simon 
Barker, Reading Between Designs: Visual Imagery and the Generation of Meaning in The Avengers, The 
Prisoner, and Doctor Who (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2003); David Butler, ed., Time and Relative 
Dissertations in Space: Critical Perspectives on Doctor Who (Manchester: Manchester Univeristy Press, 
2005); David Butler, “The Work of Music in the Age of Steel: Themes, Leitmotifs and Stock Music in the 
New Doctor Who,” in Music in Science Fiction Television: Tuned to the Future, ed. K. J. Donnelly et al. 
(New York: Routledge, 2013), 163–178; James Chapman, Inside the TARDIS: The Worlds of Doctor Who: 
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Publishers, 2011), 128–142. 
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The focus will be on the program’s musical aims: how the sound design is constructed 

and deployed, why constraints in production standards affect the type of music the 

program uses, how the highly variable narrative with nearly infinite genre possibilities 

poses interesting considerations into visual representation through sound, and how the 

program “sounds.” By approaching the program in this way, we can address expectations 

of television sound, science fiction sound, British television sound, and perhaps even 

television sound in Western culture throughout a fifty-year span of television.  

In consideration of the development of a televisual musical aesthetic, albeit that of 

American television, one should look no further than Ronald Rodman’s Tuning In.8 

Designed to be a semiotic approach to television music, Rodman’s text poses 

considerations into the use of music in television that transcend the diegesis itself and 

stretches into topics that are not always as relevant to other mediums such as film. Take, 

for example, the reliance on advertising in television broadcasting and how it can shape 

the musical trajectory of a television episode. While films have product placement and 

rely on advertising, they rarely break the action to show adverts. Television, particularly 

American television, relies heavily on advertising, and the interjection of ads can great 

impact the flow of an episode of a program. And beyond this, the consideration that a 

program can even be representative of the station that transmits it; NBC programming 

perhaps having a different approach than CBS, or Fox, or even contemporary cable 

networks like FX and AMC. This understanding of a television program having 

                                                
8 Rodman, Tuning In. 
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extradiegetic properties—being representative not only of itself, of the medium, or of the 

storytelling genre, but of the network that transmits it—establishes a groundwork that is 

invaluable for further research into the use of music in television. 

 In the wake of the program’s return to British airwaves in 2005, David Butler 

edited Time and Relative Dissertations in Space: Critical Perspectives on Doctor Who, a 

collection that approaches the “classic series” (1963–89, 1996) through academic 

research in television. The collection features two essays dedicated to the program’s 

sound profile: Kevin J. Donnelly’s “Between Prosaic Functionalism and Sublime 

Experimentation: Doctor Who and Musical Sound Design,”9 and Louis Niebur’s “The 

Music of Machines: ‘Special Sound’ as Music in Doctor Who.”10 Both essays focus 

exclusively on the classic series. Donnelly’s attention is turned towards the different 

production eras of Doctor Who and how the use of electronic music exposed the British 

viewing public to a contemporary musical style they may not have experienced 

otherwise. In his discussion, Donnelly draws on composer accounts of compositional 

process—notably Malcolm Clarke and the usefulness of amorphous electronic sounds 

and tape loops—and also highlights the very important point that much of the sound of 

early Doctor Who exists due to fan intervention. While Doctor Who has employed a wide 

variety of musical styles, Donnelly's focus lies mostly on the contribution of electronic 

                                                
9 Donnelly, “Between Prosaic Functionalism and Sublime Experimentation,” 190–203. 
10 Louis Niebur, “The Music of Machines: ‘Special Sound’ as Music in Doctor Who,” In Time and Relative 
Dissertations in Space: Critical Perspectives on Doctor Who, ed. David Butler (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 2007), 204–214. 
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and avant garde composers, such as Malcolm Clarke, Tristram Cary, and the electronic 

and tape experimentations of the BBC Radiophonic Workshop. 

 Donnelly makes three essential points about music and sound in the series:  

1) He outlines a history of the program not based on Doctor or decade but on 

production eras. Rather than focusing strictly on the narrative and visual elements 

of the program, Donnelly focuses on logical divisions based on changes in the 

production team; producers, directors, composers, and script editors in particular. 

This is of particular interest for the music, as his article is focused primarily on 

music which helps frame the aural differences across different production eras of 

the program’s history. 

2) He addresses the use of library music is addressed in his article, something that 

has not been given much attention in accounts of Doctor Who’s sound in the 

1960s. The reason he mentions the library music is that the selections used by the 

production staff were avant-garde, much like the newly composed music. The 

program, then, in its newly composed music and selected library music, was 

aiming for a specific aural aesthetic. The program even went so far as to use a 

library music track, “Space Adventures” by Martin Storey, as an ad hoc cue for 

the Cybermen, a popular Doctor Who nemesis during the late 1960s. 

3) He points out the unavoidable connection between technological progress and 

modernity. As Donnelly states, “Technological determinism may be 

unfashionable, but it proves an attractive explanation for the program’s sonic 
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development over time.”11 He then goes on to say, “A sense of modernity is often 

tied to technology, and this is truer for music than for many other areas of culture. 

Technology offers the promise of the ‘future,’ …”12 This attitude plays into not 

only an audience’s perception based on exposure to the sound of other science 

fiction (something he does not elaborate on but will be addressed in this 

document) but also the production team’s attitude about electronic and avant-

garde’s “newness” and “futuristic” qualities being to their benefit. Donnelly does, 

however, mention that the music plays a roll in convincing the audiences of the 

“‘veracity’ of screen representations.”13  

 Niebur’s contribution to Time and Relative Dissertations in Space, rather than 

parsing out production eras of the program like Donnelly, focuses on a specific set of 

episodes and how they use special sounds created by the BBC Radiophonic Workshop. 

The main thrust of his discussion, however, is on newness, the approximation (or 

proposal) of futuristic sound, and the use of avant-garde/electronic soundscapes to create 

sci-fi sound. However, Neibur’s concern is less with newly composed music by 

contemporary, avant-garde composers and instead is the BBC Radiophonic Workshop’s 

“special sound.” As he mentions in the article, “special sound backdrops were present in 

episodes regardless of if they utilized newly-composed music or stock tracks,”14 making 

                                                
11 Donnelly, “Between Prosaic Functionalism and Sublime Experimentation,” 195. 
12 Donnelly, “Between Prosaic Functionalism and Sublime Experimentation,” 200. 
13 Donnelly, “Between Prosaic Functionalism and Sublime Experimentation,” 197. 
14 Niebur, “The Music of Machines,” 205. 
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the contributions from the Workshop one of the most persistent sound elements during 

the program’s initial broadcast run. His argument in particular is that the special sound 

created by Brian Hodgson in the BBC Radiophonic Workshop “offered the possibility of 

providing the audience with a much more precise ‘commentary’ on the action, with the 

composer’s music acting as a continuous observer and respondent.”15 Niebur argues that 

composers brought an “air of contemporaneity” to Doctor Who, but the special sound was 

what reinforced futuristic and alien technology, the otherworldliness of locations, the sci-

fi underpinnings of the program as a whole. For Niebur, Hodgson’s special sound 

communicates on a different level than newly composed music—or even stock music—

because the Workshop was able “to produce sounds which convey to the listener’s 

imagination the mood or emotional ideas behind the author’s theme of his television 

drama.”16 

 With all this said, and much more to be said, it cannot be helped but to ask “Why 

Doctor Who?” This idea of change, of continuity through difference, is an undercurrent, 

and one that can arguably be found in other places, particularly in soap opera or the 

various Star Trek television programs and films that (for the most part) exist within the 

same established narrative universe. While soap operas offer different main characters 

and stories it retains a fixed location—usually a small town—and retains the same drawn-

out, slow-moving narrative progression regardless of the players involved. Star Trek 

                                                
15 Niebur, “The Music of Machines,” 204–205. 
16 Quoted in Niebur, “The Music of Machines,” 208. 
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makes efforts to retain a singular narrative universe yet each series and its respective 

crew/ship “seek out new life and new civilizations” but have differing foci, with each 

series concentrating on situations designed for their ensemble casts and timeframe within 

the Star Trek narrative universe. Doctor Who, on the other hand, is presented as a 

continuous saga, one where the protagonist changes not only in physical form but also 

moral imperative, as he travels through time and space in what is presented as a singular, 

linear narrative of that one key character. 

 The benefit of studying the music and sound design of a program like Doctor Who 

is that it provides a single site where changes in production, reception, and aesthetic of 

television can be viewed over an impressive span of television history. This is not to say 

that Doctor Who is representative of all of television, or of television in Britain.17 

Jonathan Bignell and Stephen Lacey provide a succinct overview of British television 

drama, stating that,  

Until the early 1960s, live and as-if-live transmission, and long takes with little 
post-production editing, associated drama with continuous theatre performance. 
When videotape editing and film cameras were introduced in drama production 
from the early 1960s, edited ‘cinematic’ narrative increasingly supplanted this 
‘theatrical’ form in British television, opening up forms of social realism 
associated with New Wave cinema, the social engagement of post-1956 British 
theatre, and television and film documentary. In the 1960s and 1970s drama was 
normally shot on video in the studio, with film resources used for short sequences 
set in outside locations or for special effects. But there was an increasing tendency 

                                                
17 For more on the history of British television, and particularly British television drama, see Jonathan 
Bignell, Stephen Lacey, and Madeleine Macmurraugh-Kavanagh, British Television Drama: Past, Present, 
and Future (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave, 2000); Lez Cooke, British Television Drama: 
A History (London: BFI Publishing, 2003); Jack Williams, Entertaining the Nation: A Social History of 
British Television (Gloucestershire: Sutton, 2004). 
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throughout these decades to adopt ‘cinematic’ editing conventions based on 
montage where sequences would be cut to juxtapose alternate points of view.18  
 

Although Doctor Who largely followed these changes in aesthetic, as a science fiction 

series, Doctor Who was not required to look or sound like other British television. 

Additionally, as a BBC production the program was not expected to look or sound like 

American television. Doctor Who is by no means “unique,” yet neither is it typical. 

Instead, Doctor Who is one text that allows itself to move through the shifting currents of 

television production to the extent its budget allows. And really, budget has been the only 

thing that kept it from being either unique or typical; its struggles with representation 

coupled with its interest in renewal and change allow it to adapt to various elements of 

burgeoning televisual aesthetics as best as they can fit into the restraints of what the 

BBC’s financial support allows.  

 This is all a way of trying to explain that Doctor Who is a highly variable and 

highly volatile televisual text, one that is an intersection of multiple modes of 

representation, transmission, and reception. It is in this sense that Doctor Who is not 

unique, as all television production is a site for these issues. However, the choice to 

embrace variation, to attempt to be contemporary even in the midst of lacking resources, 

to have specially-composed music and avant-garde compositions even without the 

technological control over mixing and production modern television series enjoy, means 

that the program is a fascinating and problematic case study in television studies. Even 

                                                
18 Bignell, Lacey, and Macmurraugh-Kavanagh, British Television Drama, 4–5. 
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more so in television music studies, as the sound design of Doctor Who illustrates the 

program’s highly variable nature and how it reinforces, supports, and even magnifies the 

program’s openness to change and the necessity of changing to ensure its longevity. 

CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
 

This text is organized into three main chapters that explore the changes in 

production attitude over the course of Doctor Who’s impressive tenure on British 

television. While the production era of the program will change in each chapter, the 

central questions will remain the same: what is the impact of the increased popularity of 

television, the advancement of production technology, and the mainstreaming of science 

fiction film and television on Doctor Who and its sound design? And how is Doctor Who 

able to accommodate these changes while still being perceived as the same program? 

 The second chapter of this project aims to set the story of how Doctor Who was 

created, conceptualized, and executed by the BBC. This starts with the initial 

conceptualization of the program by the BBC, with memos from the show’s planning 

stages illuminating the flexibility in narrative that would become central to the longevity 

of Doctor Who. The chapter then discusses the program’s early years—1963 through 

1969—as the program was going through growing pains and adapting to the changing 

attitude of the narrative capability of television. These early years are by far the most 

inconsistent of Doctor Who’s production eras, as the program had a multitude of 

storytelling genres, changes in producers, actors, and writers, and a revolving door of 
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composers contributing music and “special sound.” While the program was finding its 

voice, and its niche on British airwaves, it was at its most experimental, using electronic 

sound from the BBC Radiophonic Workshop in addition to newly composed acoustic and 

electronic music. Yet it did not take long for Doctor Who to utilize the BBC’s extensive 

production library of stock music for incidental music in the latter part of the 1960s. This 

use of stock music—due to budgetary constraints as well as experimentation in 

production—would have noticeable ramifications on the sound design, with a byproduct 

being an increased presence of music in the program during this time. An in-depth look at 

the use of stock music in Doctor Who towards the end of the 1960s shows how, 

regardless of source, the incidental music played a key role in reinforcement of episode 

structure, which helps make audio reconstructions of missing episodes understandable 

due to familiar use of music in key structural moments such as transitions, scene changes, 

and locale changes. 

 The combination of flexibility of story type and regular experimentation with 

sound and video editing set a precedent that gave Doctor Who the adaptability needed to 

allow for aesthetic changes in the 1970s and 1980s. The most noticeable change occurred 

between seasons six and seven; when Doctor Who began its new season in 1970 the 

production team changed, the lead actor playing the Doctor changed, and the program 

began transmitting in color. Chapter three picks up with this noticeable production 

change, discussing Doctor Who’s regeneration into the visual and narrative aesthetic shift 

in television that had begun a few years prior. The first half of the 1970s left behind the 
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speculative science fiction, historicals, and experimentation of the 1960s and replaced it 

with a program focused squarely on a near-future London and featuring a heroic, action-

oriented hero. Accompanying the narrative and aesthetic changes was a new musical 

treatment provided primarily by composer Dudley Simpson. These changes were due to 

an apparent move to update the Doctor’s image and demeanor, as well as a change in 

locale, scoring, and musical approach. Taking place mostly in “contemporary” Britain, 

the show attempted to borrow from popular music styles to help place the show in 

contemporary culture and television. The eccentric electronic, modernist cues of the 

1960s were set aside in favor. Dudley Simpson and his peers were able to provide more 

melodic cues because they had the benefit of time coding to write music to fit episodes 

more closely and without guesswork of porting music into a soundboard on filming days. 

 The latter half of the 1970s of Doctor Who finds itself steering back towards the 

science-fiction orientation of the earliest years of the program. By 1974 the Doctor was 

traveling across time and space again, and as such the music of the program found itself 

traveling with him. While one might expect the sound to return to the highly variable 

mixture of electronic and acoustic sounds from the 1960s, yet this was not the case. The 

reason for this is rather simply explained: with few exceptions, the incidental scoring for 

the late 1970s was provided by Dudley Simpson. The jazz aesthetic he brought to the 

program, and the effectiveness of his use of small ensembles prevailed through the late 

1970s, even when the Fourth Doctor was traveling the universe with his various 

companions. A noticeable change during this time, however, was the introduction of 
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synthesizers. Dudley Simpson, faced with so much music to write so quickly, relied on 

his self-bought synthesizer to compose cues for the program and extend his instrumental 

options by using a synthesizer as another orchestral instrument. He also worked closely 

with Brian Hodgson at the Radiophonic Workshop to treat and augment his traditionally-

composed cues for much of the 1970s. 

 While the potential for alien sounds from synthesized and electronic sources had 

been exploited in B-movie science fiction in the 1960s and 1970s, this sound was 

eventually cast aside by science fiction film and television by the late 1970s. Particularly 

influential in this shift in scoring practice for science fiction was Star Wars (1977), which 

featured a more traditional Hollywood scoring style, using large ensembles and a 

Romantic aesthetic to shift the sci-fi film genre away from true science fiction and more 

towards fantasy-epic. As Neil Lerner discusses, “the orchestral scores of John Williams 

has become an important part of the new Hollywood,” going on to say that, “Williams’ 

scores of the mid-1970s have been hailed as a kind of renaissance or re-emergence of 

symphonic music for cinema.”19 The same can be said for Jerry Goldsmith and the Star 

Trek films of the late 1970s and 1980s, which both changed the expectations of audiences 

and how they related to a story. Chapter four focuses on the new televisual aesthetic of 

Doctor Who that came about through the determination of Jonathan Nathan-Turner who 

took over as lead producer of the program in 1979. When he took the reins he dismissed 

                                                
19 Neil Lerner, “Nostalgia, Masculinist Discourse and Authoritarianism in John Williams’ Scores for Star 
Wars and Close Encounters of the Third Kind,” in Off the Planet: Music, Sound and Science Fiction 
Cinema, ed. Philip Hayward (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2004), 97. 
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Dudley Simpson and turned to the BBC Radiophonic Workshop to create both the 

“special sound” and the incidental music for the program. The reason for the move to 

fully synthesized sound for Doctor Who came from JNT’s desire to create a “holistic 

sound design” for the program. Knowing that the kind of musical treatment of a film such 

as Star Wars was beyond the means of the program, Nathan-Turner instead sought out a 

sound that was unique and could stand out from other programs on television at the time. 

Specifically, Nathan-Turner wanted to update Doctor Who to “explore the possibilities of 

television as its own medium,” using synthesizer technology alongside a more obvious 

visual story-telling to update the program’s image and approach.20 Nathan-Turner and the 

Radiophonic Workshop also understood the marketing potential of a new incidental 

music style, working to create music that could be sold commercially and used for self-

promotion in anniversary specials like “The Five Doctors.” The show began 

experimenting with stereo sound transmission in America as early as 1983 and London in 

1989, a sign of the program’s awareness of the next step in the evolution of television 

broadcast.  

 The project concludes with a fifth chapter that addresses the two attempts to 

resurrect Doctor Who after its cancelation in 1989. While the 2005 series has become one 

of the most acclaimed programs on British television today, its success comes largely 

from difficulties of the 1996 made-for-TV movie. Doctor Who: The Movie (1996) was a 

                                                
20 Lawrence Miles and Tat Wood, About Time: The Unauthorized Guide to Doctor Who, vol. 5 (Des 
Moines, IA: Mad Norwegian Press, 2004), 7. 
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co-production by the BBC Worldwide, Universal Studios, and Fox television in the US, 

meaning that its production and distribution was shared among three production studios 

with very different attitudes towards television. Taking a program from the advertising-

free BBC broadcast style and modifying it for an advertising-driven market in the United 

States while fighting to keep the Britishness and aesthetic true to the classic series 

resulted in a drastic change of tone. These changes are most notable in its shift to a 

cinematic style approach to its editing, pacing, and incidental music. Most importantly, 

John Debney’s use of a virtual orchestra—here meaning simulating the sound of a full 

orchestra by using a large sample library of orchestral instruments and composing using 

computer software—to score the TV movie (1996) acts as a pivot between the 

synthesizer-based music of the 1980s and orchestral bombast of Murray Gold in the 2005 

series and beyond. 

 By introducing a more contemporary style to Doctor Who the BBC opened a door 

to a new production style, one that would suit Russell T. Davies’s revival of Doctor Who 

in 2005. Yet much like the classic series, Davies’s new Doctor Who would struggle with 

representation through sound much like its predecessor. A desire for a cinematic, 

orchestral sound was undermined by a limited budget in the first season, requiring 

composer Murray Gold to utilize a virtual orchestra to provide underscoring. Although 

Doctor Who had found its way to the twenty-first century some of its twentieth-century 

pitfalls remained.  
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WHY DOCTOR WHO? 
 

When I originally set out to choose a topic for my dissertation, I knew I wanted to 

write about television music, and in particular, science fiction television. My choices 

were based primarily on programs I loved: Star Trek (1966), Futurama (1998), and 

Doctor Who. I chose Doctor Who for two main reasons: firstly, I was concerned that a 

show like Futurama, with only a handful of seasons and one composer, would not have 

as much to talk about; secondly, while there was much critical work on Doctor Who there 

was no dedicated, comprehensive study on the music of the program. 

What I initially set out to do was what I do with any academic endeavor: take 

something I like and figure out why I like it. What was it that really spoke to me about 

the music of the program? What made some musical treatments more successful than 

others? What made the different eras of the program sound the way they sound, and what 

might the choices have been behind the decisions to try different aesthetics and musical 

styles for different serials? 

Because there was so much to discuss I strove to find a common theme to tie the 

discussions together, and that theme was change. It hit me during the AMS/SMT/SEM 

conference in New Orleans, Louisiana, in 2012, as I sat listening to a panel on the films 

of Derek Jarman; what is it that we look for in a body of work that adds some kind of 

unifying meaning to them as that body of work? For Doctor Who it felt like two things: 

the program’s inherent focus on change (from serial to serial, the changing of Doctors, 

the changing of production values, of locations, of companions, of everything really), and 
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Verity Lambert’s desire to highlight what she referred to as the axis of familiarity and 

difference, while conceptualizing the Doctor and the program as a whole. Could an 

abstract concept or two be enough to provide continuity to the program? And if so, how 

is that abstract concept carried throughout the run of the series? 

I found that much of what the music did, both structurally and aesthetically, was 

highlight the parts of the narrative and the televisual edifice of the program that played 

into that axis. From the theme song—Lambert wanted it created in such a way “that the 

viewer could relate to, could remember even, yet understand as being generated by 

unusual, technological means”—to the revolving door of composers and highly variable 

incidental music provided serial-to-serial, the music changed as much as the stories did. 

But because the music’s aims remained largely the same—highlighting the axis of the 

familiar and unfamiliar—in each serial, it helped reinforce that aim and provide a sense 

of continuity from serial to serial, season to season, and even decade to decade. 

Something I anticipated from the outset of my research, due in large part to my 

familiarity with the program from an early age, was that each decade felt clearly defined 

musically and aesthetically. What I did not anticipate was how the music—while 

sounding quite different decade to decade—was largely used the same way throughout 

the entire run of the series. I also did not anticipate that while Dudley Simpson provided 

so much music, music that I remembered as being quite formulaic, would give me so 

much to discuss. I also did not realize I had such strong opinions about how I perceived 

the effectiveness of the scoring in the 1980s until I sat down and started writing about it. 
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Additionally, I also did not anticipate that my current career path in IT would find its way 

into my dissertation by way of the Radiophonic Workshop’s adoption of Apple 

technology in the 1980s and Jonathan Gibbs development of the Syncwriter application. 

Contextualization is important. Understanding the context of an object, getting an 

idea of the time in which it was made and how it is a product of that time, can give me a 

greater understanding of how it was made, why it was made the way it was, and how that 

impacts my interpretation as a fan and scholar (or “acafan”). As a result, I feel particular 

affinity for the Appealing to a Contemporary Audience sections of the chapters, 

especially the sections about “The Time Meddler” and “Ambassadors of Death.” I feel 

that my 1980s chapter would have benefited from a similar section, though I found 

myself looking at that decade in more of an overview fashion than the sectional approach 

of the previous chapters, something that I believe came from what I perceived to be a 

relatively marginalized use of music due to John Nathan-Turner’s “all in vogue” 

approach to the incidental music and theme songs used during his era as producer. In 

terms of methodology, timeline representations of key episodes helps illustrate when 

music enters in episodes in a meaningful way, and helps highlight how music is used in 

key structural moments in episodes across the entire series.  I found these particularly 

useful illustrations and would have included more of them, but the technological means I 

had to use to take those timelines proved too unreliable and too slow to make more of 

them. 
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It is worth noting that the variability of Doctor Who, especially in the early years, 

was such that had I chosen other stories to focus on that I could have ended up with an 

entirely different dissertation. My reasoning for choosing episodes like “The Five 

Doctors,” “The Tomb of the Cybermen,” “The Mind of Evil,” and “Genesis of the 

Daleks” is simply that I enjoy them and felt that the use of music in those serials was 

particularly illuminating regarding how many different musical styles and approaches 

culminated in memorable serials in Doctor Who’s various production eras. To me, those 

stories exemplify how sound design was a consideration for the producers of Doctor 

Who, and their careful attention to what it could accomplish for a narrative is central to 

how the use of music provides continuity across the run of the series (particularly the 

“classic series” from 1963–1989).
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Chapter 2: “Tea Time Travel,” The Early Years, 1963–69 

 

Figure 2.1: The Doctor (William Hartnell) and Steven (Peter Purves) in Paris 1572 
during a summer of religious tension in “The Massacre of St. 
Bartholomew’s Eve” (1965). 

“History sometimes gives us a terrible shock, and that is because we don’t quite 
fully understand. Why should we? After all, we’re too small to realise its final 
pattern. Therefore don’t try and judge it from where you stand.” — The First 
Doctor, “The Massacre of St. Bartholomew’s Eve” (Fig. 2.1) 

 

In 1978 the BBC began an audit of their film archives, the first complete audit of 

its storage since the network began broadcasting on television in the 1950s.1 During this 

time, it was discovered that between 1967 and 1978 hundreds of episodes of Doctor Who 

                                                
1 Richard Molesworth, Wiped! Doctor Who’s Missing Episodes (Prestatyn, UK: Telos, 2010), 63. 
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had been destroyed, wiped, or lost by the network.2 This was not a unique situation to the 

BBC, as ITV and other stations in the UK wiped or trashed videotape from programs 

aired on their networks.3 The networks did not see a reason for the material to be kept, 

which is reflected in the fact that, for the BBC in particular, the Royal Charter made no 

specific statements regarding archiving its programs.4 However, as Richard Molesworth 

discusses, “There was a growing understanding within the BBC during the early-to-mid 

1970s of the historical and cultural significance of its output, coupled with the first 

stirrings of the realisation that the full possibilities of the commercial exploitation of its 

archive had yet to emerge.”5 While this could not return the missing or wiped videotapes, 

this internal realization within the BBC meant that tapes going forward would be retained 

for posterity and potential commercial use. This, combined with the Equity Actors’ 

Union relaxing its rules on repeats in late 1974, lead to the BBC creating a new position, 

                                                
2 In 1978, Sue Malden was named the BBC’s first Archive Selector, discussed by Molesworth in Wiped!. It 
was during this time that the first audit of the film archives was made and the unstructured policies of 
wiping or trashing recordings of television episodes was halted by the BBC.  
3 Community-curated lists of missing episodes can be found on websites such as missing-episodes.com and 
wipednews.com. As recently as September 2015, episodes of At Last the 1948 Show (1948), a program 
which ran on ITV featuring John Cleese, Eric Idle, and Graham Chapman were discovered and placed in 
the British Film Institute (BFI) national archives. See Kevin Rawlinson, “Missing Episodes of Monty 
Python Precursor At Last the 1948 Show Found,” The Guardian, last modified September 16, 2015, 
http://www.theguardian.com/media/2015/sep/16/missing-episodes-of-monty-python-precursor-at-last-the-
1948-show-found; “Kaleidoscope – The Men Who Found Our ‘Lost’ TV Archives,” BBC, last modified 
September 5, 2015, http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-birmingham-34075649; Andrew Roberts, 
“ITV’s 60th Birthday: Tracking Ssome of the Broadcaster’s Earliest Output,” The Independent, last 
modified September 26, 2015, http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/news/itvs-60th-
birthday-tracking-some-of-the-broadcasters-earliest-output-a6669016.html; “Plea Put Out for ‘Lost’ TV 
Shows,” BBC, June 3, 2011, http://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-13644706. 
4 Molesworth, Wiped!, 19. 
5 Molesworth, Wiped!, 24. 
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the Archive Selector, whose responsibility would be ensuring that programs were 

retained, and that junking old material stopped.6 

 In 1981, Doctor Who Magazine published a Winter Special, containing an 

interview with the newly-appointed Archive Selector Sue Malden. Up until this point, as 

Molesworth discusses, “Doctor Who fans had their lists. They had only four Doctors to 

contend with at that point, although the debut of the fifth was imminent.”7 However, 

when the Winter Special was released the program had a new list, this time detailing 

Doctor Who episodes still remaining in the BBC Film Archives and which ones no longer 

existed.8 The knowledge of missing episodes of Doctor Who took a group of mostly 

passive viewers and created active researchers and curators. These viewers began looking 

back to the beginning of the program’s broadcast history to see how far the show had 

come. Fanzines—a magazine, usually produced by amateurs, for fans of a particular 

performer, group, or form of entertainment—started popping up in the UK and United 

States, filled with statistics and data from the show’s already expansive run, filled with 

lists of episodes, actors, enemies, shooting locations, and much, much more. Molesworth 

discusses the impact of the news from the Winter Special, stating that “throughout the 

1980s, fans seemed more focused on the programme’s past glories of the 1960s and 

1970s, rather than on the new material that was being offered up by the BBC.”9 

                                                
6 Molesworth, Wiped!, 137. 
7 Molesworth, Wiped!, 9. 
8 Molesworth, Wiped!, 10. 
9 Molesworth, Wiped!, 11. 
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Additionally, Moleworth posits that, “perhaps the mystique of the missing episodes 

somehow added to the whole ethos of Doctor Who.”10 

 The enthusiastic devotion of viewers of Doctor Who, as well as their reception of 

the program, played a key role in the rediscovery of the program’s past; their devotion to 

the program and efforts to retain serials and episodes after broadcast became critical to 

the history of Doctor Who. From its humble beginnings in 1963, the music and sound 

design of the program proved to be one of the most striking features of the program. As 

Miles Booy discuses,  

Much Who devotion has taken place outside organized lines. There was no such 
thing as fandom when the programme began in 1963, but there were fans, 
however invisible. The 14th episode (broadcast 22/2/64, the first part of the seven-
episode ‘Marco Polo’ story) is one of the 106 missing from the BBC’s archive, 
having been wiped in the early 1970s when black-and-white television was no 
longer thought to be of commercial or aesthetic interest. However, that episode—
like the 105 others—survives as an audio soundtrack, recovered from tape 
recordings made by enthusiastic viewers who had decided, as early as February 
1964, that this programme was something special, something worth recording 
using the only equipment at hand. They then kept the recording for 20 years 
before the BBC showed any interest in it. I think we can call these people fans.11 
 

Doctor Who’s compelling use of incidental music and “special sound” was so impactful 

that many viewers recorded the sound of the early episodes during broadcast, and because 

of these recordings the BBC was able to release soundtrack versions of 26 missing 

serials, with added narration to retain coherence of plot.12 Even without the images, these 

                                                
10 Molesworth, Wiped!, 11. 
11 Miles Booy, Love and Monsters: The Doctor Who Experience, 1979 to the Present (London: I.B. Tauris, 
2012), 5, 
12 As will be discussed later in this chapter, this number has changed due to missing episodes being found 
overseas and in private collections. When this research began, the number of serials with missing episodes 
was 27, it is now 26, and will hopefully continue to drop as more are found. 
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soundtracks, as K. J. Donnelly states, often “demonstrate not only how well music works 

for the series, but also how well the soundtracks work as objects within themselves, 

without the missing visuals.”13 

 The impact of the show’s music is seen in the critical documentation of Doctor 

Who’s reception and history. Within the first page of his introduction to the series, Kim 

Newman pays attention to the fact that 

The tone is set by the titles sequence, which combines monochrome video 
distortion with music from Ron Grainer and the BBC Radiophonic Workshop. 
Later regenerations added colour, the faces of current stars or unfortunate semi-
disco arrangements, but the first, simplest and strangest take remains the most 
evocative.14 
 

This attitude towards the title sequence can is seen in other written accounts of Doctor 

Who’s viewership, as evidenced in the first issue of the fanzine “Doctor Who: An 

Adventure in Time and Space.”15 Launched in the late 1970s, the fanzine explores each 

serial an issue at a time, starting with the very first serial “An Unearthly Child” and 

working in sequential order up through “the present day.” Each issue is labeled with the 

production number of the story (rather than any kind of numerical label), showing interest 

in the production history of the program, and includes analyses and guest articles about 

the serials, production crew, and more. 

                                                
13 Kevin J. Donnelly, “Between Prosaic Functionalism and Sublime Experimentation: Doctor Who and 
Musical Sound Design,” In Time and Relative Dissertations in Space: Critical Perspectives on Doctor Who 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007), 190. 
14 Kim Newman, Doctor Who (London: BFI Publishing, 2005), 9. 
15 “Serial A – An Unearthly Child,” in Doctor Who: An Adventure in Time and Space (fanzine), edited by 
Tim Robins, 1980. 
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 The opening comment of that first issue directly addresses the sound design of the 

pilot episode (Fig. 2.2). The “buzzing,” “shrill” sound of the computer banks, 

“throbbing” and persistent background pulse of the TARDIS made an immediate 

impression on viewers.16 Over the four weeks of Doctor Who’s first serial, the use of 

sound effects and compelling electronic and avant-garde underscoring gave every 

indication to its audience that the spectacle was a suspenseful science fiction drama. In 

fact, the music—particularly the title tune—is central to establishing the atmosphere of 

the program. 

                                                
16 “Doctor Who: An Adventure in Time and Space” A, 3. 
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of Susan Foreman as she appears in “An Unearthly Child,” 
found in “Doctor Who: An Adventure in Time and Space” fanzine.  

 Doctor Who’s inherent categorization as “science fiction” was not the intention of 

the program’s creators based on the internal discussions surrounding the show’s initial 

planning by the BBC. As David Butler points out, for the BBC Doctor Who was 

categorically not science fiction.17 One of the pivotal figures in the development of the 

                                                
17 David Butler, “How to Pilot a TARDIS: Audiences, Science Fiction and the Fantastic in Doctor Who,” 
in Time and Relative Dissertations in Space: Critical Perspectives on Doctor Who, ed. David Butler 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007), 20. 
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program is Cecil Edwin “Bunny” Webber, a writer based in the BBC’s Scriptwriting 

Department during the early 1960s. In an internal memo dated 15 May 1963, describing 

the approach to Doctor Who’s stories, Webber is clear: 

We are interested in human beings reacting to strange circumstances. This is not 
space travel or science-fiction: avoid the limitation of such labels, and make for 
use of any style of category that happens to suit a story.18 
 

And later in the same memo: 

We are not writing science-fiction. We shall provide scientific explanations too, 
sometimes, but we shall not bend over backwards to do so, if we decide to 
achieve credibility by other means. Neither are we writing fantasy: the events 
have got to be credible to the three ordinary people who are our main characters 
[…] Granted the startling situations, we should try to add meaning; to convey 
what it means to be these ordinary human beings in other times, or in far space, or 
in unusual physical states.19 
 

Based on the reactions above, the BBC believed that the British public was not ready for 

a mainstream science fiction show, nor that the science fiction writing community was 

prepared to produce stories that could regularly reach out to a wider, mainstream 

audience. 

 Whether there was a change of heart on the part of the production team, or simply 

a disconnect between the scriptwriting team and the sound designers is unclear. What is 

undeniable, however, is that the highly eclectic, dissonant, avant-garde sound design of 

early Doctor Who tells a different story than the original scripts intended. Although the 

scriptwriters wanted to avoid making an overtly fantastic science fiction show, the 

                                                
18 “Background Notes for ‘Dr. Who’,” BBC Archive online, circa 1963, 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/doctorwho/6403.shtml. 
19 “Background Notes for ‘Dr. Who’.” 
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musique concrète and electronic techniques developed by Doctor Who’s freelance 

composers and the BBC Radiophonic Workshop utilized musical idioms associated with 

the science fiction genre. This generic tension between the show’s dramatic intent and 

musical aesthetic would be capitalized on by the program’s later production staff, using 

Doctor Who’s early emphasis on the axis of familiarity and difference as a gateway to 

change musical aesthetic while still retaining a sense of internal cohesion as production 

practice and aesthetic changed for British television production in the 1970s and 1980s 

(and beyond).  

 As such, my study of the music and sound design of Doctor Who begins with the 

very inception of the program as seen through memos of the Survey Group at the BBC 

circa 1963. From there, the development of the title sequence and title theme are 

discussed, as well as the precedents set for the key role sound design plays in Doctor 

Who as evident in “An Unearthly Child” and its establishment of the program’s visual 

and aural aesthetics. Exemplary instances of sound design aiding narrative follow, 

focusing on how Doctor Who uses sound design to emphasize key narrative moments as 

well as key structural moments in its episodes. This leads to a discussion of how the 

abundant use of stock music in the later part of the 1960s results in a perceived increase 

in the presence of music and the impact the structural placement of said music—stock or 

not—has on the narrative clarity of soundtrack versions of serials that no longer have 

existing visuals due to the wiping practices of the BBC. These examples of particularly 

effective and evocative sound design and musical use illustrate how the sound design of 
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Doctor Who is a key component to its reception and set the foundation for how a program 

that would go through immense production changes maintains a sense of continuity 

throughout its broadcast history. 

 

FROM MEMO TO SCREEN 
 

In May of 1960 the head of the BBC Scriptwriting Department formed a group to 

look into new subjects for broadcast. The committee initially called the monitoring 

Group, later the Survey Group, was asked to investigate the dramatic possibilities of 

science fiction.20 As Tat Wood and Lawrence Miles discuss, science fiction was seen to 

be very BBC-ish material, because “although monsters and spaceships are popular on the 

big screen, it’s the more speculative, social commentary form of science fiction that they 

are interested in exploiting.”21 Wood and Miles summarize the Survey Group’s ultimate 

conclusion as such: 

SF [science fiction] can be done well on television, but only for literate adults 
who can mull over the implications of what they’re seeing. Mainstream audiences 
and children need visual “clues,” which are risky because they look silly unless 
done better than is affordable.22 
 

However, the Survey Group itself notes in the memo that, “there is a wide gulf between 

SF [science fiction] as it exists, and the present tastes and needs of the TV audience, and 

                                                
20 David J. Howe, Stephen James Walker, and Mark Stammers, The Handbook: The Unofficial and 
Unauthorised Guide to the Production of Doctor Who (Surrey, UK: Telos, 2005), 46. 
21 Lawrence Miles and Tat Wood, About Time: The Unauthorized Guide to Doctor Who, vol. 1 (Des 
Moines, IA: Mad Norwegian Press, 2006), 7. 
22 Miles and Wood, About Time vol. 1, 7. 
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this can only be bridged by writers deeply immersed in the TV discipline.”23 Within 

weeks of the memo the London weekend station ABC had success with shows such as 

Out of This World (1962)—a series modeled on The Twilight Zone (1959) complete with 

dinner-suited Boris Karloff introducing every episode like Rod Sterling—and The 

Avengers (1959), a huge commercial hit in London and later in the US. The man behind 

these successful science fiction properties is Sydney Newman, who would be poached by 

the BBC to join their ranks as Head of Drama in January 1963. 

 When Newman took over the role he faced the task of creating a new Saturday-

evening show to follow Grandstand (1958), a sports program ending at 5:15pm, and the 

popular teen show Jukebox Jury (1959) at 5:45pm. Both of these shows—Grandstand in 

particular—dominated Saturday afternoon programming on BBC Television (referred to 

as BBC One after 1964), covering every major sporting event in Britain as well as major 

international events such as the World Cup and Olympic games. The show’s iconic theme 

tune, “News Scoop,” can still be heard on TV accompanying old sport and news clips, 

with its orchestral sound and march-like tempo stirring up nostalgic imagery of black and 

white newsreels. Jukebox Jury, the panel-based program where guest panelists (often 

well-known musicians and celebrities) judged current radio hits, features upbeat 

instrumental “Hit and Miss” penned by The John Barry Seven Plus Four.24 

                                                
23 “Science Fiction – BBC Report,” BBC Archive online, March 1962, 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/doctorwho/6400.shtml. 
24 On one of the YouTube videos of the song (“John Barry 7 + 4 - Hit And Miss - 1960 45rpm,” accessed 
September 12, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_2lqnTuxjg) commenters bring up its history in 
relationship to Doctor Who. User “john hobson” notes, “Always triggers the smell of sausages as my 
Granny fried a few after we had watched Dr Who. Not quite Rememberances [sic] of Things Past…”, while 
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 Having established success with science fiction at ABC, Newman decided to 

investigate filling the time slot with a program containing science fiction undertones, 

consulting the Survey Group to figure out how best to proceed. Much deliberation ensued 

as Newman, Rex Tuner, Alice Frick, and other members of the BBC decided on a family-

friendly adventure program for the Saturday slot. 

 Before airing the pilot episode, the creators of Doctor Who deliberated for months 

regarding its content and intent. The Survey Group went through a lengthy process of 

determining whether a Saturday afternoon audience was willing to welcome in a science 

fiction program into its pop-culture dominated schedule, summarizing their research 

through a series of memos released to the BBC Drama Department.25 Most of their 

appraisal of science fiction came from pre-existing literature and contemporary 

adaptations to visual media for their research, finding that most of the previously existing 

material in the form of novels and short stories provided “nothing directly usable on 

TV.”26 

 In addition to his comments on science fiction television, Bunny Webber provides 

a functional character analysis and breakdown of the types of characters appropriate for a 

Saturday evening series. His recommendation includes a thirty-something man and a 

                                                
user “W.Hartnell-Lives-On-While-‘Dr.Who’-Continues” reminisces, “Always loved to hear this tune on a 
‘Saturday’, helped me get over the fact, that I had to wait another week, to see what happened next in 
‘Dr.Who’.” 
25 Besides the memos “Background Notes for ‘Dr. Who’” and “Science Fiction – BBC Report,” already 
noted, other memos available include: “Concept Notes for New SF Drama,” March 29, 1962, BBC Archive 
Online, http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/doctorwho/6402.shtml; “Science Fiction – Follow-up Report,” July 
25, 1962, BBC Archive online, http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/doctorwho/6401.shtml.  
26 “Science Fiction – BBC Report.” 
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slightly younger woman to be the lead protagonists.27 These two roles ultimately became 

Ian Chesterton and Barbara Wright, two schoolteachers at the Coal Hill School. Newman 

suggests, as Wood and Miles put it, “an older man, whose advice is sought, and an HQ 

combining hi-tech gubbins with Victoriana.”28 Newman also wanted a young girl to 

“make mistakes and be ‘kooky.’”29 The older man became The Doctor, the young girl his 

granddaughter Susan, and the HQ became the TARDIS and its iconic shape of a blue 

Police Box. 

 Regarding Doctor Who’s content, Frick and Webber’s comments left few 

practical options. Their early reports praised Ray Bradbury, Isaac Isamov, and James 

Blish, yet admit that American writers would be unavailable to the BBC.30 As the Survey 

Group’s March 1962 memo attests, “Several facts stand out a mile. The first is that SF 

[science fiction] is overwhelmingly American in bulk. This presumably means that, if we 

are looking for writers only, our field is exceptionally narrow, boiling down to a handful 

of British writers.”31 As far as British talent was concerned, the team wrote that they were 

not impressed. They considered C.S. Lewis “clumsy and old-fashioned,” Arthur C. 

Clarke a “modest writer” but “able to concoct a good story, and a master of  the 

ironmongery department,” and Charles Eric Maine was “too much a fantasist.”32 David 

                                                
27 “Concept Notes for New SF Drama.”  
28 Miles and Wood, About Time vol. 1, 9. 
29 Miles and Wood, About Time vol. 1, 9. 
30 “Science Fiction – BBC Report.” 
31 “Science Fiction – BBC Report.” 
32 “Science Fiction – BBC Report.” 
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Butler points out that their accounts dismiss Maine’s obsession “with the Time Theme, 

time-travel, fourth dimensions and so on—and we consider this indigestible stuff for the 

audience.”33 Butler goes on to state that although Doctor Who would eventually defy the 

developers’ opinion of the Time Theme, the program would seldom deal at length with 

the implications and ethos of time travel.34 Interestingly, the TARDIS—Webber’s “dear 

old Magic Door”—appears to take a cue from C.S. Lewis’ 1940 novel The Lion, the 

Witch and the Wardrobe. 

 This glimpse into the planning stages of Doctor Who shows a progression of 

conversations encompassing a complicated process of assessing the traits of science 

fiction and subsequently rejecting them. Frick and Bull look to other science fiction 

television to further debate its merits in the development of what would become Doctor 

Who, noting the following: 

We thought it valuable to try and discover wherein might lie the essential appeal 
of SF [science fiction] to TV audiences. So far we have little to go on except 
“Quatermass”, “Andromeda”35 and a couple of shows Giles Cooper did for 
commercial TV. These all belong to the Threat and Disaster school, the type of 
plot in which the whole of mankind is threatened, usually from an “alien” source. 
There the threat originates on earth (mad scientists and all that jazz) it is still 
cosmic in its reach. This cosmic quality seems inherent in SF; without it, it would 
be trivial. Apart from the instinctive pull of such themes, the obvious appeal of 
these TV SF essays lies in the ironmongery - the apparatus, the magic - and in the 
excitement of the unexpected. “Andromeda”, which otherwise seemed to set itself 
out to repel, drew its total appeal from exploiting this facet, we consider. It is 
interesting to note that with “Andromeda”, and even with “Quatermass” more 

                                                
33 Butler, “How to pilot a TARDIS,” 23. 
34 Butler, “How to Pilot a TARDIS,” 23. 
35 Here the reference is to A for Andromeda (1961), which made its star Julie Christie a household name in 
Britain for playing a beautiful woman created by an alien computer. 
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people watched it than liked it. People aren't all that mad about SF, but it is 
compulsive, when properly presented. 
 
Audiences – we think – are as yet not interested in the mere exploitation of ideas 
– the “idea as hero” aspect of SF. They must have something to latch on to. The 
apparatus must be attached to the current human situation, and identification must 
be offered with recognisable human beings.36 
 

The use of human-looking aliens and normal objects with extraordinary abilities fits 

squarely into the Verity Lambert’s conceptualization of Doctor Who; this memo in 

particular was highly influential in the development of the program by the BBC. What 

became Doctor Who as it is known today does embrace some elements of traditional 

science fiction and fantasy literature that are frowned upon by the report, including 

narratives that the Survey Group thought to be beyond the grasp of a Saturday evening 

viewership. Embracing the idea of “something to latch on to” meant that when Doctor 

Who first aired the focus of the pilot serial “An Unearthly Child” did not feature 

inherently science fiction narrative cues, but underneath the visual cues lives an implied 

science fiction genre through other production elements, particularly the music. 

 The script of “An Unearthly Child” takes cues from a recurring theme in the 

1960s regarding the suspicion of clever children. John Wyndham’s 1957 novel The 

Midwich Cuckoos, famously adapted into the film Village of the Damned in 1960, 

establishes this theme on film and sets forth the model that all subsequent “creepy 

children” horror films would follow.37 As Miles and Wood discuss, “a generation of 

                                                
36 “Science Fiction – BBC Report.” 
37 Miles and Wood, About Time vol. 1, 18. 
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parents who found they didn’t understand their children identified with the film.38 As is 

evident in the narrative of “An Unearthly Child,” the audience is encouraged to 

empathize with the adult authority figures as they attempt to solve the riddle that is the 

teenage Susan Foreman. The opening half of the first episode is a domestic tragedy, as 

two well-meaning schoolteachers follow a girl home to find her living in difficult 

circumstances. It is only after problematizing Susan as a teenager that the show unveils 

its science fiction underpinnings, using music and specialized visual effects to drive 

home the Doctor Who’s main narrative genre. 

DEFINING DOCTOR WHO: THE TITLE SEQUENCE 
 

Curiously, the opening credit sequence tells the audience little about the domestic 

tragedy of the first episode of “An Unearthly Child.” At the onset of the episode the 

viewer is bombarded with electronic scoring and trippy optical effects in the tradition of 

earlier science fiction series such as The Outer Limits and The Twilight Zone. The intent 

of this opening is not to recall science fiction television; rather, the opening represents 

producer Verity Lambert’s desired focus on the axis of familiarity and difference in 

Doctor Who. This desired approach is readily seen throughout Doctor Who through many 

outlets including visual cues and narrative themes. The Doctor and Susan look like 

                                                
38 In the “Science Fiction – BBC Report,” the Survey Group mentions The Midwich Cuckoos while 
discussing the work of author John Wyndham and his style being approachable for use in television. “The 
exception was ‘The Midwich Cuckoos,’” the Group states as it discusses the exception to an earlier survey 
which determined his work was unsuitable for television, “which of course was snapped up for a film. This 
is indeed the likely fate of any SF novel that could also serve us for TV.” Knowing it could be successfully 
adapted for a visual medium in an approachable way makes it not surprising that this type of story would be 
one Doctor Who would adopt in its first serial. 
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perfectly normal humans but are truly aliens (Time Lords, as the program would call 

them later). The TARDIS has the external appearance of a police box—a normal sight in 

the early 1960s, if a bit dated even by then—yet is different in substance—it travels 

through time and space, and is “bigger on the inside.” 

 Lambert wanted the opening sequence to keep with the familiar and unfamiliar at 

the fore, and in terms of the title theme, Lambert stated she “wanted something melodic, 

but yet didn’t sound like any conventional grouping of instruments. In other words I 

didn’t want anything recognizable used at all.”39 Lambert goes on to recall that, “I wanted 

to use music, whether electronic or otherwise that had a melody rather than just musique 

concrète.” In sum, Lambert wanted music that the viewer could relate to, could remember 

even, yet understood as being generated by unusual, technological means. 

 Although Lambert did not specifically have science fiction in mind for the 

signature tune, the optical tricks and electronic sounds of the opening were influenced by, 

or at least related to, previous established conventions in science fiction television. As 

Kim Newman points out, title sequences were “a mini-artform in the 1960s, with the 

development of visual graphics more complex than scrolling credits and even 

unmemorable programs inspiring themes that stick in the mind for decades.”40 He goes 

on to compare Doctor Who’s theme to the work of Marius Constant for The Twilight 

Zone (1959–64) and Dominic Frontière for One Step Beyond (1959–61) and The Outer 

                                                
39 Quoted in Jeremy Bentham, Doctor Who: The Early Years (London: W.H. Allen, 1986), 93–94. 
40 Newman, Doctor Who, 9. 
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Limits (1963–65). The title sequences for these three shows have proved highly 

influential to both science fiction television and broadcast television as a whole. All three 

feature openings with a chilling “control voice,”41 telling viewers that what is being 

transmitted may look like a fault but is entirely intentional. Floating eyes, oscillating 

lines, and waves of white noise show the viewer the weird, the unusual, the 

unexplainable, and the odd (Fig. 2.3). 

 

Figure 2.3: Left, a “scary door” from The Twilight Zone. Right, frenzied frequency 
wavelengths envelope The Outer Limits. 

 For musical treatment, the opening title sequences of both The Outer Limits and 

The Twilight Zone forgo memorable tunes and instead embrace a voice over narration; 

the role of the narrator is crucial to the narrative cohesiveness of these two anthology 

series. For The Twilight Zone, a four-note cue rapidly repeats in an unsettling manner 

                                                
41 The term “control” is reinforced heavily in the opening sequence and closing monologues in The Outer 
Limits. In the early versions of the opening narration, the “Control Voice” (Vic Perrin) states, “There is 
nothing wrong with your television set. Do not attempt to adjust the picture. We are controlling 
transmission. If we wish to make it louder, we will bring up the volume. If we wish to make it softer, we 
will tune it to a whisper. We will control the horizontal. We will control the vertical.” In the closing 
monologue: “We now return control of your television set to you. Until next week at the same time, when 
the control voice will take you to – The Outer Limits.” 
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until the voice of the narrator enters, introducing the viewer to The Twilight Zone. The 

music drops into the background in favor of the narrator, as the narrator is important in 

establishing each story’s core theme. The Outer Limit forgoes a tune altogether, using 

sporadic notes, cords, orchestral swells, and percussive hits to disorient the viewer as the 

“control voice” takes over their television set. Again, the focus is on the narrator, whose 

role is imperative to understanding that each disparate story in the anthology series is part 

of a greater whole, the television program itself. 

 Since these two programs, as well as that of One Step Beyond, are true 

anthologies with different characters in each story, the presence of the narrator reinforces 

that the stories are somehow connected, if only through the use of narrator as framing 

mechanism. This is reinforced by the presence of the narrator in the title sequence as well 

as the introduction of each story once the titles end. Doctor Who, alternately, does not use 

a narrator to provide coherence across the highly-varied locales and time periods of each 

serial. With its focus on main characters present in each serial, coherence is implied on a 

basic visual and narrative level with those main characters present across serials. The 

program, then, is free to explore other possibilities, since it is not at the mercy of a 

narrator to introduce the tone of the program. For Doctor Who, the title tune could 

provide an exploration of tone in a more abstract way through music alone. 

 The pilot episode of a new program carries the burden of establishing the 

aesthetic and presentation style of that program’s universe. To achieve a juxtaposition of 

the familiar and unfamiliar as the program’s core approach, producer Verity Lambert 
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turned to the BBC Radiophonic Workshop and contributing member Delia Derbyshire 

alongside composer Ron Grainer to realize a title tune. Grainer composed the tune in a 

traditional matter—at the keyboard—and Derbyshire realized it in the Workshop (Fig. 

2.4). 

 

Figure 2.4: (L) Delia Derbyshire works at the Leevers-Rich 8-track supervised by 
Desmond Briscoe. (R) Derbyshire at the controls of the mixing desk in 
Room 12. 

 The visuals for the sequence had already been created before Grainer composed 

the melody; in fact, the first filming for Doctor Who as a whole was the title sequence 

work done on Stage 3A at the BBC’s Television Film Studios in Ealing, Tuesday, August 

20, 1963.42 This was unusual for opening sequences in British television in the 1960s, 

which at that point were typically made from montages from the production of the 

                                                
42 Howe, Walker, and Stammers, The Handbook, 86. 
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program cut to fit the music. For Doctor Who, however, Lambert had Bernard Lodge and 

Joe Starie create an animated opening before turning to Grainer for a tune. The two 

designers had used a new technique called “positive feedback” or “howlround,” which 

involved the glowing image received by a video camera when it films its own image from 

a monitor (Fig. 2.5). Starie had shone a penlight into the camera at the same time to 

create the random cloud-like formations found in the opening sequence.43 Derbyshire 

recalled her first encounter with Grainer, stating “Ron had a chance to see it before he 

created his score. He watched the opening graphics and did all of the timing with a 

stopwatch.”44 As Mark Ayres discusses,  

The Doctor Who theme used no synthesisers for the simple reason that they didn’t 
exist yet; it was created entirely using musique concrète techniques. Provided 
with a basic score by freelance composer Ron Grainer, Delia Derbyshire realized 
it by using individual notes cut from basic recordings of sine tones and bursts of 
white noise assembled on multiple strips of magnetic recording tape, hand-synced 
to create a rudimentary multitrack.45 

 
Derbyshire took the theme and translated the notes on the page into cycles per second, 

creating the swoops and rising notes of the theme using old valve oscillators, and used the 

BTR2 and TR90 recording machines at the Workshop to compile all the generated 

sounds.46  

                                                
43 Louis Niebur, Special Sound: The Creation and Legacy of the BBC Radiophonic Workshop (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2010), 98. 
44 Austin Atkinson-Broadbelt, “Soundhouse: Delia Derbyshire,” Doctor Who Magazine, no. 199 (May 12, 
1993), 14. 
45 Mark Ayres, “The Sound of Music,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 14. 
46 Atkinson-Broadbelt, 15. 
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Figure 2.5: Stills from the opening sequence of Doctor Who as seen in “An Unearthly 
Child.” 

 Grainer’s initial version of the Doctor Who theme is in E minor and in 4/4 time, 

beginning with a repeated two-bar ostinato bass pattern. Ostinato figures are frequently 

used in the music and title themes of science fiction television and cinema; the previously 

discussed Twilight Zone theme is just one example. The ostinato is one of the calling 

cards of Bernard Herrmann, whose contributions to the music of science fiction include 

The Day the Earth Stood Still (1951), Journey to the Center of the Earth (1959), The 

Twilight Zone (1959), alongside which scores for many of Albert Hitchcock’s films 

defined the sound of suspense for a generation of filmgoers and television viewers. For 

Herrmann, a repeated musical cell, particularly one with a distinct and recognizable 

rhythmic pattern, provides a recognizable musical idea that can be repeated by different 

instruments and groupings throughout a composition to provide cohesion within a score 
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and across a film or television episode, something that Rebecca Leydon refers to as 

“concision of cues and an epigrammatic approach to musical materials.”47 Leydon goes 

on to say that, “In The Day the Earth Stood Still, Herrmann makes similarly economical 

use of his sparse melodic materials, frequently recycling his basic melodic components—

like the half-step neighbour-note figure from the overture—and placing them in new 

narrative/musical contexts.”48 In Grainer’s theme the ostinato provides an unending and 

perpetually forward-moving rhythmic pulse similar to that of the opening pizzicato 

strings of The Twilight Zone, yet more march-like with noticeable influence of other 

television title tunes of the BBC popular during the time. Neil Brand describes the motif 

as, “Grainer’s starting point; a rhythmic bed.”49 While ostinatos in most science fiction 

music represent the vastness of space, here Grainer includes the march-like ostinato in the 

bass with a more obvious nod to popular music than film music, aiming to write a catchy 

tune that grabs the viewer’s attention from the onset.50 As Niebur discusses in Special 

Sound, “One finds oneself following the rhythmic pulsations as one does a pop tune: the 

melody has a regular phrase structure; the piece itself has a traditional eight-bars-with-

                                                
47 Rebecca Leydon, “Hooked on Aetherophonics: The Day the Earth Stood Still,” in Off the Planet: Music, 
Sound and Science Fiction Cinema, ed. Philip Hayward (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2004), 
39. 
48 Rebecca Leydon, “Hooked on Aetherophonics,” 39. 
49 Quoted in Ian Jones, “The Key to Time,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 9. 
50 Timothy Scheurer’s discussion of “Alien Harmonies” in his text Music and Mythmaking in Film: Genre 
and the Role of the Composer (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2008) comes to mind. In discussing “the sound 
of outer space,” Scheurer explores the musical precedent for the sound of the stars and outer space, noting 
that “nine times out of ten a composer will use a celesta, a glockenspiel, chimes, or any instrument that has 
a chime-like timbre to replicate the twinkling of stars” (57). He goes on to say, “gesturally, the wave figure 
may also be heard in this topic, in this case signifying the twinkling light alternating between light and dim 
states” (57), mentioning that this pattern can be heard in films like Star Wars and the Star Trek series. 
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bridge structure,” making sure to mention that “the individual radiophonic sounds contain 

the ‘alienating’ elements.”51 It is no wonder, then, that the British tabloid newspaper the 

Daily Mirror published an article two weeks after the premiere titled “Verity’s Tune Is 

Way Out!”52 

 In this march-like ostinato, we find the “recognition” from Lambert’s axis of 

familiarity vs. difference at Doctor Who’s core. The melody that enters in mm. 9 provides 

the different, the unfamiliar, especially so in its realization by Derbyshire (Fig. 2.6). 

Grainer’s use of the sweeping minor ninth brings science fiction film music of the 1950s 

to mind; in his discussion of It Came from Outer Space (1953), Scheurer notes that “ever 

since Miklos Rosa used a similar pattern in The Lost Weekend (1945) the use of leaps of 

an octave or minor seventh and then the ‘sigh’ gesture which resolves downward a minor 

second (or combination of the minor second and minor third or the augmented fourth) 

have been associated with tragic, abnormal or disturbed states.”53 Scheurer goes on to say 

that “these harmonic and melodic considerations are then wedded to unusual instrumental 

timbres to paint an image of something relentless, dominating and lying behind the pale 

of common humanity.”54  

                                                
51 Niebur, Special Sound, 100. 
52 Quoted in Niebur, Special Sound, 101. 
53 Scheurer, Music and Mythmaking in Film, 62. 
54 Scheurer, Music and Mythmaking in Film, 62. 
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Figure 2.6: Grainer’s originally-composed theme tune for Doctor Who, mm. 1–20. 

 Ambiguities and imperfections, such as shifting the beat slightly or adding a bit of 

tremolo to make notes sound less precise, were intentionally added by Derbyshire in her 

realization to “make it sound as though it was played by somebody with feeling, rather 
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than a stitched together music job […] The Doctor Who tune swoops up, it doesn’t go up 

in precise notes. It sort of slides from note to note, and it does give it a bit of a spacey 

feel.”55 The large sweeping ninth sounds incorrectly orchestrated; the pitches seem too 

high, they do not follow the designated registers of the tune Grainer composed, and the 

spacey twinkling effects near the end of the phrase take over the melody and create a 

sense of unease and ambiguity. As Dick Mills recalls, 

There was a certain robotic quality, a sterile quality, which, if you like, could only 
be found in outer space where there’s no atmosphere, and no colouration…If you 
were to write a piece of music, and realize it just in physical terms by cutting tape 
and joining them together, there’s no reason why it shouldn’t be perfect. It could 
be too perfect. It would be so predictable that the rhythm and the happenings in 
the music would perhaps be uninteresting. It’s very easy to listen to musicians—
they bring a piece of music to life by putting their own performance onto it. And 
although they are in rhythm 99% of the time, it is the little 1% that makes it a 
human being playing it and not a machine…So when we did the Doctor Who 
music, we tried to creep in one or two, not wrong notes, but imperfections, like a 
little bit of tremolo in the tune.56 
 

To complicate the tune further, there are moments that it is behind the beat, or does not 

quite center on the correct pitch. This was all intentional, an effort to marry popular 

music with electronics. As Verity Lambert recounts in her interview with the Daily 

Mirror, “Mr. Briscoe and his team looked at the notes and went to work…without using a 

single musician or musical instrument. They did it all with electronics… This is the first 

time electronics have been used to produce a recognizable tune that’s way out and 

                                                
55 John Tulloch and Manuel Alvarado, Doctor Who: The Unfolding Text (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 
1983): 20. 
56 Tulloch and Alvarado, Doctor Who: The Unfolding Text, 19–20. 
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catchy.”57 The ability to bridge popular and science fiction led to the theme becoming 

one of the most memorable additions to the BBC television catalogue, managing to 

modernize popular music for the masses “in a way impossible for the general public to 

imagine,” in turn resulting in the music “mirroring the ideas of the program itself, with its 

enigmatic hero, a time traveler from space.”58 

 When placing the signature tune in context of the pilot episode, the texture and 

melody feel in opposition to the narrative; while seemingly a mismatch, this juxtaposition 

of popular and “way out,” recognizable and alienating, gets to the very heart of Lambert’s 

aims for the new program. Grainer’s tune lasts past the opening animation, continuing to 

play through the B section until a camera pan stops and draws attention to an unassuming 

police box in a junkyard. The role of the signature tune is often to prepare and acclimate 

the viewer to the narrative about to unfold. The music during this sequence is “an 

invitation to imagine, to transform the sounds and images we are about to hear and see 

into paths of access to imaginary places, people, and stories.”59 In this sense the music 

and image seem to have an agreement of sorts, as the music makes up for the lack of 

overtly science fiction-oriented action in the episode. The music also takes on the task of 

acclimating the viewer to the world of the narrative, a world where the fantastic is hidden 

behind the banal. 

                                                
57 “Verity’s Tune is Way Out—Of This World!” Daily Mirror, December 7, 1963. 
58 Niebur, Special Sound, 101. 
59 Giorgio Biancorosso, “Where Does the Music Come From? Studies in the Aesthetics of Film Music” 
(PhD diss., Princeton University, 2002), 47. 
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 The audience is not greeted with any obvious science fiction overtones until the 

very end of the first episode of “An Unearthly Child.” As soon as Barbara steps into the 

TARDIS the mechanical pulse—first heard on that final shot of the opening sequence—

comes back, mixed front and center as if that metallic buzz is the aural equivalent of a 

doorway existing between the science fiction and non-science fiction elements of the 

episodes. Even more extraordinary is the sound of the TARDIS taking off into time and 

space, a special sound created by Brian Hodgson in the BBC Radiophonic Workshop. 

According to Mark Ayres, the sound was created by “scraping a door key up and down 

the bass strings of an old piano, reversing, filtering, and delaying the recordings to create 

a sound that remains instantly recogisable, over 50 years later, as the sound of space and 

time being torn apart.”60 The sound of the TARDIS landing was so remarkable that the 

BBC reclassified as “music” in 1973, crediting Briand Hodgson with its composition.61  

 As a result, the sound design is what cues the audience into the ultimate goal of 

the show, not the image alone. And it takes nearly fifteen minutes of action before the 

goal of science fiction narrative is attained. The eclectic sounds of the incidental 

soundtrack reinforce this divide between the supposed science fiction narrative and banal 

imagery. As David Butler points out,  

The nature of early 1960s television production in Britain is crucial here – Kay’s 
score could not be timed to specific moments in the action but had to be 
composed and recorded in advance, as a series of appropriate mood pieces, and 
then played back in-studio. The result of this approach is that there is a looser 

                                                
60 Ayres, “The Sound of Music,” 15–16. 
61 Donnelly, “Between Prosaic Functionalism and Sublime Experimentation,” 190. 
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relationship between what is heard and what is seen, which adds to the episodes 
tone of mystery.62  
 

Because of the time-consuming and costly nature of adding material to recorded 

videotape in post-production, all of the incidental music was recorded before filming. 

This made timings difficult, so the various freelance composers for Doctor Who made up 

long stretches of repetitious patterns of non-melodic material for each episode. As a 

result, the incidental music created for easy use during filming had added affects of both 

science fiction sensibility and flexibility allowing the opportunity to reuse cues later. 

 Norman Kay’s scoring for “An Unearthly Child,” and the following episodes that 

complete the serial often referred to as “100,000 B.C.,” set the precedent for what a 

typical Doctor Who episode would use as musical treatment throughout much of its 

broadcast history in the twentieth-century. While there is no surviving record of the 

sessions for the “An Unearthly Child”/“100,000 BC” serial, Mark Ayres notes that “the 

instrumentation would appear to have been as simple as you’d expect – percussion, harp, 

two trumpets and a clarinet.”63 Yet the first music used after the title sequence is not one 

of Kay’s originally composed cues, it is a piece of stock music from the BBC 

Gramophone Library titled “Three Guitars Mood 2,” taken from Dennis Berry’s Conroy 

Recorded Music Library.64 Referred to in the script as “Guitar Rock,” the instrumental 

guitar track is heard emanating from Susan’s transistor radio, demonstrating that “Susan 

                                                
62  Butler, “How to Pilot a TARDIS,” 26. 
63 Mark Ayres, “Composers: The 1960s,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 18. 
64 Andrew Pixley, “Noises in the Library,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 32. 
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really dug the current pop chart sound of John Smith and the Common Men, using their 

tasty beats to inspire her alien hand-jive.”65 The stock music track is used expressly to 

draw attention to the familiar and unfamiliar traits of Susan Foreman; she looks and acts 

like a teenager, listens to pop music, yet dances in a weirdly alien way to the tune. And 

while Ian Chesterton correctly states the name of the rock group, he does infer that she 

has the track turned up too loudly, pitting adult against teenager in a classic moment of 

“please turn down that noise” that any parent or teenager could relate to. What Kay’s 

incidental music and “Three Guitars Mood 2” share in common is their use in alienating 

the teenager Susan through the eyes of the two schoolteachers.  

As Ian and Barbara take turns sharing memories of odd moments in the classroom 

with Susan, Kay scores the flashbacks with a cue sounding very much like something 

taken from a troubled-teen episode of a police procedural. A steady percussive beat 

accompanies medium close-ups of Susan as the camera shares the point of view of the 

teachers, staring down Susan as she baffles them with claims of a decimal-based currency 

system in Britain and the ineffectiveness of working with inactive chemicals in the 

science lab. The trumpets outline a tritone with a harsh tremolo while the clarinet plays a 

stepwise chromatic line underneath, the latter a motif that returns throughout the 

remainder of the episode. The cues build suspense during these flashback sequences, 

highlighting Ian and Barbara’s anguish over the problematic teenager while stressing 

these moments of unfamiliar responses in a familiar school setting. For this first episode, 

                                                
65 Pixley, “Noises in the Library,” 32. 
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the sound design is entirely invested in marking Susan as an unconventional teenager, 

reinforcing that there is more to the mystery of Susan Foreman that the schoolteachers 

may realize. 

 Ian and Barbara’s search through the junkyard for Susan is left relatively 

untouched by the soundtrack. The silent scoring of their search leaves the spaced needed 

to feel the full impact of the buzzing of the TARDIS, something the schoolteachers 

experience first-hand as they stumble into the unassuming police box after an altercation 

with the Doctor. This incessant electronic hum of the TARDIS became a key sound for 

the program. As Mark Ayres discusses, 

Right from the start, Doctor Who had a “sound.” Even in the unscreened pilot 
episode, for example, the Doctor’s TARDIS hummed warmly as you approached 
it. It welcomed you inside with a harsh machine buzz that complemented the 
bright white interior. And, as it launched itself into the unknown, it sang a strange 
song born of a dying pianoforte. This was music; indeed, the TARDIS sound – as 
much an audio-signature for the programme as Delia Derbyshire’s realization of 
Ron Grainer’s theme tune…66 
 

Because music had to be pre-recorded to allow for flexibility in mixing in incidental 

music during studio filming, simple, repetitive cues that avoided traditional melody and 

harmony and opted for a general mood music instead. Kay’s incidental music and small-

ensemble scoring set the precedent for all Doctor Who incidental music that would 

follow. Even the stock music chosen in the later part of the decade, discussed later in this 

chapter, tended to have a similar musical aesthetic. The other composers that worked on 

Doctor Who during this decade—particularly Richard Rodney Bennett, Stanley Myers, 

                                                
66 Ayres, “Composers: The 1960s,” 18. 
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Francis Chagrin, Humphrey Searle, and Dudley Simpson—approached the incidental 

music similarly because they faced similar restraints: limited budget allowing for limited 

players (usually between five and eight musicians were allowed in the music budget), and 

music that needed to be easily mixed during studio sessions. 

 We can get a sense of how this sound design is shaped by looking at the 

soundtrack represented in a timeline. As seen in Fig. 2.7, the title theme (T) bookends the 

first episode of “An Unearthly Child,” accompanying the opening title sequence at the 

outset and the rolling credits at the end. The title theme fades into the hum of the 

TARDIS as the slow tracking shot of the camera through the junkyard, ending on the 

police box tucked away between the random odds and ends found within the junkyard 

walls. Special sound (S) dominates the second half of the episode as the four main 

characters converse inside the TARDIS. The diegetic music (D) of Susan’s handheld 

transistor radio occurs during the early part of the episode as her character is explored, 

while nondiegetic music (N) is used primarily during scenes of the schoolteachers’ points 

of view as they discuss the mysterious Susan. 

 

Figure 2.7:  Timeline representation of the soundtrack elements of “An Unearthly 
Child.” 

 The special sound of the TARDIS hum dominates the soundtrack, and as the most 

unique, unfamiliar object of the episode this is warranted. The nondiegetic and diegetic 
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music occur specifically in moments relating to the odd behavior of Susan, underscoring 

the axis of the familiar and unfamiliar present in her character; she looks like a normal 

teenage girl, but as Ian and Barbara discover she is from another time and another world, 

coming from a civilization that appears to look much like the humans of Earth. Perhaps 

because the special sound is so important to establishing the other-worldliness of the 

TARDIS there is very little music used. Without including the title theme, the episode 

uses 02:54 of nondiegetic music and 00:48 of diegetic music, a combined 16% of the 

23:23 runtime. Yet even with relatively little music, the sound design ensures that the 

moments that do contain music stand out from the rest of the episode. The sound design 

is specifically invested in reinforcing the unfamiliar and extraordinary moments of the 

story, particularly from Ian and Barbara’s points of view. 

 The second episode of the four-part serial, titled “The Cave of Skulls,” is an 

example of sound design that would be more typical for any given episode of Doctor 

Who throughout the 1960s. As Fig. 2.8 illustrates, the sound design of the episode uses 

more nondiegetic music than any other soundtrack element. Because of the location of 

prehistoric Earth, there is little special sound, isolated to just the TARDIS interior. The 

nondiegetic music making up the majority of the episode’s soundtrack uses the same 

instrumentation Kay used for “An Unearthly Child,” though here he relies more heavily 

on percussion and harp than the trumpets. Three primary cues are used throughout the 

episode: the first uses small repeated tone clusters of the harp accompanied by a steady 

pulse from the percussion, used during moments of discovery (such as Ian’s disbelief that 
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the TARDIS had actually left the junkyard and ended up in prehistoric times; mostly 

isolated percussion, which accompanies moments featuring the cave people; and a more 

frenzied action cue used during struggles or fights, such as when Susan, Ian, and Barbara 

attempt to rescue the Doctor but are subsequently captured starting 19:50. Even with so 

many musical entrances, the music only accompanies approximately 24% of the episode. 

Episodes throughout this early part of the program’s history typically used about this 

much music, sometimes much less. 

 

Figure 2.8.  Timeline representation of the sound design of “A Cave of Skulls,” second 
episode of Doctor Who’s first serial. 

 While Doctor Who’s first serial had music that sometimes felt at odds with the 

seemingly domestic tragedy story that dominates its first episode, one does not have to 

look far to see how deeply entrenched the program’s narrative would become in 

speculative science fiction. In the second serial, “The Daleks,” the Doctor and his 

companions end up on the far-away planet of Skaro inhabited by two races fighting to 

survive after a nuclear war. This story embraces one of the main foci of early 60s science 

fiction: the effects of nuclear warfare. The serial’s sound would be wholly different from 

that of “An Unearthly Child,” with composer Tristram Cary created the amorphous 

electronic soundscape of the planet Skaro with magnetic tape loops, a “radical electronic 

music” that “proved popular enough to be extensively re-used in later adventures” such 
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as “The Rescue,” “The Ark,” and “The Power of the Daleks.”67 As we can see in Fig. 2.9, 

the sound design for the first episode of “The Daleks” is primarily composed of Cary’s 

nondiegetic incidental music created in the Radiophonic Workshop, and special sound is 

again reserved for moments in and around the TARDIS. The nondiegetic music 

throughout the episode accompanies roughly 22.5%, close to the amount of music in “An 

Unearthly Child.” While the musical aesthetic for the second serial had greatly changed, 

the amount of music used in the sound design of the episode was nearly the same. 

 

Figure 2.9:  Timeline representation of the sound design in “The Dead Planet,” the first 
episode of Doctor Who’s second serial “The Daleks.” 

The stark sound of the Dalek city and its alien architecture proved to be quite an 

extraordinary and unfamiliar sight and sound when positioned against the know and 

familiar TARDIS crew. This careful attention to musical detail in the sound design of 

Doctor Who became a defining factor of the style and aesthetic of the program; as Mark 

Ayres mentions, “one of the most distinctive features of 1960s Doctor Who was the fact 

that it sounded like nothing else on television,” and was “one of the earliest television 

programmes to feature what we now call sound design, an unwittingly adventurous 

approach for which the only real precedent was 1958’s Quatermass and the Pit.”68 The 
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sound design was a critical factor in the portrayal of the familiar and unfamiliar to create 

compelling science fiction drama, as Doctor Who relied heavily on the incidental music 

to set the genre even if the visuals could not on their own. 

APPEALING TO A CONTEMPORARY AUDIENCE 
 

The second season of Doctor Who ends with the serial “The Time Meddler,” 

airing between 3 July – 24 July 1965 in four 25-minute episodes. The story takes place in 

1066 on the eve of Viking and Norman invasions of Northumbria, a pivotal moment in 

the history of Great Britain, and is itself a turning point for the program as a whole. First, 

it introduces another member of the Doctor’s and Susan’s species sets up the potential for 

further interactions with the Time Lords—though not called that quite yet—in the future. 

Second, the Doctor ends his travels with Ian and Barbara (Susan left in season one) and 

begins traveling with a new companion, Steven, setting up the potential for a revolving 

door of traveling companions which would become nearly as important to the program as 

the Doctor himself. Third, the story is the first tackle the implications of interfering with 

known historical events and speculates how changing the outcome could impact the 

future. 

 Written by Dennis Spooner and directed by Douglas Camfield, “The Time 

Meddler” is what is commonly referred to as a “historical episode.” The aim of historical 

episodes in Doctor Who is telling a story during a particular time in British history; in this 

case, the historical focus is the Battle of Hastings, which took place not long after the 
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events of the serial’s four episodes. The Battle of Hastings would have been fresh on the 

minds of the British viewing public; after all, the 900th anniversary of the Battle would 

occur the following year. The Battle of Hastings is a well-known turning point in the 

history of Great Britain; on October 14, 1066, the Norman-French army of Duke William 

II of Normandy and the English army under the Anglo-Saxon King Harold II fought a 

decisive battle during the Norman conquest of England. In January of 1066, not long 

before the events of “The Time Meddler,” the childless King Edward the Confessor had 

died, leaving his thrown without a successor. A handful of claimants battled for the 

throne, but William claimed that King Edward had promised him the throne and set up 

camp in the south of England to stake his claim. History books state that William’s 

success at the Battle of Hastings ushered in a change in British culture, something The 

Meddling Monk aims to prevent by fending off the Vikings and potentially keeping 

William from winning the battle. Great Britain would then arguably progress faster as a 

society without the outside influence of the Norman invaders, with the Meddling Monk’s 

motivation being the presumption that he could make a fortune in future investment 

possibilities. 

 With the 900th anniversary of the historic battle approaching, Doctor Who had an 

opportunity to tap into the social consciousness of Great Britain in 1965 while telling a 

time-traveling story. As Miles and Wood discuss, history books across England were 

being reprinted in color with gorgeous details of the Bayeux Tapestry—a nearly 230-foot 

long embroidered cloth depicting the events leading up to the Norman conquest of 
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England and ultimately the Battle of Hastings—meant school children (the target 

demographic of Doctor Who) would not only be learning more about the battle in school 

but could also see a different angle highlighting its importance on the television.69 

 “The Time Meddler” begins like other period stories in Doctor Who’s then second 

season. The program had already explored other key historical moments in past serials—

fifteenth-century Mexico in “The Aztecs,” the adventures of Marco Polo in the thirteenth 

century in “Marco Polo,” the French Revolution in “The Reign of Terror,” the Great Fire 

of Rome in “The Romans,” and the events of the Third Crusade in “The Crusade”—so 

seeing Vikings rowing themselves to the northeastern coast of England was not an 

unusual sight for a Doctor Who serial. What makes “The Time Meddler” stand out from 

other historicals (or pseudo-historicals) is how the advancement of the plot is dependent 

upon the axis of the familiar and unfamiliar shown through the use of contemporary 

music technology. 

 From the onset of the first episode of “The Time Meddler,” new companion 

Steven Taylor questions everything he sees. Steven meets the Doctor and his traveling 

companions in the previous story “The Chase,” as he is rescued from a Dalek attack on 

the alien planet of Mechanus. Being from the twenty-third century, Steven is accustomed 

to space travel and alien species, but proves doubtful of a rickety police call box’s 

(TARDIS) ability to travel through time. With his critical eye, Steven doubts the 

authenticity of a Viking helmet on the shore where the TARDIS finally lands, to which 
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the Doctor famously replies, “What do you think it is, a space helmet for a cow?” (Fig. 

2.10). A viewer who regularly watched the program would trust that the Doctor and his 

companions had indeed landed in eleventh-century England, but the seeds of doubt 

planted in this exchange prove invaluable as the story progress. 

 

Figure 2.10: (L) The Doctor examines a helmet found by Vicki on the beach. (R) New 
companion Steven questions the authenticity of a Viking helmet (“The Time 
Meddler” part 1, “The Watcher,” 08:42). 

 The Doctor and his companions split up as they find the best way to the top of the 

cliff near the shore. While Vicki and Steven climb the cliff and end up in the woods, the 

Doctor stumbles upon a small settlement as he finds a path that does not involve 

climbing. A native named Edith befriends the Doctor and he manages to glean 

information about the era and location from their exchange; eleventh-century England 

during the reign of Harold Godwinson, which meant that the historic Battle of Hastings 
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had not yet occurred. The Doctor muses on this bit of information, and while he does he 

hears a chant carried on the breeze; a section of Secundae Vesperae in Nativitate, a 

portion of the Gregorian chants of the Office. Edith mentions that there is a monastery 

nearby, recently inhabited by a small group of monks.  

 Like many serials during this era of Doctor Who, the first episode is almost 

entirely expository. It takes nearly fifteen minutes before a noticeable effort is made to 

find out the time and location of the current adventure, and a few more after that for the 

plot of “The Time Meddler” becomes clear. Coinciding with the progression of the story 

is the use of special sound and music. Out of a total runtime of approximately 24 minutes, 

twelve minutes go by before any music enters, and its purpose is to accompany a scene 

and location change from the shore to the settlement the Doctor stumbles upon. Rather 

than using newly-composed music for the transitions, director Douglas Camfield chose 

music from the BBC’s stock music library, “Medieval Drama Part 3” by Lawrence 

Leonard and His Orchestra (recording Chappell C 690B). Much like a typical episode of 

Doctor Who, the incidental music is reserved primarily for key structural moments—

particularly transitions and scene changes—to smooth over these changes in location and 

reinforce the progression of the narrative.  

 Where music and sound design truly stand out in “The Time Meddler” comes 

from the clever use of 1960s audio technology, and how it plays into the chanting 

mentioned above. Not long after the Doctor questions Edith about the location and era, he 

mentions that sounds can play “funny tricks.” As he muses to himself about the historical 
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events leading up to the Battle of Hastings, chanting is heard wafting from the forest, 

supposedly from monks at the local monastery. Then suddenly the sound dips in pitch, 

just like a record player when it slows down (Fig. 2.11). While the chant text is difficult 

to decipher, the phenomenon of the bending pitch as the record player slows down is 

unmistakable. It becomes immediately apparent that something is amiss; that chanting 

must be coming from a record player, but how could a record player exist in 1066? This 

mysterious sound leads the Doctor to investigate the monastery, and stumble onto the 

Meddling Monk’s other modern conveniences anachronistically placed in eleventh-

century England.  

 

Figure 2.11: Pitch excerpt from Secundae Vesperae in Nativitate, episode one of “The 
Time Meddler,” 18:27. The beginning of the fourth phrase dips then drops 
considerably and unnaturally in pitch as an inferred record player slows 
down, distorting the chant. 

 For “The Time Meddler,” the use of sound from the record player is critical to the  

progression of the story. Using the comedic science fiction trope of dysfunctional 

technology, Doctor Who is able to clue its audience into the main struggle of the narrative 

with the mismatched use of twentieth-century technology in eleventh-century England. 

This unmistakable sound of a malfunctioning record player is the most out of place sound 

throughout the story, and stands out from the sound design of the rest of the episodes in 

the serial. Part one of “The Time Meddler,” The Watcher, largely defines its narrative 
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spaces with the use of diegetic music (the monks chanting), non-diegetic music 

(incidental underscoring), and special sound (the TARDIS).  

By season two of Doctor Who, the electronic hum of the TARDIS was a familiar 

sound as the TARDIS became the HQ, the home base, and starting point for all 

adventures. The familiarity of the TARDIS-as-HQ is underscored by the special sound 

crafted by Brian Hodgson and the BBC Radiophonic Workshop. While the sound of the 

TARDIS is alien, mechanical, and a signifier of one of the central sci-fi elements of 

Doctor Who, it is this never-quite-sourced sound—meaning both on-screen and off-

screen, a central source of its sound never established other than everywhere inside the 

TARDIS—that is the most recognizable and familiar soundtrack element in this serial 

aside from the theme song. In a roughly 24-minute episode, the special sound dominates 

the soundtrack, providing the background sound approximately 5:36 of the runtime and 

23% of that first part of “The Time Meddler,” during the key scenes where Steven is 

introduced as a new traveling companion and learns about the TARDIS from Vicki. The 

second closest soundtrack element (of the four main elements in this study) is diegetic 

music, which is a central element of the soundtrack for approximately 4:44 and 19% of 

the episode. These dominant soundtrack elements define the central spaces of the 

episode: the TARDIS and the monastery. They also define the central story elements: the 

pieces of futuristic technology that have appeared in eleventh-century England. This is 

represented visually in the timeline graphics in Fig. 2.12, where the first third of the 

episode is visibly defined by the special sound of the TARDIS, while the second half of 
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the episode is dominated by the diegetic music of the recording of monks singing coming 

from the monastery.  

 

Figure 2.12: Timeline representation of the sound design of “The Time Meddler” episode 
1, “The Watcher.”  

 After just a handful of serials, the TARDIS became a welcome sight in each story 

on Doctor Who. Even though for much of the 1960s the TARDIS took the crew to 

seemingly random locations without warning or control, finally getting back to the 

TARDIS at the end of each serial meant the team had returned to safety and were ready 

for their next adventure. This is in stark contrast to the TARDIS’s introduction in “An 

Unearthly Child,” where unassuming school teachers Ian and Barbara stumble upon the 

magical police call box, whirring and whizzing and pulsating in the middle of a junkyard, 

and are practically kidnapped against their will by the Doctor. The life-threatening 

adventures of each serial became bookended by the TARDIS; it was that blue police box 

that took them to danger’s front steps, it was also that same police box that swept them 

away from danger and on to the next adventure. The TARDIS was designed, and acts as, 

the Doctor and his companions’ headquarters. At the beginning of each episode it is the 

bringer of adventure, mystery, and danger, and at the end of the episode it acts as a return 

to safety and normalcy. 

 The two familiar sounds of the TARDIS and a record player form the aural pillars 

of “The Time Meddler.” When a chant subtly drifts through the air this seems normal; 
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most Western education highlights the Middle Ages and one of the most instantly 

recognizable musical forms attached to this era are the chants of monasteries and other 

religious orders during the European Middle Ages and Early Modern Era. The chanting is 

also recognizable due to its common use in film, television, and video games representing 

those eras, oftentimes denoting religious or pious situations.70 And though the TARDIS’s 

electronic hum may not have been a normal sound in eleventh-century England, viewers 

know it as a welcome sound within the narrative of Doctor Who. Yet these two familiar 

sounds are completely flipped in “The Time Meddler,” and the familiar becomes 

unfamiliar; 1960s technology in 1066 is obviously asynchronous.71 

 While the Doctor’s moment of revelation involves the faulty gramophone in 1965, 

his companions find out about the Meddling Monk’s asynchronous technology when they 

stumble upon his means of transportation in the monastery. While searching for signs of 

the Doctor in the monastery they find a sarcophagus with suspiciously familiar doors on 

the side. When they enter the doors the sight and sound is oddly familiar; the Monk has a 

TARDIS, and its chameleon circuit is in tact (no technical hitch here) allowing it to take 

the shape of an object that fits its surroundings. This is arguably a larger shock than the 

record player in the monastery; to believe that there is another time traveler running 

                                                
70 There are countless examples of this, but the theme of the Temple of Time in the Nintendo 64 game The 
Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time comes to mind. Even the emulation of the sound of a chant at a very 
basic level, not even requiring text, can invoke a sense of religious order and piety. 
71 Not to mention that the work chosen is for the Christmas holiday. As the name implies, Secundae 
Vesperae in Nativitate is the “Second Vesper of Christmas,” and the Doctor has determined it is the 
summer of 1066 when he arrives. It may very well be the case that director Douglas Camfield chose this 
track intentionally to expose the cluelessness of the Meddling Monk by choosing a chant for the wrong 
season. 
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around is one thing, but for that time traveler to also have a TARDIS, one of the unique 

and intimately familiar sights of the program, is nearly impossible to comprehend. 

Vicki’s reaction is the audience’s, “The Monk has a TARDIS?!” (Fig. 2.13) 

 

Figure 2.13: (L) Vicki and Steven find doors on the side of a sarcophagus in the 
monastery and enter. (R) When inside, they find the sarcophagus is actually 
a TARDIS in disguise. 

 The power of these moments of revelation—the false chanting and the second 

TARDIS—are critical to the comprehension of “The Time Meddler.” The use of these 

two objects, one familiar to the program’s diegesis and the other familiar to the audience 

of the day, helps reinforce the meddling of time in a way that visuals alone could not. 

Chanting is arguably expected in this setting with a monk involved, and therefore the 

suspicion of that monk and his monastery relies heavily upon faulty technology exposing 

his fraudulence. The discovery of a second TARDIS reinforces that other time travelers 
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exist, and that the Doctor is not the only being in the universe with this ability. Using 

familiar sights and sounds in unfamiliar places is crucial not only to the plot of “The 

Time Meddler” but to the core concepts of the program as a whole. By allowing the 

audience to become familiar with something that should be unfamiliar (the special sound 

of the TARDIS as an example), the program gives itself expectations to both uphold and 

expose to creative intriguing new narrative possibilities. It also encourages the 

speculation of everything seen and heard on Doctor Who, further supporting the world-

building aspect of each story and the Doctor’s never-ending inquisitiveness.72 “The Time 

Meddler” also exemplifies how sound design plays a critical role in the product of Doctor 

Who, something that helps the program retain a sense of continuity as a singular 

television program when other changes in production and methodology of approach 

changed during its broadcast history. 

CHANGING FACES, CHANGING SOUNDS 
 

As argued above, the music of Doctor Who holds a prominent role for the 

program; the aesthetic of its incidental music helps define genre, its variety helps 

provides interest, its mere presence defines episodic and narrative structure. Also 

                                                
72 World-building, or world-discovering, is a critical element to space travel and time travel narratives, as 
well as many video games and board games. It is often the job of the player/viewer to construct a view of 
the world they are entering, and often the expository elements of a game/narrative to slowly introduce the 
player/viewer to the aspects of that world crucial to survival and general understanding. Nearly every serial 
in Doctor Who begins with world-building as the Doctor and his companions stumble upon a new place or 
time and have to figure out its intricacies and how to navigate it successfully and overcome its obstacles. 
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important to the early sound design of Doctor Who was the prominent use of avant-garde 

incidental music. As Donnelly discuses, 

This opening musical period runs from 1963 to 1969 (seasons one-five), and is 
marked by a tendency to use avant garde music in the popular context of 
television. This insertion of minority culture into mass culture makes the 
programme’s sound profile most distinct from contiguous programmes. The fact 
that the music of avant garde art music composers was utilised makes Doctor 
Who remarkable itself, providing a highly singular sound world through the use of 
extremely dissonant and unpopular music of the sort that rarely got heard at the 
time outside highbrow university music departments or occasional minority-
interest concerts.73 
 

The incidental music and sound design for each serial plays as critical role in the 

representation of genre and reinforcement of narrative ideas as any other component on 

the program. In fact, as Donnelly points out, the music and sound of the program “had a 

more prominent role than music in many other areas of television, inspired by having to 

span the galaxy and all of time and space.”74 Since Doctor Who’s inception, sound and 

music have been a critical factor in the program’s production and reception. The 

program’s sound design is so interesting, and varied in style and character, that viewers 

felt compelled to capture the soundtracks of each episode on their home reel-to-reel audio 

recorders during transmission.75 What has made the soundtracks work so well on their 

own, without the visuals, is that the sound is structured in such a way that each element 

of the soundtrack has its own space and their placement has distinct roles in an episode. 

                                                
73 Donnelly, “Between Prosaic Functionalism and Sublime Experimentation,” 192. 
74 Donnelly, “Between Prosaic Functionalism and Sublime Experimentation,” 190. 
75 Donnelly, “Between Prosaic Functionalism and Sublime Experimentation,” 190. 
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When the show began, the sound design was often treated similarly to radio; as “The 

Watcher” discusses in Doctor Who Magazine: 

Doctor Who is inextricably linked with the medium of sound even when it was a 
television programme. Television, as media scholars have long pointed out, 
evolved from the manifestly non-visual tradition of broadcast radio. Using the 
same production techniques and often the same production people, television 
effectively came into being as radio with added pictures. Although the boundaries 
are less clear today, in many ways television still has more in common with radio 
than with cinema.76 
 

This means that much like cinema and radio, dialogue is given priority in the sound 

design of Doctor Who, and is frequently mixed higher in the soundtrack than other sound 

elements.77 Music often serves as a transition between locations or sequences of a story. 

Special sound is used to inspire the ambience of a location, whether it is the forests of 

Palestine during the Crusades, the inside of the TARDIS, a giant bank of computers, or 

the alien planet of Skaro after a nuclear war.  

 Due to the combination of the compelling use of music and special sound and 

their evocative use across early serials of Doctor Who has lead to soundtrack versions 

being available in commercial release. The success of the soundtracks without the visuals 

is largely attributed to the frequency and use of soundtrack elements across episodes, and 

                                                
76 The Watcher. “It’s the End, but…”, Doctor Who Magazine 292 (June 2000), 50. 
77 For more information on the history of radio see: John Drakakis, ed., British Radio Drama (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1981); Keith Geddes and Gordon Bussey, The Setmakers: A History of the 
Radio and Television Industry (London: British Radio & Electronic Equipment Manufacturers’ 
Association, 1991); Adrian Johns, Death of a Pirate: British Radio and the Making of the Information Age 
(New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 2011); Michele Hilmes and Jason Loviglio, eds., Radio Reader: Essays 
in the Cultural History of Radio (New York: Routledge, 2002). 
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that the consistency of their use makes the narrative elements and changes understandable 

without accompanying visuals. 

 The earlier years of the program frequently contained long spans of narrative time 

and run time without accompanying music. As a general rule of thumb, sound editors 

tended to avoid using music as underscoring and preferred to use it at transitions. The 

main narrative reason for this was presumably to avoid overpowering the dialogue, but 

there is an important production reason as well; this was before the BBC adopted click-

track technology for television production, so its programs had to port music and effects 

into the studio mixer as the episode was filmed—in one day—in their television studios. 

As Molesworth mentions in his overview of a production block of “The Rescue” (season 

two, 1965):  

All of the action required for this episode from the studio’s five cameras, plus the 
output of the telecine machine, was selected live, shot-by-shot, by the vision 
mixer in the studio gallery, with the selection being sent to be recorded on the 
two-inch black and white video tape. Music and sound effects were played in 
“live” into the studio by the grams operator, and these were recorded as part of the 
soundtrack to the television pictures on the two-inch video tape.78  
 

This production practice was largely the result of needing to time entrances and exits 

without extensive post-production editing. Because two-inch video tape, much like audio 

tape, has no visual guides to show an editor exactly where to cut, splicing of videotape 

was incredibly time-consuming and tended to be limited due to the time constraints of the 

                                                
78 Molesworth, Wiped!, 29. 
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program’s production schedule.79 There were also budget constraints; due to concerns of 

the integrity of tapes, the BBC determined that any tape that had more than five cuts in it 

could not be reused and preferred to avoid the cost of new tape.80 

 For cues to be used in an episode they had to be composed before recording, and 

this process often involved a short turn-around for both the composer and studio 

technicians. In an overview of the script-to-screen process of developing and creating 

“The Ark” (1966), Howe, Walker, and Stammers note the following: 

All the music and the new sound effects – which were provided as usual by Brian 
Hodgson at the BBC’s Radiophonic Workshop – were pre-recorded onto tape and 
then ‘played in’ during the actual recording of the episodes in the TV studio. This 
meant that the cast and crew could hear the music and effects as they performed; 
and if a re-take was necessary, the tapes would need re-setting accordingly. This 
is one of the reasons why recording tended to be continuous, as the complexity of 
fitting together all the elements often precluded a retake if the only thing that was 
wrong was an actor fluffing a line and then recovering from it.81  
 

To give the production staff the most flexibility in the studio, composers often provided 

either short tracks that were amelodic, abstract, and could be played on a loop, or longer, 

amorphous, musical soundscapes that could be faded in and out without noticeable 

breaks.82 This allowed for easier resetting in studio and could theoretically help facilitate 

production glitches in other areas extending scenes or transitions without taking up 

additional studio time to reset scenes for the sake of musical timings. Tristram Cary, a 

contributing composer to Doctor Who, points out that “It is much easier to time music 

                                                
79 See Molesworth, Wiped!, 25–32, for a case study on a typical production block and editing methodology 
and timelines for an episode of a serial. 
80 Molesworth, Wiped!, 33. 
81 Howe, Walker, and Stammers, The Handbook, 183. 
82 Niebur, “The Music of Machines,” 206. 
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that isn’t melody based. If you have music that just conveys the alienness of the situation, 

you can shorten or extend the music quite easily, where as in melodic 8-bar structure that 

isn’t nearly as easy. I tend to use tape loops that can be adjusted in length.”83 When a cue 

had less obvious musical structure, it afforded more flexibility in use to both the 

composer and the editors of the program. 

 This procedure is apparent in the music Cary contributes to Doctor Who. By the 

second story of the first season, the Doctor and his companions were far away from earth 

on a planet ravaged by nuclear war. The sound Cary creates to convey the alien location 

is unlike anything on television at that time, and stands out amongst the music of the 

program in the early 60s. The electronic sounds created by Cary are more about ambience 

than memorability, making it ideal for flexible editing approach without any noticeable 

breaks. Acoustic-based, newly composed cues on Doctor Who also strove for 

characteristics that made them flexible in recording. In “An Unearthly Child,” composer 

Norman Kay created a cue for the TARDIS crew’s departure from the TARDIS that has 

character but lacks an obvious melodic structure, opting for a small ensemble playing 

mood pieces. Tone clusters made of plucked strings and tuned percussion give a sense of 

mystery and subtle detachment, yet provide no musical anticipation, which allows the cue 

to be repeated or faded in and out depending on the pacing of the actors as the episode 

was recorded. This intentionally abstract music serves the purpose of making the 

situation unsettling, and being just cyclic enough that it could be repeated if necessary. 

                                                
83 Quoted in Niebur, “The Music of Machines,” 206. 
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 Some cues are designed with two noticeable sections; ones that come before a cut, 

and ones that follow. Much like the transitions found in “The Romans,” the first section 

would have a musical goal of some kind, while the second would be more cyclical in 

nature and allow easy manipulation of its length. In episode one of “The Romans,” the 

Doctor and Ian discuss the whereabouts of Vicki and Barbara, and as the Doctor finishes 

his statement and Ian reacts, a descending melodic line resembling E phrygian mode 

enters (Fig. 2.14). The cue lands on the lowered second scale degree, anticipating a 

resolution to a final pitch, followed by a short melodic cell implying a change to A minor, 

with an ending that undulates between two pitches. While the sound editors decide not to 

repeat those final pitches, it is clear that they could, and perhaps should have, as the long 

silence before Barbara appears and the new scene begins is rather awkward.  

 

Figure 2.14: Transition cue from “The Romans.” 

 This is not to say that there were not instances where the newly composed music 

was allowed to play beyond a transition. In “The Crusade,” composer Dudley Simpson 

provides music that accompanies the main characters as they stumble upon a battle in the 

forests of Palestine. Because the music was created before filming, Simpson had little to 

guide him in determining the length of musical cues, or how long a track need to play 

out. As a result, it retains the quirky, amelodic, fragmented tone of Doctor Who’s other 

transition cues. However, by extending the duration of this cue the studio technicians 
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were able to gain the added effect of emphasizing the chaos occurring in the forest, both 

on- and off-screen. The hesitation to let the cue play throughout the scene is noticeable; 

when the Doctor addresses Ian, the volume of the music dips drastically to ensure he is 

heard, but then returns to full volume as the scene continues. 

 As much as the early producers enjoyed newly composed music for their stories, 

it did not take long for Doctor Who to start relying on the BBC’s vast stock music library. 

The reason was mostly budgetary; newly composed music came out of an episode’s 

budget, while the fees for using stock music were minimal. According to Ayres, tracks in 

the BBC Gramophone Library were “copyright-cleared already in a deal between 

publisher and broadcaster,” and “because the publisher had acquired all rights in these 

tracks from the composers and musicians at the outset, they were usually far cheaper to 

use. If the programme was to be sold abroad to other territories, separate clearances were 

not required.”84 As news of full-color, high-action programs like Star Trek (1966), Lost in 

Space (1965), and ITV’s The Avengers (1961) circulated in Britain, Doctor Who found 

itself trudging along in black and white with big dreams and a meager budget. To 

continue to draw ratings and retain its growing youth audience, the show tried to tell 

bigger, more complex science fiction stories. The directors and producers undertook 

serials with location shooting like “The Abominable Snowmen,” outside of the television 

studios, which resulted in more editing and post-production. This cut heavily into each 

episode’s allotted budget, and the program found itself relying on the BBC’s stock music 

                                                
84 Pixley, “Noises in the Library,” 32. 
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archive for musical material to save money wherever it could. Commissioning a 

composer, paying for musicians, and paying for recording time to capture the music was 

both time intensive and costly. 

 While stock music in the BBC production library is often created specifically for 

television and radio, it frequently used bigger, more conventional ensembles, longer 

musical lines, and larger repeated sections than Doctor Who’s newly-composed 

incidental music. Directors and sound technicians sought out stock tracks that worked 

best for their stories, but often found it did not conform to the characteristics of 

transitional cues and had to be relegated to other roles in the program. Something that 

stock music did afford that newly-composed music for the program often did not, 

however, was the ability to plan for the music. With the ability to select music in 

advance, directors and editors could presumably plan the timing of shots and scenes with 

musical phrasing of the incidental music in mind.  

 An early example of this comes from the first episode of “The Tenth Planet,” the 

final story of William Hartnell’s run as the Doctor. A dramatic approach scene introduces 

viewers to the Cybermen, as well as the stock music track that accompanies them 

throughout much of the 1960s. Written by Martin Slavin, the track “Space Adventure” 

accompanies two major revelations in episode one of the serial; the first being the first 

glimpse of the Tenth Planet, Mondas, at 12:23, and the second the moment Cybermen 

make their screen debut as they approach the TARDIS at 21:10. For this first use of the 

cue, part 2 of “Space Adventure” (Fig. 2.15) plays, with its persistent, plodding baseline 
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underscoring the methodical, menacing advance of the Cybermen. The music’s slow 

crescendo and steady percussive beat fittingly underline the approach, and the sforzando 

on the final chord of the phrase lines up almost perfectly with the Cyberman’s attack. 

Because of these elements, along with having a playtime of approximately 30 seconds, 

the cue works best as true underscoring; due to the long musical phrasing, editing into the 

track would create an obvious break in the music. The tune by Martin Slavin, a former 

Band Sergeant and musical director known in British jazz circles for his original 

compositions combining electronic experimentation and acoustic instruments, can be 

interpreted as a musical representation of the Cybermen. The Cybermen are a 

combination of flesh and metal, a human brain and skeleton inside a metal frame 

augmented with robotic and cybernetic components. “Space Adventure” is a combination 

of electronic sounds and traditional acoustic instruments, a symbolic representation of the 

Cybermen’s own combination of human and metallic components. 
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Figure 2.15: Piano reduction of “Space Adventure” Part 3, written by Martin Slavin, mm. 
1-11.  

 Director Derek Martinus and his production team likely sought out a track like 

“Space Adventure,” something that could play throughout a longer span of a scene, 

adding to the drama while still providing a layer of representation to reinforce Doctor 

Who’s central tenet of juxtaposing the familiar and unfamiliar. While earlier cues tended 

to reinforce a general mood of a scene, longer spans of music acted more like true 

underscoring than simply reinforcing a structural moment of the episode. After all, the 

term “incidental” (so much of Doctor Who’s music is called “incidental music,” and is 

referred to as such in the end credits of each episode) is defined by the New Oxford 

American Dictionary as “accompanying but not a major part of something.” Here, “Space 

Adventure” is a more noticeable part of the scene, taking an active role in representing 

the new characters and being closely tied to the action within a scene. The longer musical 

phrasing of “Space Adventure,” combined with its compelling representation of the 

Cybermen (and the popularity of the new baddies on Doctor Who) meant that “Space 
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Adventures,” would return again in “The Moonbase” and “Tomb of the Cybermen” and 

for the same purpose. 

 “Tomb of the Cybermen” is one of the Doctor Who’s biggest set-piece serials in 

the 1960s.85 The opening of the serial presents itself much like a pilot episode or reboot 

of a television program, beginning with a sequence re-acquainting viewers with the 

Doctor, his companions, and the TARDIS. No time is wasted on introductions; the very 

first shot follows the Doctor and Victoria as they enter the TARDIS, imagery reminiscent 

of Barbara’s stumble into the TARDIS in “An Unearthly Child.” Here, however, with no 

pause and no reservations, the Doctor immediately begins telling Victoria not only about 

the TARDIS but also of himself. Other companions had come and gone, and it was time 

to re-establish the Doctor’s motives and aspirations and his fantastic ship. 

 The entire serial, spread over a standard four-episode span, is ambitious, 

engaging, and highly entertaining. The tomb of the Cybermen is highly stylized, with 

iconography all over the walls, tables, and consoles like a giant marketing campaign (Fig. 

2.16). As the expedition team (with the Doctor and companions in tow) explore the upper 

level of the tomb, Jamie and one of the archeologists find a mysterious room with 

hypnotic projections. The decor is much more bombastic and visually striking than a 

typical Doctor Who episode, almost as if the program is selling the Cybermen to the 

audience. In a typical episode of Doctor Who, the main threat can take 1-2 episodes to 

                                                
85 Here using the New Oxford American Dictionary definition of “set piece”: a thing that has been 
carefully or elaborately planned or composed, in particular. 
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establish. Typically, the Doctor and his companions stumble upon an issue and it takes a 

few episodes of investigating to get to the root cause. Here the Cybermen are the focus of 

the entire four episodes; not only are they in the title, but they are actually being sought 

out by the core characters of the serial. 

 

Figure 2.16: Stills from “Tomb of the Cybermen,” episode one. (TL) Jamie, Victoria, and 
the Doctor enter the top level of the tomb (11:30). (TR) The Doctor uses the 
console to open one of the side hatches (12:46). (BL) Klieg uses symbolic 
logic to operate the console (14:09). (BR) Jamie operates the panel in one of 
the side rooms, turning on a hypnotizing projection on the wall (17:59). 

 The sound design of the four episodes of “Tomb of the Cybermen” is nearly wall-

to-wall with special sound and incidental music, with the incidental music in particular 

playing through almost half of the first episode (Fig. 2.17). An average episode of Doctor 

Who from 1963-1969 contains anywhere from 5-8 minutes of incidental music, with a 

tendency to occur frequently but play for short spans of time. Here, the incidental music 
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is treated more like how episodes of the program use special sound, where its character is 

meant to be unobtrusive and avoid distracting viewers from the dialogue. The character 

of the stock music chosen for “Tomb of the Cybermen” lends itself to this style of 

underscoring; it is more atmospheric than memorable, not using obvious melodic lines 

that would make the cues stand out and intrude in the dialogue critical to sharing 

important narrative information with the viewer. In fact, the special sound in “Tomb of 

the Cybermen” sounds akin to special sound created by the BBC Radiophonic Workshop 

as background sound in many Doctor Who serials. However, having the Radiophonic 

Workshop create the cues was both time and labor intensive, and the use of stock music 

meant cues could be prepared in advance and be better integrated into production of the 

episodes. Having a more traditional composer write and musicians record the cues for 

this much music would have dug deeply into the budget, a budget seemingly pushed to its 

limits to establish the Cybermen as the new main Doctor Who villain in the late 1960s.86 

The trick, ultimately, would be the director and editing staff finding the right cues in the 

stock library, and fortunately the Cybermen already had a cue in tow from “The Tenth 

Planet.” 

                                                
86 As Howe, Walker, and Stammers point out in The Handbook, “another notable feature of the fifth 
production block was its conspicuous lack of Daleks – previously a staple ingredient of the series. […] 
[Terry] Nation still harbored some hope of winning backing in the USA for the production of a separate 
series devoted to the Daleks (having failed to secure this from the BBC in discussions during 1966), and so 
in any case was unprepared to have them appearing in Doctor Who for the time being. It was this fact that 
had led to the development of the storyline in “The Evil of the Daleks” that had culminated in their 
apparent destruction at the end of the fourth season” (239). 
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Figure 2.17: Sound design timeline of “Tomb of the Cybermen,” episode one. The 
soundtrack contains 11:13 of nondiegetic music and approximately 4:51 of 
special sound, framed by the title theme at the beginning and ending of the 
episode. 24:03 runtime.  

With familiar Cybermen iconography plastered all over the walls, doors, and 

furniture, it was the incidental music’s task to maintain a sense of mystery and the 

unknown for the serial. The axis of the familiar and unfamiliar in “Tomb of the 

Cybermen” is invested mostly in the characters of Klieg and Kaftan, and in particular 

making sense of why anyone would knowingly seek out the deadly Cybermen. The 

bleakness of Telos is set against the allure of the Tomb interiors with careful choice of 

musical selection, and each side room in the Tomb has its own underscoring to help 

define those spaces and emphasize their separate but equally perilous traps. The audience 

is encouraged to empathize with the Doctor and his warnings of the danger at stake 

approaching the Cybermen willingly, if only through the past experiences of “The Tenth 

Planet” and “The Moonbase.” All the while the incidental music creates a mysterious, 

alluring atmosphere, appealing to the curiosity of the expedition team and to the Doctor’s 

desire to see just what trouble the human team gets themselves into. The music has high 

stakes in establishing the familiar and unfamiliar elements of the story, where the familiar 

is the evil threat of the Cybermen and their dangerous, trap-ridden Tomb, and the 

unfamiliar is expedition crew actually seeking out the known evil. 
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Stock music tracks chosen for “Tomb of the Cybermen” (Table 2.1), as well as 

the 21 serials through the 1960s run of Doctor Who that used stock music, tended to 

follow one of two aesthetics: the small ensemble, modernist tone set by the contributions 

of Norman Kay in season one (particularly “An Unearthly Child” and “The Sensorites”), 

or the electronically-produced, amorphous soundscapes inspired by Tristram Cary’s work 

on “The Daleks” as well as the special sound produced by Brian Hodgson and the BBC 

Radiophonic Workshop. As mentioned previously, the tune chosen for “Tomb of the 

Cybermen” that stands out from these two aesthetics is “Space Adventure” by Martin 

Slavin. Other tracks, such as “Universe Sideral” (used for the opening title card at 2:20 in 

episode one) and “Space Time Music” (used when Victoria and the Doctor discuss 

memories of the past at 17:47 in episode three) lend themselves to low-level background 

music because of their repetition, simple melodic cells, and relative lack of harmonic 

change. Music that could set a tone rather than steal the show was ideal for the kind of 

production constraints and budgetary considerations the program experienced during the 

time. 
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Title Track Composer/Performer Episodes Disc 
Universe Sideral Paul Bonneau and his Orchestra 1,4 Chappell TCR Vol. 

2 
Title not Known-Band 7 Desmond Leslie 1 Weinberger JW 

233B 
Title not Known-Band 8 Desmond Leslie 1 Weinberger JW 

233B 
Space Adventure Parts 1–3 Martin Slavin/Norman Ramin 1,2,4 Chappell C 812A 

 
Palpitations J. Scott/Westway Studio 

Orchestra 
1,2,3,4 Southern MQ 653 

Space Time Music Parts 1–4 W. Josephs 3 Southern MQ 653 
 

Title not Known Steve Race 1 Impress IA 144A 
 

Ultra Sonic Perception: 
Galaxy 

Eric Siday 1,3,4 Conroy BM 315B 

Ultra Sonic Perception: 
Suspended Animation 

Eric Siday 2 Conroy BM 315B 

Off Centre: Dark Pursuit Frank Talley/New Concert 
Orchestra 

1,4 Boosey & Hawkes 
O 2396 

Off Centre: Off Centre Frank Talley/New Concert 
Orchestra 

1,2,3 Boosey & Hawkes 
O 2396 

Off Centre: Panic in the 
Streets 

Frank Talley/New Concert 
Orchestra 

3,4 Boosey & Hawkes 
O 2396 

Astronautics Suite Parts 1–7 E. Sendel 1,2,3,4 Southern MQ 766 
 

Desert Storm H. Feischner 1,2,3 Weinberger JW 
260B 

Telergic Robert Gerhard 4 Southern MQ 760 
 

Table 2.1: List of stock music tracks used in “Tomb of the Cybermen.”87  

 There are obvious exceptions to this “unheard melody” approach to incidental 

music, those being moments where attention is meant to be drawn in during a particular 

dramatic or momentous narrative event.88 The initial appearances of the Cybermen in 

“The Tenth Planet” and “Tomb of the Cybermen” are perfect examples. Much like in 

                                                
87 “Library Music Chronology,” last modified February 26, 2014, 
http://www.millenniumeffect.co.uk/audio/index2.html. 
88 Claudia Gorbman, Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1987). 
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“The Tenth Planet,” the tune is used in tomb when the Cybermen make their initial 

approach, this time that initial appearance is their release from the catacombs. Although 

unlike “The Tenth Planet,” “Tomb of the Cybermen” takes nearly two whole episodes to 

show an actual Cyberman, teasing the audience with logos and imagery and even a 

dummy Cyberman at the end of episode one. After a false start at 14:58, the Cybermen 

finally escape the catacombs in episode two at 19:39, featuring all the fanfare one would 

expect after nearly forty minutes of withholding their appearance. And although their 

escape from the catacomb appears labored, the use of “Space Adventure” makes up for 

cellophane; the cue plays through for nearly 1:20, using part 2 of the tune as heard 

previously but this time playing through to part three, a segment of the tune with more 

intensity and excitement than the Cybermen seem to be showing through their labored 

escape from their catacomb. This would be the only obvious, recurring musical cue 

throughout the 1960s of Doctor Who, and would not find itself used in every appearance 

of the Cybermen; their return in season six’s “The Invasion” would be underscored with 

newly-composed incidental music by Australian composer Don Harper. 

 Using incidental music not specially-composed for the program had a few effects. 

As seen above, the music tended to play longer as it was not designed to fill pre-destined 

moments of each episode. The production team had a tendency to select tracks that did 

follow the aesthetics previously established by Doctor Who’s earliest contributing 

composers, but were still constrained by what tended to be longer musical lines and 

bigger sections of repeated music that lent would only be as effective as possibly if 
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allowed to play longer throughout scenes and sequences. This resulted in an increased 

presence of music in the program. As the production team became more ambitious with 

their visual recording and editing, they began using music to reinforce their ambition. 

Music helped bolster what could be considered a desire to be more cinematic than 

theatrical as the program grew and evolved in the 1960s. While being truly cinematic was 

beyond its means, Doctor Who’s production staff began to use music to highlight longer, 

dramatic, and narratively crucial sequences of each episode rather than reserving it for 

moments where it would not step on the toes of the dialogue. 

 This increased use of underscoring would have interesting ramifications on the 

episodes of Doctor Who that were wiped or lost by the BBC. As mentioned previously, 

out of 253 episodes aired in the 1960s, 97 are missing from the show’s archive at the time 

of this writing.89 Fortunately a somewhat complete picture of the program can be made 

using the remaining audio recorded by viewers in the 1960s. These 97 episodes 

encompass 26 serials—12 from the time of William Hartnell’s First Doctor, 15 from the 

Second Doctor played by Patrick Troughton. Ten of the serials are missing in their 

entirety, with only recorded audio remaining. Thirteen of these missing serials used stock 

music from the BBC Discs Collection. “Tomb of the Cybermen” was actually one of 

those missing stories for a long time, but was returned from Hong Kong’s Asia 

                                                
89 This number dropped to 97 from 106 when episodes 1-6 of “The Enemy of the World” and episodes 1, 2, 
and 4-6 of “The Web of Fear” were found by Philip Norris at a television relay station in the city of Jos in 
Nigeria. Source: Tim Masters, “Doctor Who: Yeti Classic Among Episodes Found in Nigeria,” last 
modified October 11, 2013, BBC News, http://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-24467337.  
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Television Network in 1991.90 With such a long passage of time between the story’s 

initial transmission in 1967 and its VHS release in 1992, there were inevitably viewers 

who experienced the serial in audio form before seeing the visuals. 

 In About Time, Lawrence Miles and Tat Wood remark on the difference between 

what the authors perceived in the remaining audio recording and what they eventually 

saw on screen in the first episode of the “Tomb of the Cybermen.” Early on in the 

episode there is an intense, frenetic musical track (H. Feischner’s “Desert Storm”) 

followed by an explosion, to which the authors remark, “back in the days when we only 

knew this story through the audio recording, all of this was rather unsettling, and left us 

with the impression that strange and terrifying things were happening throughout.”91 

When the visuals resurfaced, however, the result was much less action than the audio 

might imply. The authors do point out, however, the very clever use of the dial on the 

explosive device, remarking, “There’s one inadvertent stroke of near-genius at the start, 

when expedition leader Parry sets the explosives and twiddles a knob on his control unit, 

seemingly to turn off the soundtrack.”92 These longer spans of music, without the visuals, 

can paint a completely different picture of the action than one might gather from a 

complete episode. What the longer musical cue does, very effectively, is grab the 

audience’s attention and imply something incredible is about to happen. 

                                                
90 Molesworth, Wiped!, 223. 
91 Lawrence Miles and Tat Wood, About Time: The Unauthorized Guide to Doctor Who, vol. 2 (Des 
Moines, IA: Mad Norwegian Press, 2007), 115–116. 
92 Miles and Wood, About Time vol. 2, 115. 
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 The weakness in using stock music to compile incidental music for a serial, 

however, is that using many different tracks from different collections and composers 

lacked aural coherence from cue to cue. Miles and Wood comment on this in their 

account of “Tomb of the Cybermen,” pointing out that, 

The stock music is back, apparently dubbed on at random. The net effect is the 
feeling that three scores for totally different films are playing on different 
channels, and someone in the control room is switching between them oblivious 
to what’s happening on the screen. Sometimes it’s excruciating, but occasionally 
it works.93 
 

What the use of these different cues accomplishes, however, is a clear delineation of 

space across the narrative. Each part of the tomb has its own sound; the entrance area is 

rather neutral, mostly special sound to underscore the console electronics, while the side 

rooms (the hypnosis room and revitalization room) have low-level, modernist music in 

the form of Frank Talley’s Off Centre suite, particularly “Dark Pursuit” and “Off Centre.” 

The lower level of the tomb leading to the catacombs is meant to invoke the feel of an 

Egyptian tomb, and uses an untitled track by British composer Desmond Leslie that 

combines electronic experimentation and a lilting oboe tune complete with augmented 

seconds to give the space an ethereal feel. While the mixture of tracks gives a sense of 

detachment within the soundtrack, the specific use of the cues in narrative spaces is 

important to defining the different spaces of the tomb itself. 

 Creating and defining familiar and new spaces through the use of incidental music 

and special sound is one of the most critical roles the choices of incidental music plays in 

                                                
93 Miles and Wood, About Time vol. 2, 115. 
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the 1960s era of Doctor Who. The consistent treatment of narrative spaces in Doctor Who 

with different sound—the TARDIS hum, the bleeps and bloops of computer banks, the 

electronic buzz of a spaceship interior, the amorphous soundscapes of Skaro—play an 

important part of defining not only different narrative spaces but also defining narrative 

progression and highlighting the structural elements of an episode. This role, established 

back in the very first serials of Doctor Who and persistent through the remainder of its 

broadcast history on the BBC, is perhaps even more critical to the reception of the audio 

reconstructions of the missing episodes. 

 One of the key missing serials listed in Table 2.2 is “The Highlanders,” the first 

episode featuring Jamie McCrimmon, the Second Doctor’s companion during most of his 

tenure in the role and one of the most popular companions of the program as a whole. 

Fortunately, the serial exists in audio format, with telesnaps and promotional stills used to 

create what is referred to as a “reconstruction” of the serial. In the moments where the 

audio alone is not enough to comprehend the action on screen, subtitles appear to 

describe what is happening. The first episode of the serial uses very little music (Fig. 

2.18). Bagpipes play over the title card, and a simple snare drum cue plays at the 

introduction of the Redcoats outside the cottage (10:26) and again when the captured men 

are about to be hung (20:40). The drum cue happens at key narrative moments, when the 

focus of the narrative shifts to another location or another key part of the story. They also 

occur at moments when the scene changes location; the first, from inside the cottage to 

outside of the cottage to the Redcoats out in the field, the second, transitioning from the 
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peril of the capture men to the peril of the hiding women, scheming to get their friends 

released. There is quite a bit of dialogue in the opening episode to establish the location 

and rival parties, which is partially responsible for the lack of underscoring throughout 

the episode. The cues that are used tie directly into the narrative; bagpipes, for the 

Scottish “rebels,” and drums for the Redcoats. The underscoring of these location 

changes helps not only advance the narrative through audio cueing, but also reinforces an 

“us versus them” juxtaposition of character groups central to the plot. It is the friction 

between the rebels and the Redcoats where the familiar vs. unfamiliar is reinforced in 

“The Highlanders,” as the audience is encouraged to empathize with the rebels and 

distance them from the Redcoats by emphasizing changes in scene that emphasize both 

the physical and narrative space between the rival parties during much of the serial. 
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Season Serial Lost Episodes Tally Stock Music 
1 Marco Polo All 7 Episodes 7  
 The Reign of Terror Episodes 4–5 (of 6) 2  
2 The Crusade Episodes 2,4 (of 4) 2  
3 Galaxy 4 Episodes 1–2,4 (of 4) 3 x 
 Mission to the Unknown Entire Episode 1 x 
 The Myth Makers All 4 Episodes 5  
 The Daleks’ Master Plan Episodes 1–3 (of 4) 9  
 The Massacre of St. Bartholomew’s Eve All 4 Episodes 4 x 
 The Celestial Toymaker Episodes 1–3 (of 4) 3  
 The Savages All 4 Episodes 4  
4 The Smugglers All 4 Episodes 4  
 The Tenth Planet Episode 4 (of 4) 1 x 
 The Power of the Daleks All 6 Episodes 6  
 The Highlanders All 4 Episodes 4 x 
 The Underwater Menace Episodes 1,4 (of 4) 2  
 The Moonbase Episodes 1,3 (of 4) 2 x 
 The Macra Terror All 4 Episodes 4 x 
 The Faceless Ones Episodes 2,4–6 (of 6) 4 x 
 The Evil of the Daleks Episodes 1,4–7 (of 7) 6 x 
5 The Abominable Snowmen Episodes 1,3–6 (of 6) 5 x 
 The Ice Warriors Episodes 2–3 (of 6) 2  
 The Web of Fear Episode 3 (of 6) 1 x 
 Fury from the Deep All 6 Episodes 6  
 The Wheel in Space Episodes 1–2,4–5 (of 6) 4 x 
6 The Invasion Episodes 1,4 (of 8) 2 x 
 The Space Pirates Episodes 1,3–6 (of 6) 5  

Table 2.2:  List of Doctor Who serials with missing episodes.94 

 
  

                                                
94 Data compiled by author from multiple sources, including episode end credits and the Millennium Effect 
Doctor Who research site (http://www.millenniumeffect.co.uk). 
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Figure 2.18: Soundtrack timeline for “The Highlanders,” episode one. The title theme has 
a playtime of 1:08 (for both opening and closing credits) while the music 
(both diegetic and nondiegetic) only makes up 58 seconds.  

 When listening to the soundtrack of “The Highlanders” without the visuals, the 

cues are important indicators of the change of location. And in a broader sense, the cues 

signal a change in perspective or point of view, signaling to the viewer that the narrative 

is shift to another group of characters. Serials like “The Aztecs” (season one), “Marco 

Polo” (season one), “The Crusade” (season two), all use these kind of aural signifiers for 

changes in location, scene, and narrative perspective. The audio plays into an “us versus 

them” approach, fitting for a program striving to emphasize the axis of familiar versus 

unfamiliar. The conscious effort made to avoid overlapping aural elements helps retain 

the clarity and understandability of these aims, even without the visuals. The consistency 

in the treatment of cues in the earlier years of Doctor Who helped train its audience to 

anticipate certain narrative and structural elements of the story, like changes in location, 

action scenes, and the organic or mechanical nature of different settings. As stock music 

became a regular component of the sound design, music was relegated to other roles, 

changing it from being a signifier of structural change to an enforcer of on-screen 

activity. Or at least that’s what the audio remnants of the missing serials leads us to 

believe. For while the reconstructions have bridging narration to fill in blanks left by the 

visuals, listeners revisiting those lost serials ultimately must rely on their imagination to 
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make sense of what is missing. Fortunately, the increased presence in music due to the 

use of stock music helps engage the mind’s eye as the story unfolds, aiding the audience 

in recreating the visuals in their imagination. 

 Towards the end of the decade the production team prepared for a move into a 

new format on color and a new aesthetic as the Doctor found himself trapped on Earth. 

New incoming producer Derrick Sherwin, and his successor Barry Letts, would turn to 

Dudley Simpson as the primary source of incidental music for Doctor Who over the next 

decade. With twelve serials already under his belt, Simpson had a knack not only for 

composing for the program, but also composing for the axis of the familiar and 

unfamiliar at the show’s core. Combining his classical training with the resources of the 

BBC Radiophonic Workshop, Simpson would shape the sound of Doctor Who in the 

years to come, taking the music’s role as structural signifier and making into something 

more complex; a vehicle for reinforcing genre and narrative aim, as well as a 

representative component for key character groups and concepts. All the while, the axis 

of the familiar and unfamiliar, the recognizable and the uncanny, would be the foundation 

not only for the program’s incidental music, but also for the program as a whole. 

 As discussed in this chapter, the sound design of Doctor Who was an important to 

establishing the program’s narrative aims and sci-fi genre. The establishment of sound 

design was a key component to the program’s presentation and just as important as the 

style of the music used, reinforcing episodic structure and providing narrative 

reinforcement across the myriad of locales and narrative approaches of its highly-varied 
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serials. As Doctor Who moved into a new decade the continued focus on sound design by 

the program’s production staff became important for another reason: reinforcing the 

continuity of a television program about to go through a drastic aesthetic shift to color 

television and underscoring provided largely by a single composer.
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Chapter 3: “Coming of Age,” The Transition Years, 1970–1979 

 

Figure 3.1: Jon Pertwee’s Third Doctor (L) and the Thal Taron look for a way out of the 
city.  

“Courage isn’t just a matter of not being frightened, you know. It’s being afraid 
and doing what you have to do anyway.” — The Third Doctor, “Planet of the 
Daleks” (Fig. 3.1) 
 

By the end of 1969, Doctor Who found itself at a crossroads. The series had 

trudged along for six years on a meager budget and in black and white, while rival 

programs such as The Avengers (1961) and American shows like Star Trek (1966) were 

being filmed and broadcast in color. Every year the series was brought up to review 

within the BBC, and if viewing figures were steady and the production staff had stayed 
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within their allotted budget they were allowed to continue production (on the same 

budget).1 This created a considerable strain on the series, as 40 of the 52 weeks of a 

calendar year featured episodes of the program. 

 The production strain took its toll on Patrick Troughton, the actor tasked with 

playing the Second Doctor. The combination of the heavy filming schedule and script 

problems were threatening to tear the show apart. As Troughton recalls in an interview 

with Doctor Who Magazine: 

We got very tired about half way through the run, because they wanted us to film 
at weekends too. It was silly really, so we had a sort of sit-down strike and said 
“You’ve got to alter it.” […] Working like that, at that pace, for three years, was 
like doing weekly rep. You got extremely tired and you wanted a definite routine 
to keep you going and make sure you knew exactly what you were supposed to be 
doing.”2 
 

In an interview for the “Regenerations: From Black and White to Color” special feature 

on the DVD release of “Spearhead from Space,” script editor Terrance Dicks echoes the 

sentiment, stating, “The burden was really crippling, you know … it was … 40 weeks out 

of 52 or something like that, something absolutely ridiculous.”3 These issues combined 

with  concerns about being typecast led to Troughton announcing his departure from the 

program after the sixth season.4 What followed his departure was a new adventure series 

almost unrecognizable when compared to its predecessor; a new Doctor played by 

                                                
1 Steve Broster, producer, “Regenerations: From Black and White to Color,” special feature on Doctor Who 
“Spearhead from Space” DVD (August 14, 2012). 
2 Richard Marson, Interview with Patrick Troughton, Doctor Who Magazine no. 102 (July 1985). 
3 “Regenerations: From Black and White to Color.” 
4 Richard Landen, Interview with Patrick Troughton, Doctor Who Magazine no. 78 (July 1983). In the 
interview, Troughton states, “Three years was long enough. I didn’t want to get ‘typed’ and one had to get 
out while the going was good.” 
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veteran actor Jon Pertwee led the program alongside new companions, an updated locale 

of near-future Earth in London, and more importantly, Doctor Who finally in color. 

 It is with the above in mind that I continue my study into the sound design and 

musical considerations of Doctor Who in its second decade of broadcast. After a brief 

discussion of the impact that moving to color had on the early production of 1970s 

Doctor Who, I discuss “Spearhead from Space” and its composer Dudley Simpson, 

focusing on how changes to update the program for color television impact the sound 

design. This was due not only changes in televisual style during this time, but also a 

conscious choice by producer Derrick Sherwin to have the program grounded on Earth. 

The change in location was accompanied by a change in musical aesthetic, as Simpson 

introduced musical cues with popular and jazz music influences into Doctor Who’s 

incidental music. This leads into further discussion of Dudley Simpson’s contributions to 

the program, and how he created a new “house style” of incidental music that focused 

more on character groups and situations than reinforcing the sci-fi genre of the program. 

The familiar and unfamiliar would continue to be central to the narrative of Doctor Who, 

even though the musical approaches changed to fit production standards of the time. 

While Dudley Simpson’s contributions to Doctor Who were immense, particularly in the 

1970s, he was not the only composer working on the program; Tristram Cary and 

Malcolm Clarke both provide incidental music during this era, and their work with the 

Radiophonic Workshop and emerging trends in synthesizer technology are addressed. In 

discussing serials throughout this decade that use exemplary methods of sound design 
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and musical treatment, I illustrate how sound design and musical choices remain key to 

the overall narrative aims of Doctor Who, and that even with changes in house style and 

aesthetic the sound design plays a pivotal role in reinforcing the axis of the familiar and 

unfamiliar at the program’s core. 

DOCTOR WHO’S NEW ERA 
 
 On 3 March 1966, the BBC Postmaster General, Anthony Wedgwood Benn, 

announced the new color television broadcasting to come in the following year; the 

newly formed BBC2 was to air color programming four hours per week with a plan to 

expand to ten hours a week by the end of that year.5 Color programming would still be 

available in black and white for ordinary television sets, and to see the color transmission, 

homes would have to purchase a color television set in addition to a color receiver priced 

at approximately £250 (in addition to a supplemental license fee).6 Some programs were 

already being produced in color yet were transmitted in black and white, but newly-

appointed controller of BBC2 David Attenborough promised that not all programs on 

BBC2 would be re-runs of those previously-produced color episodes. As Attenborough 

comments in the announcement, “We have to remember that 95% of people initially will 

not be seeing these programs in color, they’ll be seeing them in black and white. The 

                                                
5 “1966: BBC Tunes in to Colour,” BBC, last modified December 13, 2003, 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/onthisday/hi/dates/stories/march/3/newsid_2514000/2514719.stm. 
6 “1966: BBC Tunes in to Colour.” 
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shows that BBC2 will be scheduling will be exciting new shows in black and white. 

They’ll be that much more exciting and newer in color.”7  

 According to the BBC’s records around this time, BBC2 would go on to air all 

programs in color by mid-1968.8 By 1969, all programs on BBC1 and competing 

television station ITV were regularly broadcast in color.9 Programs like Doctor Who 

would still be produced with black and white cameras, with a push from the BBC to 

update to color as an incentive for viewers to purchase color televisions and pay the 

supplemental license fees for color transmission. Ownership of color televisions in the 

UK would increase exponentially from the mid-1960s to the early 1970s, with estimates 

of nearly 12 million households paying for color licensing by 1973.10 

 For Doctor Who, changing over to color caused a stir throughout the production 

staff. Bernard Lodge, a BBC graphic designer from 1959–1977, remarks that “there was 

quite a bit of panic going on because people thought this was going to be so incredibly 

difficult.”11 Many directors with long histories of working with black and white 

television were resistant towards the change, thinking that changing over to color would 

remove some of the mystery of black and white transmission. Ultimately the main 

concerns were continuity; making sure the lighting was adequate so that all cameras 

picked up the same shades of color from a face, costume, or piece of the set was not as 

                                                
7 “1966: BBC Tunes in to Colour.” 
8 “1966: BBC Tunes in to Colour.” 
9 “1966: BBC Tunes in to Colour.” 
10 “1966: BBC Tunes in to Colour.” 
11 “Regenerations: From Black and White to Color.” 
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pressing of a concern in black and white but crucial to color production. As director 

Timothy Combe describes, “In black and white, sets were more definite, definite lines, 

and definite colors. Stronger colors. But with color [transmission], there was a more 

subtle changeover to the set looking not quite so conspicuous. If you shot a black and 

white set from Z-Cars (1962) it would look very cheap in color, while in black and white 

it looked dead right.”12 

 Doctor Who’s commitment to color meant everything had to change, including 

the opening title sequence. Rather than creating a brand new title sequence, BBC 

designers kept the familiar versus unfamiliar trope alive on Doctor Who by combining 

the familiar howlround technique used to create the original sequence from the 1960s 

with colorization (Fig. 3.2). This was not the first time the visuals for the opening title 

were updated; the first change to the visuals of the title sequence came when a refresh of 

the theme accompanied episode one of “The Macra Terror” in the spring of 1967.13 When 

the original title sequence was developed in 1963, the visuals were limited to what the 

camera was able to capture, but by 1967 the BBC had single-lens cameras and a vision 

mixer. With a vision mixer, two cameras could be used to create the sequence; one 

pointing at the monitor creating the howlround graphics, the second pointed at a 

                                                
12 “Regenerations: From Black and White to Color.” 
13 The change in visuals and tune was initially intended for release with “The Macra Terror.” However, due 
to a production mishap the original theme was still used alongside the new visuals. The new tune 
arrangement transmitted for the first time with episode one of “The Faceless Ones.” 
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graphic.14 This was how Patrick Troughton’s face was introduced into the opening 

sequence, a trend that would continue with each new Doctor through the 1980s. 

 

Figure 3.2: The opening title sequence from “Spearhead from Space” (1970). The 
creation of the visuals used the same howlround technique developed back 
in the 1960s, but this time with added color. 

 While the shapes created by the howlround were different than the abstract fields 

and clouds of the 1960s version, the technique used to capture the imagery was identical. 

In fact, the designers who created the updated version in the 1970s used black and white 

cameras to capture the howlround; they found that the color cameras created too much 

grain and lost the smooth and seemingly organic growth and change in the howlround.15 

To compile the howlround with the color, the camera was loaded with raw color negative 

                                                
14 Lawrence Miles and Tat Wood, About Time: The Unauthorized Guide to Doctor Who, vol. 2 (Des 
Moines, IA: Mad Norwegian Press, 2007), 79. 
15 “Regenerations: From Black and White to Color.” 
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in contact with a black and white positive. The camera was then pointed at colored gels 

behind tracing paper to help smooth and soften where the colors came in contact with one 

another.16 The result was a highly-stylized yet oddly familiar version of the title sequence 

of Doctor Who. The mixture of similar howlround animation and rich, saturated colors 

took the very familiar opening sequence and gave it a new, fresh look. 

 With the change to the visuals came a request from then producer Innes Lloyd for 

an updated theme song. Rather than starting from scratch, Delia Derbyshire went back to 

the original theme created in 1963 and added what has been affectionately called 

“electronic spangles” over the introduction and first statement of the melody.17 Mark 

Ayres also notes that “the entire piece was also re-equalized slightly, and a delay echo 

with feedback was added to the final mix to give the bass line (in particular) a slightly 

different feel.”18 The result is the sensation that the theme moves along slightly faster 

than before, though that is almost entirely the result of the added delay echo. The theme 

created by Derbyshire in 1967 also lacks the contrasting B section, meaning that the new 

tape created for the theme is 51 seconds, much shorter than the 1:29 of the original tune 

premiered in 1963. The B section would still be used, however; as production credits 

grew and a longer span version of the theme was needed for the closing credits. In fact, 

the original 1963 pilot version of the theme was used frequently in the closing credits. 

                                                
16 “Regenerations: From Black and White to Color.” 
17 Mark Ayres, “A History of the Doctor Who Theme Song,” last modified December 20, 2009, accessed 
October 15, 2013, http://markayres.rwsprojects.co.uk/DWTheme.htm. 
18 Ayres, “A History of the Doctor Who Theme Song.” 
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Some serials, such as “Tomb of the Cybermen,” would use the same opening theme 

during the end credits. 

 Much like earlier versions, the theme that debuted in 1970 uses the original pilot 

theme as its starting point. The “electronic spangles” remain, as well as the delay echo, 

adjusted equalization, and missing B section. Where it differs is its truncated opening 

section; a short stutter leads into the main theme, and the main melody enters much 

sooner, after only 8 seconds. Added to the end of the theme is a short vamp that could be 

repeated seamlessly, a useful feature that allowed the theme to play longer when the 

opening credits needed more time for extra title cards. Being a few generations into the 

duplication of the original theme, some white noise was added to cover up the slight edits 

and help compensate for the differences in the remastering.19 There was an attempt in 

1973 by Delia Derbyshire, assisted by Brian Hodgson and Paddy Kingsland, to update 

the theme on the Synthi 100.20 As Mark Ayres discusses, the new version of the theme 

dubbed the “Delaware Version” was “not liked by Delia, but was dubbed onto a number 

of episodes of the new season. As more people heard the new theme, the consensus was 

arrived at that it was not a patch on the old version, which was duly reinstated, a process 

which involved partially redubbing a number of completed episodes.”21 Two episodes 

with the Delaware Version found their way to Australia by mistake, while the only 

recording of the updated theme broadcast in the UK was in a trailer for “The Two 

                                                
19 Ayres, “A History of the Doctor Who Theme Song.” 
20 Mark Ayres, “The Sound of Music,” Doctor Who Magazine, Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 16. 
21 Ayres, “A History of the Doctor Who Theme Song.” 
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Doctors.”22 Other than these episodes, the 1970 version of the title tune is used through 

the 1979 season. 

 Changing to color production opened up some new possibilities for the program. 

Aside from the advantage of moving to color to appeal to international markets that were 

already primarily invested in color television, color production allowed Doctor Who to 

use color separation overlay (CSO, often referred to as “green screen” or chromakey) for 

visual effects. Using CSO required extra time in editing, which was something the 

program could now afford with a significantly smaller amount of episodes being 

produced per season. Producer Barry Letts proved to be a champion of the technique 

during his time on Doctor Who, using it in quite often during the Third Doctor’s era (Fig. 

3.3). The primary weakness of CSO is its inability to portray perspective between the two 

shots. CSO also required very careful lighting to minimize the blue or green “halo” effect 

around objects in front of the “green screen,” something which is particularly prevalent in 

serials such as “Terror of the Autons” and “The Green Death.” 

                                                
22 Ayres, “The Sound of Music,” 16. 
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Figure 3.3: Color separation overlay used in the season eleven serial “Death to the 
Daleks.” On the left, a small set is constructed with a yellow screen behind 
it. On the right, color separation overlay replaces the yellow with footage of 
a model city meant to be a giant structure on the planet Exxilon.  

 The first serial to air in Doctor Who’s color era is “Spearhead from Space,” 

broadcast from 3 January–24 January 1970 in four 24-minute episodes. Much like the 

format of the 1960s, the 1970s continued broadcasting in a serial episodic format, 

meaning that each serial (or story) was split into multiple parts and aired on consecutive 

Saturday evenings on BBC1. Unlike the proceeding seasons, the seventh season in 1970 

centers upon the Doctor stranded on Earth, the aftermath of the Time Lords’ exile of the 

Doctor at the end of the season six finale “The War Games.” Along with the Doctor 

being stranded on Earth came the re-introduction of UNIT (the United Nations 

Intelligence Taskforce), meant to provide the Doctor with a new HQ while unable to pilot 
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the TARDIS, and also to lessen the burden of the lead actor with a group of regularly-

recurring characters who could share dialogue and on-screen action. 

 Script editor and producer Derrick Sherwin is partly responsible for the decision 

to ground the Doctor in near-future London, the idea being that putting the Doctor on 

Earth would make the narrative more “believable,” something viewers could better 

empathize with and believe in.23 Accompanying the contrasts of an Earth-centric 

narrative and color production came the Doctor’s wardrobe, meant to be a distinct visual 

contrast from Troughton’s Second Doctor. Replacing the “cosmic hobo” aesthetic came 

an evening suit fitted with velvet, frills, and a cape, designed to “firmly underscore rather 

than belie his status as a superhero.”24 As Terrance Dicks remarks, “he looks very 

distinguished in his costume, very authoritative.”25 The Third Doctor’s appearance is 

grand and elegant, with an extensive wardrobe underscoring Jon Pertwee’s Doctor as “an 

implacable ultra-English hero in the Bulldog Drummond mold,” giving him an air of 

dependability and trustworthiness.26 The aim of Sherwin and the production staff of the 

program, both in grounding Doctor Who on Earth and giving its lead a more refined 

attire, was also to make the program more relevant and more “real,” with Sherwin citing 

the Quatermass films and television productions of the 1950s and 1960s as inspiration.27 

                                                
23 Chris Chapman, producer, “Down to Earth: Filming Spearhead from Space,” special feature, Doctor 
Who “Spearhead from Space” DVD (August 14, 2012). 
24 Piers Britton and Simon Barker, Reading Between Designs: Visual Imagery and the Generation of 
Meaning in The Avengers, The Prisoner, and Doctor Who (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2003), 
149. 
25 “Down to Earth.” 
26 Britton and Barker, Reading Between Designs, 149. 
27 “Down to Earth.” 
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 While so much of Doctor Who changed for the 1970 season, the one thing that 

remains constant is the treatment of incidental music and special sound in the program’s 

soundtrack. For this new era of Doctor Who, producers Sherwin and Barry Letts turned to 

contributing composer Dudley Simpson to score the first serial of season seven. Simpson 

had provided the incidental music for twelve Doctor Who stories in the 1960s, though his 

legacy on the program primarily stems from the huge volume of serials he worked on in 

the 1970s. Starting with “Spearhead from Space,” Simpson scored fifty stories, 

amounting to nearly 150 episodes of the program in the 1970s for the Third and Fourth 

Doctor, 217 for the entire span of the program. 

 Before joining Doctor Who, Simpson composed for the Borovansky Ballet 

Company in Australia, the predecessor to Australia’s first national ballet company 

established in 1962.28 His classically-influenced style found its way into Doctor Who in 

his compositions for the program and its characters, in particular the introduction of cues 

for companions and recurring villains. The 1967 serial “The Evil of the Daleks” 

introduced Victoria Waterfield (Deborah Watling), a young girl from nineteenth-century 

London, whose father is being manipulated by the Daleks. Simpson was tasked with 

establishing Victoria during her first appearance, remarking in an interview, “I was 

interested in Deborah’s [actress playing Victoria] appearance and I remember having to 

write the music to establish her appearance and it was completely different to any other 

                                                
28 Brendan Sheppard, producer, “The Doctor’s Composer: Dudley Simpson, Part One, 1964–1969,” special 
feature, Doctor Who “The War Games” DVD (November 3, 2009). 
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music I’d written at that stage. It had a little romance to it. And I brought the oboe in and 

it seemed to work beautifully.”29  

 Simpson was in a similar situation while working on “Spearhead from Space,” 

tasked with introducing the Doctor’s new companion and assistant Dr. Elizabeth “Liz” 

Shaw (Fig. 3.4). Having the Doctor grounded on Earth meant that the musical palette of 

Doctor Who leading up to the seventh season could branch out and change, much like the 

rest of the overall production of the program. The modernist, experimental aesthetic of 

the 1960s—designed to allow for ease of editing and the over-determination of sci-fi 

elements within the program—could now take a back seat to music meant to establish 

near-future London. Rather than making an effort to establish other-worldly locales, the 

incidental music of the “UNIT Era” of the early 1970s could establish London with more 

contemporary (and popular) musical stylings. The same can be said for the establishment 

of characters; much like Simpson’s use of what he referred to as “romance” music to 

establish Victoria, a more contemporary, jazz-like aesthetic fits for establishing the 

modern woman Liz Shaw. 

                                                
29 “The Doctor’s Composer: Dudley Simpson, Part One, 1964–1969.” 
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Figure 3.4: The establishing sequence for Liz Shaw (Caroline John) features interior 
and exterior shots of a contemporary British vehicles on the streets of 
London, lined with buses and cars a viewer in 1970 would recognize being 
from current-day London. 

 Much like the introduction of Victoria, Simpson turns to woodwinds to provide a 

soft, airy tone to the introduction of Liz Shaw (03:16). Replacing the romantic tone of 

strings would be something a bit jazzier; being a Cambridge-trained scientist with 

“degrees in medicine, physics and a dozen other subjects,” Simpson chose to highlight 

her intelligence and sophistication with a jazz-like cue.  While not quite the “crime jazz” 

that Kristopher Spencer so expertly traces through film and television history in his text 

Film and Television Scores, 1950–1979, Liz Shaw’s introductory theme opts for a sound 

Spencer describes as “stylistically similar to ‘cool’ jazz and bebop” that “favored small 
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group improvisation and long solos.”30 The theme falls somewhere in between The Pink 

Panther (1963) and Marvin Gaye’s scoring for Trouble Man (1972), a smooth-yet-still-

funky melody with an improvised feel accompanied by small bursts of electronic piano, 

followed by a muted trumpet that repeats most of the original melody (Fig. 3.5). Much 

like the theme to Taxi (1978–83), the cool jazz influence helps evoke a safe urban setting, 

underscoring Liz Shaw as an approachable, intelligent, relatable character coming from a 

backdrop of big city life in the early 70s. The use of flute, muted trumpet, and piano bring 

to mind a cool jazz aesthetic, with the lack of strings and focus on woodwind and brass 

setting the tune apart tonally from the more stereotypical Doctor Who (pseudo-modernist, 

abstract, avoiding a singable melody, and more easily editable) scoring that came before. 

 

Figure 3.5.  Liz Shaw’s introductory theme from “Spearhead from Space” (3:16), mm. 
1–6. 

 While the musical aesthetic of Liz Shaw’s introduction stands out in “Spearhead 

from Space,” along with its discernible melodic line and thematic qualities, the structural 

use (placement) of music in the serial as a whole maintains the sound design standards set 

                                                
30 Kristopher Spencer, Film and Television Scores, 1950–1979: A Critical Survey by Genre (Jefferson, NC: 
MacFarland & Co., 2008), 6. 
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in Doctor Who’s earlier years of production. Music remains primarily a structural 

signifier, highlighting significant story elements, establishing narrative locations, and 

smoothing over transitions between scenes. The dialogue of the program outweighs the 

other sound elements, and great care is taken to make sure nothing gets in the way of the 

dialogue or makes it difficult to hear. With a 23:42 minute runtime, the first episode of 

“Spearhead from Space” (Fig. 3.6) uses approximately 05:02 minutes of music, 06:56 

minutes including the opening and closing title tracks. This means that less than a third of 

the episode features music or a mixture of music and special sound; with only 50 seconds 

of isolated special sound (special sound not occurring at the same time as incidental 

music) there is relatively little additional post-production sound present aside from 

dialogue. There is also no diegetic music featured in “Spearhead from Space” which is 

surprising, seeing as the rest of the episode makes such a noticeable effort to establish the 

near-future London setting and contemporary popular music coming from a radio or 

television is an easy way to establish a time period. 

 

Figure 3.6: Timeline representation of the soundtrack of “Spearhead from Space” 
episode 1, 23:42 runtime. Title music frames the narrative, while 
nondiegetic incidental music dominates the little underscoring featured in 
the episode. 

 The second episode of “Spearhead from Space” features a brief moment of 

diegetic music, mixed with a noticeable filter to make it sound as if blasting from 

speakers in a doll factory (Fig. 3.7). The tune, Fleetwood Mac’s “Oh Well (Part One)” 
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released in 1969,31 accompanies a montage sequence (03:41) of factory workers making 

small plastic dollies, something later revealed as a front for the Nestene Consciousness, 

the foe of the serial. The rock music used for this sequence contrasts with the cool jazz of 

Liz Shaw and her Cambridge education; here, the Fleetwood Mac track represents the 

working class women toiling away in the factory, listening to popular music that viewers 

would recognize and expect to hear on a radio station themselves. Interestingly this 

moment of a more popular musical style occurs at roughly the same place in episode 2 as 

the cool jazz for Liz Shaw in episode one.  

 

Figure 3.7: Timeline representation of the soundtrack of “Spearhead from Space” 
episode 2, 24:25 runtime. Nondiegetic incidental music dominates the 
soundtrack, with shorter moments of incidental underscoring interspersed 
throughout the episode. 

 Because the first few minutes of episodes two use dialogue to establish important 

narrative information it is not surprising that there is a long span unaccompanied by 

music. With roughly 07:43 of the 24:25 runtime featuring nondiegetic music in episode 2, 

there is a more noticeable presence of music in the soundtrack. The role of the music, 

however, changes very little from the 1960s, as it primarily accompanies scene 

transitions, as well as travel and action scenes. Lambert’s initial vision of familiarity vs. 

                                                
31 The track by Fleetwood Mac was initially broadcast during this sequence when the serial aired in 1970. 
However, due to rights issues the song was replaced on the 2001 DVD release. It was later restored in the 
Special Edition DVD release of “Spearhead from Space” in 2011. 
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difference lives on in the musical treatment of the early 1970s; while the style and 

aesthetic of the music would slowly change, the nature of its presence on the soundtrack 

would not. With so much of the 1970 season of Doctor Who looking and sound very 

different from its predecessor, the consistency of the sound design methodoly and its 

focus on episodic structure were key to And while the use of popular musical styles was 

not new to Doctor Who at this point, the effort to incorporate contemporary popular 

music (or approximations thereof) into the incidental music of the program creates 

interesting dynamics for the program as it took strides to appeal to contemporary 

audiences as the show progressed. 

MARS PROBE 7 
 

On May 25th, 1961, U.S. President John F. Kennedy made a historic speech 

before a special joint session of Congress. In dramatic fashion, the President set an 

ambitious goal of sending American astronauts to the Moon by the end of the 1960s.32 

NASA’s overall effort in human spaceflight would be largely motivated during this 

decade and afterwards by Kennedy’s speech, with the Gemini and Apollo programs 

designed to achieve the President’s lofty goals. Apollo 11 commander Neil Armstrong 

became the first human to touch the surface of the Moon on July 20th, 1969.33 The 

                                                
32 Text of President Kennedy’s speech is available on NASA’s webpage, 
http://er.jsc.nasa.gov/seh/ricetalk.htm. 
33 “Apollo 11 Mission Overview,” NASA, last modified September 17, 2015, 
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/apollo/missions/apollo11.html. 
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Apollo program as a whole ran from 1961–1972, resulting in twelve astronauts walking 

on the moon in five of six remaining missions after Apollo 11 touching down on the 

moon’s surface. 

 While a handful of the First and Second Doctor’s stories involve human space 

travel, none of them focused explicitly on a contemporary Earth setting and what would 

then be considered “modern” concepts of space travel and first contact.34 Whitaker’s 

initial conception for the script was for Patrick Troughton’s Doctor, a modern-day story 

concerning first contact with an alien race. With major changes coming to the program in 

1970—a new Doctor, a new assistant, color production, UNIT, etc.—Whitaker struggled 

with a adapting the story to “the new house style” 35 and was ultimately paid off by the 

BBC so that Doctor Who could still use the story but with heavy edits by Terrance Dicks, 

Trevor Ray, and Malcolm Hulke. 36 With producer Barry Letts and director Michael 

Ferguson at the helm of the seven-episode serial, “The Ambassadors of Death” featured 

an ambitious amount of special effects, CSO, use of newly-available handheld cameras, 

and action sequences lead by the Havoc stunt team.37 And by very fortunate coincidence, 

the broadcast of “The Ambassadors of Space” would coincide with the dramatic Apollo 

13 space mission. In fact, the serial’s highest rated episode (a reported 9.3 million 

                                                
34 Chris Chapman, producer, “Mars Probe 7,” special feature, Doctor Who “The Ambassadors of Death” 
DVD (October 9, 2012). 
35 An appropriate term for the change in aesthetic between seasons six and seven, used in the “Mars Probe 
7” making-of special feature on the 2013 DVD release of “The Ambassadors of Death.” 
36 “Mars Probe 7.” 
37 Credited with the title “Action by HAVOC,” the phrase Action by Havoc has become somewhat of a 
love-letter to 1970s Doctor Who by passionate viewers of the classic run of the program. 
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viewers) aired on April 11th, 1970, the same day the mission would launch from the 

Kennedy Space Center.38 

 Apollo 13 was the third manned mission intended to land on the Moon. Taking 

off from the Kennedy Space Center in Florida on April 11th, 1970, Apollo 13 spent five 

days, 22 hours, 54 minutes, and 41 seconds in space during the flight, yet was unable to 

make the intended Moon landing due to an oxygen tank exploding two days into flight, 

damaging components necessary for a safe landing on the Moon and subsequent 

departure.39 While initial interest in what was deemed a “routine” flight would keep 

Apollo 13 from being the world-wide phenomenon of sister mission Apollo 11, obsession 

with space travel was at its peak right around this time in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 

It is no wonder, then, that in 1968 veteran Doctor Who writer David Whitaker began 

working on the script regarding manned spaceflight that would become season seven’s 

“The Ambassadors of Death.” 

Much like the Apollo 13 mission, the launch of Mars Probe 7 by the British Space 

Programme is a follow-up to a previous space exploration mission. While Apollo 13 

intended to put more astronauts on the Moon, Mars Probe 7’s goal was to land on Mars. 

The similarities end there. While Mars Probe 7 is slightly more successful than Apollo 

13—it does appear to reach Mars and land successfully—its shortcoming is not failed 

                                                
38 According to Radio Times billings and for “The Ambassadors of Death,” the episode aired at 5:44pm 
UTC, while Apollo 13 launched from Florida at 1:13pm ET (7:13pm UTC). This means that episode four 
of “Ambassadors” aired not long before the launch. Meanwhile, just a few weeks earlier on March 4th, 
1970, the second of the Black Arrow launches took place in Britain. 
39 Made famous by the 1995 film Apollo 13 staring Tom Hanks, Bill Paxton, Gary Sinise, and Kevin 
Bacon. 
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technology, but rather halted communication with the three astronauts aboard the Probe. 

After seven months Ralph Cornish, head of Space Control, sends up Recovery 7 to 

investigate the missing astronauts and Probe. This is where the Doctor gets involved, as 

UNIT is brought in to provide security and oversight during the recovery mission. Thanks 

to the Doctor’s apparent expertise in alien communication, as well as his apparent high-

tolerance for G-force, the reason behind the astronauts’ abduction and subsequent 

unexplained events involving their return are brought to light. 

 As the sprawling seven-episode narrative progresses three main character groups 

become the central players surrounding the conspiracy of the missing astronauts: Space 

Control assisted by UNIT and the Doctor, whose main desire is to locate the missing 

astronauts and return them to Earth; a core group of human conspirators using the 

“ambassadors” to do dirty deeds, discovered to be motivated by the xenophobic General 

Carrington, member of the Mars Probe 6 mission to Mars; and the “ambassadors” 

themselves, members of an alien species from another galaxy that ran into Mars Probe 6 

while also on a mission to Mars (Fig. 3.8). All three groups, representing different 

interests and motivations, are represented by three distinct musical cues that accompany 

them throughout the serial. Simpson uses his propensity for repeated representational 

cues as musical treatment of characters and applies it to the character groupings of “The 

Ambassadors of Death,” with the aim to reinforce their distinct roles in the narrative 
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while also bringing attention to the classic speculative fiction trope of inability to directly 

communicate that lays at the heart of the story.40 

 

Figure 3.8:  Promotional imagery of an “ambassador” from “The Ambassadors of 
Death.” The ambassadors wear “protective clothing” that looks a lot like 
spacesuits worn by the detained British astronauts resulting in an 
(unexplained) impersonation of said astronauts, presumably to rouse fear 
and suspicion in viewers. 

 The first narrative group viewers are acquainted with in “The Ambassadors of 

Death” is Space Control and the British Space Programme, assisted by UNIT as well as 

the Doctor and Liz Shaw. Their motivations are made clear by the television announcer 

who provides ad hoc narration throughout the serial; Mars Probe 7 landed on Mars and 

                                                
40 Referred to as “Poor Communication Kills” by tvtropes.org 
(http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/PoorCommunicationKills), this common trope in fiction 
centers upon miscommunication, misunderstanding, or the inability to communicate due to incompatible 
forms of native communication (e.g., “Starfish Language,” 
http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/StarfishLanguage). 
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sent back imagery and reports for twelve hours before all communication ceased, with 

Space Control finding out later that academic researchers in radio astronomy had detected 

Mars Probe 7 headed back to Earth. Led by Professor Ralph Cornish, Space Control 

sends Recovery 7 into space to find the missing astronauts, and the main narrative begins 

as Recovery 7 docks with Mars Probe 7 to investigate.  

The docking scene (episode one, 06:03) is accompanied by a musical cue (Fig. 

3.9) that director Michael Ferguson hoped would emulate Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A 

Space Odyssey (1968), yet is often cited as “A Whiter Shade of Pale” by Procol Harum 

(most likely due to the Hammond organ-sounding synthesizer used for the cue).41 In 

About Time 3, author Tat Wood comments on Simpson’s scoring for the serial, bringing 

attention to this moment in episode one: 

Most noticeably is a piece of ersatz Bach for the docking scene in episode one. 
Some commentators think it sounds like “A Whiter Shade of Pale,” but it’s much 
more like Jacques Loussier’s night-club jazz arrangements of Bach—especially 
the version of Air on a G String used for the ads for Hamlet cigars.42 
 

Perhaps through this perspective—the cue’s abstract connection to Jacques Loussier’s 

arrangements of Bach—a connection to Kubrik’s use of Classical repertoire to score 

2001: A Space Odyssey is apt. However, with the popular success of “A Whiter Shade of 

Pale” just a few years earlier, viewers of the program can likely interpret the cue and its 

musical connection(s) either way. What this cue does for the serial, ultimately, is 

                                                
41 “Mars Probe 7.” 
42 Tat Wood, About Time: The Unauthorized Guide to Doctor Who, vol. 3 (Des Moines, IA: Mad 
Norwegian Press, 2009), 50. 
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establish space as a neutral territory, with its lofty, airy sustained cords ambling along as 

the two British space capsules float in open space. In that sense it can arguable be closer 

in aesthetic to Kubrik’s use of Strauss’s Blue Danube waltz than a pop song from 1967. 

The fact that it manages to straddle that line between filmic reference and popular culture 

is a testament to both Simpson and Ferguson attempting to appeal to a viewership that 

would be familiar with both. After all, 2001: A Space Odyssey was released just two 

years before “Ambassadors of Death” broadcast on British airwaves. 

 

Figure 3.9: Excerpt from docking sequence, “Ambassadors of Death” episode one, 
starting at 6:04, mm. 1–6. 

 While Simpson’s cue for the link-up sequence in episode stands out to audiences 

for its referential qualities, it went unused for the rest of the serial to ensure its connection 

to that moment. For the rest of the serial, Simpson rotates a series of cues to represent the 

groups of characters central to the story, as well as a small collection of shorter cues used 

primarily as stingers. The three main character groupings (UNIT/Doctor/Space Control, 
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Carrington and his baddies, and the “ambassadors”), have distinct cues designed to 

represent their point of view in addition to highlighting important structural moments 

throughout the serial.  

 The first group musically defined by Simpson’s incidental music is Space 

Control, whose story becomes intertwined with the Doctor and UNIT as the serial 

progresses. The first half of the first episode focuses almost entirely on Space Control, 

which helps acclimate the viewers to their point of view and dramatic struggle at the core 

of the story. After the title theme ends in the first episode the Space Control cue enters 

(01:34), acting like an outro from the opening titles. The cue is built on a frantically 

repeated chord with a slight trill that almost sounds like a warning signal or siren, 

followed by a descending musical line from a harpsichord, complete with a flourished 

trill at the end. The musical signification here is relatively clear; Space Control is 

operating in a state of emergency for the entire serial, focused solely on retrieving their 

lost astronauts. Because of this, their narrative progress being accompanied by music 

emulating the panic of a siren is quite fitting. The cue would return again in episode two, 

as Space Control approaches the landed Recovery 7 capsule to see if their astronauts had 

safely returned (10:36). It would come back for the last time towards the end of episode 

seven, when UNIT finally finds the location of the missing Liz Shaw and “Ambassadors” 

held captive by Reegan (16:56), and again when UNIT returns to Space Control with the 

missing “Ambassadors” (18:15). The Space Control cue highlights all of the narratively 
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crucial moments for that group, and in particular, the moments in the narrative where 

their part of the story progresses. 

 Simpson’s tendency to treat characters with representational cues in his incidental 

music found its way into the serial with the cue for UNIT, one that would be used in 

other stories throughout the UNIT era. Rather than use something overtly militaristic for 

the Brigadier and his compatriots, Simpson crafted a cue with a mixture of a straight (as 

opposed to swung), march-like 4/4 time combined with a flute melody and harpsichord 

accompaniment. This softened version of a march primarily accompanies travel scenes 

where UNIT, with or without the Brigadier, were on the move to apprehend an adversary 

or head to the scene of an investigation or incident. That is precisely the case in “The 

Ambassadors of Death”; the UNIT cue is initially introduced as UNIT heads to an 

abandoned factory to investigate the mysterious signal being sent shortly after Recovery 

7 links with Mars Probe 7 (16:38). The cue enters as UNIT vehicles, complete with 

weapon-yielding UNIT officers, head towards the factory. The cue returns in episode two 

as the Brigadier and his security team lead a convoy protecting the Recovery 7 capsule 

back to Space Control (13:49).  

 These instances of the UNIT cue are both followed by large fight scenes (Action 

by HAVOC) that are totally devoid of musical accompaniment. These moments harken 

back to the very early days of the program, where Doctor Who’s sound design was 

theatrically motivated in presentation and focused primarily on episodic structure and 

reinforcement of genre. One would typically expect an action scene to be accompanied 
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with some kind of action music, but here there is none, making the gunfire and punches 

feel especially hollow and manufactured. Boxes breaking and men yelling echo 

throughout the abandoned warehouse, making the sound arguably more “realistic” but 

just as arguably unbelievable without music to sweeten the action and mediate the scene 

for viewers. Even with Simpson’s propensity for representational cuing for characters and 

situations, the program’s sound design methodology of structural highlighting and 

definition of space still governs Doctor Who’s soundtrack. 

 Other notable cues used throughout the serial are the various stingers, usually 2-

10 seconds in length and primarily structural in intent. There are a handful of stingers that 

are used throughout the serial with shared characteristics that highlight the current 

narrative plight of the character group being followed at that moment. The first stinger, 

which enters after the television announcer dramatically recounts what is at stake for 

Space Control (04:49), is a short guitar and piano cue outlining a tritone to give an 

unsettling sensation to the current situation. Another stinger used just a few minutes later 

in episode one, highlighting the realization that something terrible has happened to the 

astronaut on Recovery 7 (08:30), is a short descending piano melody also outlining a 

tritone. As the Doctor and Cornish realize they must wait for another message 

transmission to find the source of the outsiders interfering with Recovery 7 (13:36), a 

short piano cue enters with a flute trill that fades without an obvious musical resolution, 

signifying that the narrative itself is waiting for a resolution. Two main musical 

characteristics show themselves in these stingers; either a descending musical line, often 
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outlining a tritone, or a trill or repeated pulse that does not end with obvious musical 

closure. These two cue types accompany two types of structural moments in the episodes; 

the bad guys succeeding or preventing the good guys from discovering the truth of what 

is happening, or the good guys finding themselves at a stand-still without a resolution. 

With the use of these cues, Simpson combines his updated musical palette with the 

familiar and recognizable desire for music to participate in the narrative in a structural 

manner, much like punctuation. Rather than only including periods in his punctuation, 

Simpson also provides ellipses and semi-colons to provide intrigue and deepen the 

dramatics of the conspiracy taking shape throughout the seven episodes. 

 The other main party of the story’s conspiracy, Carrington and his men, are 

accompanied more by a genre than a specific cue. For the villains, Simpson went straight 

for a “crime jazz” aesthetic right out of crime dramas from the 50s and 60s. The cue is 

short and simple; a group of saxophones playing a five-note musical idea which repeats 

three times before an electric guitar strummed stinger that adds emphasis to the cue’s 

ending (Fig. 3.10). The cue is initially introduced in the first episode as the Doctor sneaks 

his way into Space Control to join the Brigadier in his investigation of Mars Probe 7 

(10:04). The cue’s mischief is quickly attached to Carrington, Quinland, and their cronies 

who continuously thwart the Doctor and Space Control’s investigation into the missing 

astronauts. When a phone call is made to a mysterious source to alert them of the 

Doctor’s intentions (episode two, 20:17), the short jazz cue enters to let the viewer know 

that the means behind the call are nefarious in nature. Just two minutes later, Quinland 
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and the already exposed Taltalian discuss how they must stop Space Control from 

launching another capsule, also accompanied by the same jazz cue (22:39). Beyond this 

repeating cue throughout the serial, Simpson scores other scenes with Carrington’s 

minions with longer “crime jazz” cues. When the sergeant working under Carrington is 

released from UNIT’s prison in episode two, the scene not only sounds like it comes from 

a crime jazz film, but also looks the part with the liberator’s face deliberately avoided by 

the camera and hands disguised in not-exactly-innocent-looking leather gloves (05:51). 

Infusing jazz into Doctor Who’s new “house style” in the 1970s is utilized to its full 

potential in the conspiracy at the core of “The Ambassadors of Death,” tapping into not 

only a recognized form of popular music but also using jazz in methods reminiscent of 

other television programs and films from the time. This, combined with Simpson’s 

scoring for the link-up scene in episode one, illustrate the change in focus of the 

production staff at this time, a change away from being wholly unlike anything else on 

television at the time in the 1960s to a general trend to borrow from popular styles of the 

time. 

 

Figure 3.10: Excerpt from “Ambassadors of Death” episode one, starting at 10:06. 

 Even with a grand conspiracy driving “The Ambassadors of Death” through its 

seven episodes, it is not forgotten by the production staff that aliens and other-worldliness 

are present in the serial. As such, the moments of movement of the “ambassadors” are 
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scored very differently than the moments of human conspiracy. While recognizable 

musical instruments would make up the jazz cues for the villains and their crimes, as well 

as UNIT and the Doctor’s moments of realization and discovery, the “ambassadors” are 

accompanied by a cue composed entirely of synthesized sounds. The lush, ethereal cue 

contains a harp-like descending melody that repeats without care or caution, looping 

continuously as it accompanies the “ambassadors” as they move throughout the human 

world. The cue is ambivalent to what is happening around it; regardless of if the 

“ambassadors” are killing innocent people, blowing up locks on doors, or simply taking a 

ride in a van, the cue is there, repeating itself over and over again until the focus is no 

longer on them. The inorganic source of the sound for this cue correlates to the inorganic 

nature of the “ambassadors”; with their reliance on radiation to survive they are clearly 

not made of organic tissue. In terms of intent, the cue repeats unendingly and without 

care much like the “ambassadors” themselves take orders from Reegan to kill and destroy 

without any noticeable comprehension that what they are doing is morally questionable.  

 This juxtaposition of familiar, sourced instruments and unfamiliar, synthetic 

sound is a continuation of Verity Lambert’s initial conception of Doctor Who back in 

1963. Simpson’s rich musical contributions to the serial enhance the interaction of the 

familiar and unfamiliar in the narrative (human vs. alien/other) while also introducing a 

new musical aesthetic that strongly influences the program going forward. The increased 

presence of music brought a new level of narrative comprehension to Doctor Who; rather 
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than focusing so strongly on reinforcing narrative type and otherworldliness, Simpson’s 

aesthetic draws focus onto characters and their contributions to the story.  

 A conceptual shift in musical treatment began, as incidental became less tied to 

establishing a general mood or scene type (“old style”) and began more noticeably 

representing characters and character groupings of a particular serial. This proved 

particularly appealing to the program during a time when the Doctor and his companions 

were occupying largely the same locale (Earth, near-future London). The music had less 

burden on reinforcing location and “otherness” and could therefore change focus to 

represent characters and situations. One reason this was possible was due to the program 

“grounding” the Doctor on Earth during this era of the program. Simpson’s ability to 

align narrative considerations with music grounded in his classical training is well-

received during this era of the program, providing consistent musical treatment that 

reinforces the action-adventure of the new house style of Doctor Who. Simpson would go 

on to provide more incidental music for Doctor Who’s than any other composer from 

1963–1989, working for the program over 16 years and providing music for 294 episodes 

across 62 serials.43 

DOCTOR WHO’S “OTHER” COMPOSERS 
 

While Dudley Simpson dominated the incidental music in Doctor Who’s long history on 

the BBC, he was not the only composer working on the program throughout the 1970s. 

                                                
43 Mark Ayres, “Composers: The 1970s,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 42. 
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Out of Pertwee’s twenty-four stories as the Third Doctor (1970–1975) a mere five serials 

feature a composer other than Simpson. The second serial of season seven, “Doctor Who 

and The Silurians,” features incidental music by Carey Blyton; director Timothy Combe 

has mentioned in interviews that he “wanted something a bit different.”44 Blyton also 

provided incidental music for “Death to the Daleks” in season eleven. The final serial of 

season seven, Douglas Camfield’s directorial effort “Inferno,” was the last serial to 

extensively use stock tracks for its incidental music. Camfield preferred to not work with 

Simpson, and for “Inferno” opted to craft his own incidental music using recordings from 

the BBC Gramophone Library.45 Malcolm Clarke brought his distinct electronic music 

stylings to Doctor Who with his scoring for “The Sea Devils” in season nine, creating his 

entire score predominantly with the Radiophonic Workshop’s EMS Synthi 100 

“Delaware” synthesizer.46 Tristram Cary came back to score his final serial for the 

program with the incidental music for “The Mutants” in season nine. 

 This combination of Simpson’s musical compositions with that of the other 

contributing composers highlights a conceptual shift in what music could do for Doctor 

                                                
44 John Kelly, producer, “Musical Scales,” special feature, Doctor Who “Doctor Who and The Silurians” 
DVD (October 3, 2008). 
45 There is much speculation about the working relationship between Douglas Camfield and Dudley 
Simpson. Rumored to have had a falling out at a dinner party, Camfield opted to never work with Simpson 
again. Simpson confirms this in an interview with Mark Ayres in Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition 
#41, Autumn 2015, 44–46: “I’d written something for him; I can’t remember what, it’s too far back. But 
Jill [Mrs. Simpson] and I … thought it would be nice if we could ask a few of the people over from the 
BBC. So Jill put on a nice dinner and several people were there, including Douglas and his wife. And he 
came over to me during the evening and said something to me like ‘You must be on ten grand a year.’ 
Well, I was quite busy then doing various things on television, but I said, ‘Oh no, I don’t think so.’ But he 
didn’t seem to like the fact that I was becoming too busy, so he never asked me again. Very strange.” 
46Ayres, “Composers: The 1970s,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 41. 
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Who. Rather than reinforcing presentation structure (scene, sequence, location, genre), 

Simpson’s contributions often focus on narrative structure (grouping characters, ideas, 

and situations together). This aids the narrative by focusing less on reinforcement and 

more on representation, meaning that unlike the precedent for sound design set in the 

1960s, composers of the 1970s (and Simpson in particular) used the incidental music to 

represent elements of the narrative directly, rather than simply setting a mood or type of 

story being told. For example, Simpson’s elaborate network of cues for “The 

Ambassadors of Death” uses tritone outlines to characterize the angst and uncertainty of 

the situation, while a march-like cue accompanies the actions of UNIT, a heavily-

synthesized, ethereal tune underscores the ambivalent actions of the Ambassadors, and a 

contrasting crime-jazz cue accompanies Carrington and his accomplices. These cues are 

designed with character groupings in mind, often taking the form of stingers that simply 

accompany transitions that represent the progression of the story, reacting to a revelation 

or an impasse of a main character grouping without the resolution to the conspiracy 

taking place. What this means is that although the sound design for an episode remains 

largely the same (where cues are used) the intent behind the music is different. Though 

the placement of the cues often accompanies structural changes in the episode—

transitions, changes of scene and/or location, etc.—the concern is less with establishing 

general mood or genre and more with the communicative ability of those cues for the 

narrative at that moment. 
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 Though not all of Simpson’s outings would be as elaborate as the cue structure of 

“The Ambassadors of Death,” his aesthetic preference for character and situation 

becomes apparent when compared to the “Doctor Who and The Silurians,” the following 

episode in season seven. On the surface the two serials have quite a bit in common 

musically; both average around five minutes of music per episode and favor nondiegetic 

music to special sound. However, “Ambassadors” uses an average of 13 musical cues per 

episode, with the final episode containing an impressive eighteen incidental music cues. 

A comparison of the first episodes of “Ambassadors” (Table 3.1) and “Silurians” (Table 

3.2) shows that both Simpson (“Ambassadors”) and Blyton (“Silurians”) use a similar 

amount of music and frequency of cues although their aesthetic differs greatly. While 

both stories use special sound, the first episode of “Silurians” uses more special sound 

even though it is less frequent, which would imply that the special sound underscores a 

visual sequence of some kind rather than providing punctuation or sound effects. The first 

episode of “Ambassadors,” on the other hand, uses special sound more often but for a 

shorter duration than “Silurians” due to the fact that special sound is used more like 

sound effect than underscoring or accompaniment. 

Episode Sound Element Frequency Time % of Time 
The Silurians 01 Title Theme 2 01:28.6 6.085 
The Silurians 01 Nondiegetic Music 8 02:41.4 11.90 
The Silurians 01 Diegetic Music 0 0 0 
The Silurians 01 Special Sound 2 02:01.6 8.349 

Table 3.1:  Soundtrack summary of “Doctor Who and The Silurians,” episode one. 
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Episode Sound Element Frequency Time % of Time 
Ambassadors of Death 01 Title Theme 3 01:29.2 6.041 
Ambassadors of Death 01 Nondiegetic Music 13 04:48.1 15.45 
Ambassadors of Death 01 Diegetic Music 0 0 0 
Ambassadors of Death 01 Special Sound 4 00:40.9 2.770 

Table 3.2: Soundtrack summary of “The Ambassadors of Death,” episode one.  

 While “The Ambassadors of Death” aired after “Doctor Who and the Silurians” in 

season seven, it was not the first episode of this new era of Doctor Who to feature 

representational musical cues of the story’s primary character groups. Blyton, much like 

Simpson, was a classically trained musician and composer, and during the time he 

worked on “The Silurians” held a position at Trinity College as a Professor of Harmony, 

Counterpoint and Orchestration. This training comes across in both the Elgar-like tune 

used in episode two for the small village (15:22) as well as his choices in instrumentation 

for the serial’s cues. Whereas Simpson has a propensity to establish different melodic 

cues for the main character groupings within the narrative, Blyton’s scoring for “The 

Silurians” shows a preference to take one main cue and alter it throughout each episode.  

The main focus of “Doctor Who and The Silurians” is evident in its title; the 

Doctor and his compatriots find themselves at odds with the Silurians, an ancient reptilian 

race that has lived deep below ground for thousands of years. Their base resides under a 

nuclear research plant, which disrupts their lives and prompts them to try to wipe out the 

humans whom they consider intruders on their home planet. Much like the popular 

Quatermass stories of the previous decades, “The Silurians” features a “threat from 

within” narrative, one that withholds the revelation of the three-eyed creature in episode 
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four of the seven-episode serial. To reinforce that the threat is always present, Blyton’s 

scoring uses a small musical cell that is used both melodically and rhythmically within 

cues throughout the entire span of the serial.  

 Blyton’s scoring for “The Silurians” is broken up into five cues that are distinct in 

instrumentation yet related through their shared musical material. Scoring for scenes 

within the caves is slow and amorphous, employing low winds (contrabass clarinet in 

particular stands out here), percussion, and piano to represent the low rumble and water 

drips one might expect to hear in an old cave underground. Within the research facility, 

high percussion and strings are featured, though the musical material is primarily the 

rhythm of the Silurian cue, implying the impending threat of the creatures. UNIT action 

does not use Simpson’s recognizable UNIT cue, instead utilizing a more stereotypical 

march-like tune to reinforce their militaristic intentions. Blyton even quotes “Taps,” the 

Army bugle call, within the UNIT cue as a quickly-recognizable way to reinforce the 

militaristic roots, association with the United Nations, and general international affiliation 

of the task force.  

The Silurians cue stands out from the other music of the serial due to Blyton’s use 

of the crumhorn for the tune. As Ayres discusses, “Blyton’s music for Doctor Who and 

the Silurians was a bold attempt to evoke prehistoric creatures using archaic 

instruments.”47 contains the musical cell that dominates the scoring, focusing in a 

melodic cell that outlines a minor third but moves down within that interval at slightly-

                                                
47 Ayres, “Composers: the 1970s,” 40. 
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flat half steps thanks to the crumhorn’s combination of enclosed double reed and hole-

based fingering system. Because of its half step descent, the cue sounds as if it outlines a 

dissonant interval, which is further exacerbated by the intense buzzing of the instrument. 

The cue’s persistent rhythm, a steady stream of pulses with equal stress, becomes the 

central cue for the serial’s score, with its steady pulse found in nearly every other musical 

cue throughout the seven episodes.  

 There are no truly repeated cues here; nearly every cue over the seven episodes is 

separately-composed, with shared elements or shared instruments creating a bond 

between them. Based on Blyton’s notes on the composer’s website, state the music is 

“scored for two clarinet players, horn, cello, prepared and unprepared piano and 

percussion,” and “by means of doubling, the two clarinet players play a total of thirteen 

wind instruments, including mediæval wide-bore recorders, the entire family of 

krumhorns [sic] (Renaissance instruments that make a buzzing sound), and most of the 

clarinet family, including the contrabass clarinet.”48 While Blyton intended on using the 

score to represent characters, the focus was centrally on the threat of the Silurians, with 

little-to-no representation of the Doctor and Liz. The reliance on the crumhorn, however, 

at times comes off as comedic, as the buzzing of the crumhorns most closely resembles 

the sound of a kazoo and therefore somewhat skews the illusion of the archaic 

instruments representing the ancient foes.  

                                                
48 “Doctor Who and the Silurians,” last modified November 22, 2014, 
http://www.careyblyton.com/??=Silurians. 
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 Even though the aesthetics of Blyton’s score greatly differs from Simpson’s, the 

music for “Doctor Who and the Silurians” is part of a general trend in Doctor Who’s 

incidental music during this first season of the Third Doctor’s era. Obvious musical 

representation was not something the program’s predecessors made a conscious effort to 

explore and exploit in the previous decade. The “old” house style, as described earlier, 

found itself mostly focused on general narrative reinforcement. Priority went to the 

understandability and clarity of the plot, which often included over-determination of the 

science fiction genre to help compensate for lacking visual effects, poor budgeting of sets 

and costumes (ones that were often reused from other BBC productions and could very 

well look familiar to BBC viewers), and lack of time and resources to develop something 

more complex. The program’s move into the 1970s found itself trying to be less 

reinforcing and alternately more representative. Rather than simply reinforcing genre or 

mood, the scoring in the early 1970s found often focused on representation of characters, 

plot, and idea. It therefore become more specific to each serial, more traditionally 

melodic, and, arguably, more memorable.  

 Whether or not Blyton’s scoring is particularly effective, it certainly held a 

purpose outside of simply existing alongside the other soundtrack elements of the 

production.49 The score had an intent, much like Simpson’s score for “The Ambassadors 

of Death” and much of the other scoring of the seventh season of Doctor Who.  

                                                
49 Radio Free Skaro’s “Chronic Hysteresis” describes the music as “the worst incidental music in Doctor 
Who history,” stating that “any potential atmosphere and tension are completely ruined by Blyton’s 
inappropriately jaunty score,” and “the crumhorn sounds like what you would get if you used a ball peen 
hammer to drive a kazoo into the circuit board of a Moog synthesizer” 
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 This new approach to incidental music found no home in “Inferno,” however, as 

director Douglas Camfield decided to score the episode entirely with tracks from the 

BBC Gramophone Library. Season seven’s seven-episode finale would be the last time a 

Doctor Who serial would be entirely scored with stock music. This was Camfield’s 

choice; as Mark Ayres points out, Camfield liked using stock music and many directors 

worked “quite well with library music.”50 There were benefits to this method, including 

freeing up room in a serial’s budget that might have been needed elsewhere (stunt work, 

special effects, extra studio time, etc.). As mentioned previously, Camfield preferred to 

not work with Simpson, though their differences possibly extended beyond that awkward 

dinner conversation. Camfield felt television did not require a strong presence of music 

for its success, while Simpson felt that music was critical to the reception and 

effectiveness of storytelling on television.51 

 Whatever the truth of the relationship between Camfield and Simpson, the 

absence of the composer’s music in “Inferno” is quite telling in context. Camfield’s use 

of stock music (as opposed to hiring another composer as Timothy Combe did for 

“Doctor Who and The Silurians”) is a marked contrast to all of the serials in season 

seven. While stock music can be effectively used to convey plot, emotion, and even 

imply detailed character traits (like the use of “Space Adventures” for the Cybermen in 

                                                
(http://radiofreeskaro.blogspot.com/2009/08/bbb5-doctor-who-and-silurians-5.html). Tat Wood describes 
the score as “distinctive,” commenting that Blyton rang up director Timothy Combe to play him the 
crumhorn, the sound he wanted for the Silurians,” and that according to Combe, “it sounded even worse 
over the phone” (About Time vol. 3, 48). 
50  “Musical Scales.” 
51 “The Doctor’s Composer: Dudley Simpson, Part One, 1964–1969.” 
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the late 60s mentioned in Chapter Two), Camfield’s compilation score includes the stock 

tracks provided to the Standard Music Library by Delia Derbyshire (under the 

pseudonym “Li de la Russe”), one of two times her music was featured in the program 

outside of her realization of Grainer’s title theme.52 “The Delian Mode,” crafted by 

Derbyshire in the Radiophonic Workshop and available on BBC Radio Enterprises REC 

25M in the grams library, is used in episodes five and seven.53 Music by special sound 

contributor Brian Hodgson, under the pseudonym “Nikki St. George,” is featured in the 

final three episodes of the serial.54 Works by Dave Vorhaus and Eric Peters round out the 

scoring, providing a relatively eclectic mix of modernist music for the serial’s 

underscoring.55  

 The result is a score that conveys a sense of apathy, emotionally detached from 

the progression of the story and the plight of the Doctor, Liz, and UNIT, one that actually 

shows the destruction of Earth (Fig. 3.11). The heavy use of special sound in the Inferno 

Project facilities taps into one of the fears that Doctor Who’s production staff often 

wrestled with during filming: music and special sound shared enough common traits that 

the line between the two would be blurred. The console test in episode one (17:49), a 

combination of TARDIS special sound and presumed underscoring from the previous 

scene, is so similar that it is difficult to tell where special sound ends and underscoring 

                                                
52 “Library Music, Unrelated Releases,” The Millennium Effect, last modified February 26, 2014, 
http://www.millenniumeffect.co.uk/audio/stock-comps.php#blueveils.  
53 “Library Music Chronology,” The Millennium Effect, last modified February 26, 2014, 
http://www.millenniumeffect.co.uk/audio/stock-index.php. 
54 Wood, About Time vol. 3, 90. 
55 Wood, About Time vol. 3, 90. 
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begins. The first two episodes of “Inferno” use barely four minutes of underscoring each 

(04:13 in episode one, 04:12 in episode two) when adding special sound and nondiegetic 

music together. That results in less than 20% of the entire episode (excluding the opening 

and closing titles) containing music. Even with Barry Letts taking over directorial duties 

during Camfield’s illness, the underscoring of the remaining episodes of the seven-part 

serial still remains surprisingly low, with episode seven peaking at 05:46 of combined 

special sound and nondiegetic music.  

 

Figure. 3.11: Section Leader Elizabeth Shaw, Petra, and Greg Sutton watch on as lava 
engulfs the Earth in episode 3 of “Inferno.” 

 The closest “Inferno” gets to any sense of reflecting onscreen action in its 

underscoring is the “chase” music in episode three, as the Doctor runs from the 

Republican Security Forces, the alternate Earth’s version of UNIT (06:51). Even here, 
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though, the pace of the tune does not keep up with what should be an exciting car chase 

scene. The cue here stands out from the rest of the serial, however, in that it provides a 

memorable moment in the progression of the narrative. The remainder of the scoring has 

a noticeable lack of melodic and/or rhythmic structure. Here, the scoring is more 

analogous to that of “The Daleks” back in the first season of Doctor Who, though the 

intent is quite different. Tristram Cary’s contributions in “The Daleks” underscore the 

metallic city of the creatures, with its buzz of electricity and static that allow the new, 

terrifying baddies to roam their home city freely. For “Inferno” the stock music simply 

exists without the feeling of representation of story elements or locales. The scoring does 

not follow noticeable structural pattern, either; not all transitions are accompanied by 

music, neither are moments of tension or action. Music is included when it seems needed, 

but there is no impression given that the music is meant to add value to anything in the 

visuals. 

 With its lack of distinctive musical qualities, and its lack of empathy towards the 

story, its characters, and the program as a whole, it is no wonder that the use of stock 

music for the entire underscoring of a serial would end after “Inferno.” Yet perhaps what 

makes the incidental music of “Inferno” so ineffective is the lack of emphasis on the 

familiar and unfamiliar at the core of Doctor Who, and alongside that, the underscoring 

lacked motivation to either represent or reinforce narrative or structural elements of the 

serial. The opportunity to provide distinct sound worlds of the Doctor’s primary Earth 

and the alternate Earth is left unexplored by the incidental music, even though providing 
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scoring that could expose their differences would have proved immensely useful to the 

presentation of the narrative. Arguably, if Simpson or even Blyton had scored the serial, 

each Earth would have sounded “different.” With a fascist “Republic” taking over 

England, a stylized militaristic underscoring could have easily furthered the story’s 

exploration of alternate versions of known, and loved, characters. As Wood points out, 

“The fundamental problem with parallel universes—especially the cop-out ones where 

the same actors play slightly different versions of the same characters—is that there’s a 

tendency for writers and directors to assume that they’re intrinsically interesting.”56 With 

the lack of an Evil Doctor to play against the Real Doctor (something that will be 

explored with The Master in coming seasons), the only payoff for the serial is actually 

seeing the destruction of the alternate Earth at the end of episode six. Even then, 

however, the lack of emotional investment in the alternate Earth and its alternate Liz 

undermines the true potential of the story.  

 A desire for “gritty realism” and a more mature Doctor Who, as evidenced in 

much of the content of season seven, opposes the fantasy-adventure at the core of Doctor 

Who, a science fiction family drama. As Wood puts aptly, “the rag-bag of stock music 

doesn’t help dispel this impression” of the destruction of worlds and horrors of brutal 

military rule fitting into a world with a blue Police Box that can travel anywhere in time 

and space and an out-of-water fish of a Doctor with two hearts.57 Even with these 

                                                
56 Wood, About Time vol. 3, 86. 
57 Wood, About Time vol. 3, 86. 
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shortcomings, the potential storytelling that “Inferno” set up for the rest of Doctor Who’s 

broadcasting years on the BBC proved enticing to viewers.  

 With the success of its new house style, Doctor Who began embracing a more 

action-adventure oriented storytelling style.58 Along with this came the one thing that 

“Inferno” truly lacked—an Evil version of the Doctor. This would be realized in the 

character of The Master (Fig. 3.12), the Doctor’s Moriarty, an equal opposite to the 

Doctor’s intellect and world view in season eight and beyond. “Terror of the Autons,” the 

premiere episode of Season Eight introduces the Master alongside the foes that Pertwee’s 

Third Doctor faced in his premiere serial. The Master, alongside UNIT, the Brigadier, 

and the Doctor’s UNIT lab, quickly became mainstays of the following handful of 

seasons.  

  

                                                
58 Wood, About Time vol. 3, 91. 
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Figure 3.12: The Master (Roger Delgado) in “Terror of the Autons.” 

 Around this same time composer Malcolm Clarke, who joined the Radiophonic 

Workshop in 1969 and found an affinity for synthesizers after the installation of the 

Delaware, got his first big commission in 1971 when he scored the six-episode serial 

“The Sea Devils.”59 After being practically a main character the previous season, the 

Master returns to foil the Doctor and UNIT after being imprisoned at the end of “The 

Dæmons” in Season Eight. Although the story is primarily about the Sea Devils—sister 

race of The Silurians encountered in the previous season—it is the Master that runs the 

show. His ultimate aim is to use the Sea Devils as an army to take over the world. While 

the Doctor tries to find a peaceful accord between the Sea Devils and humans he finds 

                                                
59 Louis Niebur, Special Sound: The Creation and Legacy of the BBC Radiophonic Workshop (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2010), 143. 
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himself unable to do so, and the Sea Devil colony is destroyed (much like the destruction 

of the Silurians previously).  

 “The Sea Devils,” proves itself to be an encapsulated version of what Doctor Who 

was trying to accomplish during this era of its broadcast history. The serial’s “threat from 

within” narrative provides scary reptile-like creature that children in the schoolyard could 

play pretend as—and fear. One of the most iconic moments of the Third Doctor’s run on 

the program is a moment in episode five where the Sea Devils march out of the ocean and 

onto the beach (Fig. 3.13). The moment is visually striking and remains a memorable 

moment in Doctor Who, highlighting an instance of location filming where the 

production staff prove they are eager to use available resources to not only aid the serial 

visually but also give a fun fright to their young viewership. The Master shows a 

childlike curiosity towards human popular culture, much like later Doctors (the Fourth 

Doctor’s love of jelly babies in particular), and asks for a television in his cell to watch 

The Clangers (1969), a children’s show of the time.60 In this near-future narrative world, 

television programs play on fancy color televisions (still treated as something of a luxury 

by the Master) that are displayed using Color Separation Overlay on yellow blinds. “The 

Sea Devils” also became infamous for the Third Doctor’s line, “reverse the polarity of the 

neutron flow,” even though this was the only instance of that phrase being used in the 

1970s. This mixture of “near-future” technology, techno-babble, CSO, the Doctor and 

                                                
60 This would later be referenced in the revival series episode “The Sound of Drums,” where the Master 
watches the Teletubbies (1997).  
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Master having an all-out sword fight, British institutions made to look a fool, the Doctor 

driving boats and Jo riding on a scooter, all scream Action-Adventure.  

 

Figure 3.13: Sea Devils approach the land, from “The Sea Devils.” 

 Even though “The Sea Devils” embraces Letts’ action-adventure aims moreso 

than most other stories during his tenure, the serial itself is not particularly experimental 

or daring in approach. Ultimately, the Sea Devils threat is destroyed and the Master’s plot 

is foiled. The music contributed by Malcolm Clarke, however, is undeniably 

experimental, referred to as “sheer anarchic craziness”61 and “repellent noise.”62 The 

underscoring at a glance is hardly action-adventure in nature; if “Ambassadors of Death” 

and “Spearhead from Space” show audiences the capacity Doctor Who had for action-

                                                
61 Niebur, Special Sound, 144. 
62 Wood, About Time vol. 3, 231.  
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adventure and a more contemporary televisual approach, “The Sea Devils” turns that 

approach on its head with incidental music composed entirely of electronic music made 

on the EMS Synthi 100. Clarke’s scoring is discussed at length by Niebur in Special 

Sound, where Niebur refers to Clarke’s music as having “a mind of its own, bleeping, 

oscillating, and screaming throughout in arbitrary places, apparently oblivious to the 

action on screen and to the basic laws to tonality.”63 Niebur also questions how the score 

is meant to be understood in terms of conveying the action on screen, stating that even 

“the most tender, emotional moments, such as the Doctor’s description of ‘having been to 

school with the Master,’ has its relatively tonal melody, a variation on the signature tune, 

defamiliarized by its harsh timbre.”64  

 While it is true that Clarke’s score is challenging aesthetically, his contributions 

are not made without consideration of the onscreen action. Although expectations of what 

Doctor Who’s incidental music could accomplish are set to a high standard with the lush 

thematic treatments of Dudley Simpson, Clarke’s score for “The Sea Devils”—

challenging in timbre and use of dissonance—shows great care in structural placement of 

cues. Though its musical language can be truly bizarre, placement of cues in “The Sea 

Devils” is not. Much like the use of modernist and experimental electronic/avant-garde 

incidental music in Doctor Who’s early years, Clarke’s score is less interested in smaller-

scale moments of narrative development and characterization than in the anticipation of 

                                                
63 Niebur, Special Sound, 144. 
64 Niebur, Special Sound, 145. 
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structural changes within each episode. Subtle audio advances help ease transitions 

between locations and character groupings; even if the music lacks any obvious tie to the 

narrative in terms of representation, it does follow along very closely to the filmic time of 

each episode. Clarke’s score may be dismissed by critics as feeling out of place or 

intrusive,65 but the frequency of cues and placement within each episode shows careful 

consideration to the serial in terms of televisual structure (Figs. 3.14 & 3.15). 

 

Figure 3.14: Timeline representation of the soundtrack of “The Sea Devils” episode 1, 
24:39 runtime. Nondiegetic incidental music is spread throughout the 
episode with a high frequency, usually accompanying transitions or scenes 
with movement between locations. 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Timeline representation of the soundtrack of “The Sea Devils” episode 2, 
24:30 runtime. Longer spans of incidental music underscore revelatory 
moments of the episode, such as the Master’s stealing electronic equipment 
from the navy base (12:11) and the Doctor and Master’s sword fight (22:04), 
lack obvious musical reinforcement of the action on screen but acknowledge 
the structural need for underscoring during these scenes. 

 Director Michael Bryant was keen on the idea of having a fully-electronic scoring 

for “The Sea Devils,” stating in an interview that “I thought it was a brilliant idea … it 

                                                
65 As Niebur claims in Special Sound, 145: “…instead, it uses the same language of abrasive timbre and 
dissonance uniformly throughout, even for those scenes that could conceivably call for less intrusive cues.” 
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was music that was totally artificial. He [Clarke] created all the sounds, all the music 

himself.”66 Mark Ayres adds that “the sound of ‘The Sea Devils’ is really the sound of 

Malcolm fighting with this machine [EMS Synthi 100] … it’s like a nervous breakdown 

in a shortwave radio factory, isn’t it?”67 Clarke’s careful attention to the detail of the 

serial’s televisual structure results in quite a few instances of mickey-mousing, where 

moments like the Doctor and Trenchard playing golf and the Doctor pushing over a guard 

by head butting him in the chest, are mimicked so closely by the score that those 

moments seem accidentally comedic. The biggest issue with these mickey-mousing 

moments, however, is their contribution to the blurred lines between special sound and 

incidental music throughout the six episodes. There is no mistaking a piano for a punch, 

or a clarinet for a car engine, when conventional instruments are being used for the 

underscoring. Because both Clarke and Brian Hodgson were working with electronic 

synthesizers, the boundaries between these sound  

track elements greatly diminished.  

 Letts, a proponent of using the BBC Radiophonic Workshop whenever possible, 

recognized the problem of both music and effect sounding too similar, but Clarke 

dismissed the concerns.68 “To me that’s not important,” Clarke remarks. “What is 

                                                
66 Michael Bryant in interview featured in the “Musical Scales” special feature on the “Doctor Who and 
The Silurians” DVD release (2008). 
67 Mark Ayres in interview featured in the “Musical Scales” special feature on the “Doctor Who and The 
Silurians” DVD release (2008). 
68 While the BBC Radiophonic Workshop staff worked on Doctor Who quite often during its active years, 
the Workshop worked on a myriad of other programs for the BBC, including programs both for television 
and radio. 
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important is the audience’s reaction to it. And I’m sure the audience isn’t looking at it 

saying ‘oh well, I’m listening to this as a sound effect’ or ‘I’m listening to this as music.’ 

What they’re interested in is the overall impression.”69 Doctor Who had a long history of 

working to keep music and special sound separated in the soundtrack; special sound was 

billed and credited differently, and directors were often quite aware of the desire to make 

both elements distinct for billing and rights purposes. Although his score is labeled as 

“anarchic craziness,”70 and often resembles dungeon-level music in an 80s 8-bit 

videogame, Clarke’s score very obviously takes the screen action into consideration in 

both placement and other structural considerations. And as Niebur points out, Clarke’s 

score generates “an astounding amount of suspense,” even if it does not follow a 

stereotypical action-adventure format found in other television shows and episodes of 

Doctor Who at the time.71 The purely synthesized sound is so unlike any other sounds at 

the time that it provides an unknown and unfamiliar sensation to the whole serial, a feat 

considering that the serial takes place on Earth. Even with familiar characters and 

familiar story-telling, the unfamiliar sounds create a strong sense of suspense and 

wonder, showing that while Doctor Who has changed quite a bit over the past decade it 

still knows that juxtaposing familiar and unfamiliar is a powerful storytelling tool. 

 The following episode, “The Mutants,” also features an electronic score, this time 

provided by veteran Doctor Who composer Tristram Cary. As part of the Electronic 

                                                
69 Ayres, “Composers: The 1970s,” 41. 
70 Niebur, Special Sound, 144. 
71 Niebur, Special Sound, 146. 
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Music Studios (EMS) group he had helped build the prototype of the Sythni 100,72 used 

in the “The Sea Devils,” as well as the scores by Simpson and Hodgson for Letts’ 

experimental season eight.73 His score for “The Mutants” uses all EMS equipment, 

including a prototype EMS VCS3 shown in Fig. 3.16. Cary’s score here is less 

“twiddling knobs,” squeals, and blips than Clarke’s score using the same synthesizer, but 

shares an odd sense of unfamiliarity. Since Cary came from a more traditional musical 

background, his synthesized scoring tended to have a more recognizable musical 

organization than Clarke’s. It has a noticeable melody and accompaniment structure, 

even if the melodies were rather sporadic and lacked traditionally singable lines. A small 

moment of diegetic music during the “telecast” in episode one features a fanfare that even 

the Doctor points out is “bombastic.” The rest of the score relies on volume levels to 

differentiate synthesized incidental music from special sound to varying degrees of 

success. 

  

                                                
72 Niebur, Special Sound, 131–132. 
73 Ayres, “Composers: The 1970s,” 40. 
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Figure 3.16:  Composer Tristram Cary at work using the EMS VCS3 synthesizer. 

 Only one other story during Jon Pertwee’s reign as the Doctor features a score by 

a composer other than Dudley Simpson. Once the Doctor is able to use the TARDIS 

controls normally again, the serials in the latter seasons of Pertwee’s tenure changed 

locale serial to serial, lessening the burden on the program’s composers to reinforce an 

Earth setting. “Death to the Daleks,” season eleven’s Dalek serial, combines special 

sound by Dick Mills with scoring performed by the London Saxophone Quartet (joined 

by a somewhat comedically-used güiro) and composed by Carey Blyton. Much like his 

distinctive, if somewhat ineffective, scoring for “Doctor Who and The Silurians,” 

Blyton’s scoring for “Death to the Daleks” is memorable for its scoring that stands out 

from Simpson’s contributions during this time as well as its sometimes accidental 

comedic effects due to its jaunty nature.  
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 In a story where Daleks and Humans attempt to live together, the mixture of 

Blyton’s saxophone cues and Mills’ atmospheric special sound reinforces the mixture of 

twisted technology and recognizable human figures. The “organic,” recognizable 

incidental music is juxtaposed nicely against the “inorganic,” synthetic special sounds 

within the TARDIS and emanating from the Daleks’ sanctuary on the planet. Though the 

serial contains many of the plot elements typical of a Terry Nation script, the touch-

activated light panels on the sanctuary combined with special sound recall the wonder of 

the “Tomb of the Cybermen,” as well as the wafting static electricity of the Daleks’ city 

in the original Daleks serial back in season one. CSO is also used quite effectively in the 

story, perhaps more so than any serials that came before. Yet the placement and volume 

of the güiro alongside the saxophone quartet finds itself undermining the drama quite 

often, and the jaunty cue accompanying the “surprise” appearance of the Daleks at the 

end of episode one makes them quite less threatening than they were back in 1963.  

 After a season with “The Sea Devils” and “The Mutants,” Dudley Simpson 

became the de facto composer for the remainder of the 1970s. Much like the highly-

varied incidental musical styles of the 1960s, these formative years of the second decade 

of Doctor Who are instrumental in acclimating viewers to the highly-variable format of 

the program. From its very inception, Doctor Who was intended to be just that: highly-

variable. And to maintain any sense of cohesion between serials and seasons, the series 

contained serials that pair the familiar and unfamiliar, expose shape vs. substance, and 

used a combination of sights and sounds that exposed this axis of familiarity and 
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difference. However, Doctor Who was changing to fit the shifting sands of television 

production during the 1970s, and the production staff began relying heavily on Simpson 

to reinforce an action-adventure aesthetic the program had set up for itself in season 

seven. What would make the Jon Pertwee years so memorable in the course of Doctor 

Who’s history would be the risks it took, pairing Simpson’s more classically-oriented and 

traditional harmonies with scores as challenging as “The Sea Devils.” Few programs took 

that kind of risk, and Doctor Who would soon find itself moving away from these risks to 

create a solid foundation on British television for the remainder of the decade. 

THE DUDLEY SIMPSON SHOW 
 

Dudley Simpson’s (Fig. 3.17) willingness to write so much music in so little time 

quickly became an asset that directors and producers of Doctor Who would rely on; even 

though he had worked on a handful of stories in the 1960s, it was not until Letts tenure as 

producer that Simpson would truly become the de facto Doctor Who composer. His 

contributions to the program would help bring the program into a new era of televisual 

sound, using repeated musical cues associated with characters across serials, combining a 

musical language from his classical background with the possibilities of realizing musical 

ideas on the EMS synthesizers at the Radiophonic Workshop. As Neibur discusses,  

Dudley Simpson’s music for the Doctor Who episodes “The Mind of Evil” and 
“The Claws of Axos” in that season demonstrate what happens when the 
synthesizer is treated as just another orchestral instrument. Simpson’s musical 
language was essentially classical, in the style of traditional film music; 
harmonies and melodies were derived from this training, and this music was 
written out as if for a conventional ensemble. Brian Hodgson worked with 
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Simpson to arrange this music for the EMS synthesizers. It was a novel approach 
that matched the more “action-adventure” tone of Doctor Who in the early 1970s, 
combining John Barry-like harmonies with a space-age sound.74 
 

Simpson continued to work closely with Brian Hodgson and Dick Mills throughout the 

1970s, composing with traditional instruments and a synthesizer and other electronic 

components, treating them like another instrument. 

 

Figure 3.17: (L) Dudley Simpson poses with the EMS Sythni 100. (R) Malcolm Clarke 
working with the EMS Sythni 100, nicknamed the “Delaware” by the 
Radiophonic Workshop staff. 

 From 1964–1975, Simpson provided incidental music for thirty-two episodes, 

nineteen of them under the production of Barry Letts (Table 3.3). The majority of his 

contributions to the program during this span use traditional musical instruments in small  

 

                                                
74 Niebur, Special Sound, 146. 
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Sn Serial Title Airdates Producer Director 
2 The Planet of Giants 21 Oct 1964–14 Nov 1964 Verity Lambert Mervyn Pinfield & 

Douglas Camfield 
The Crusade 27 Mar 1965–17 Apr 1965 Verity Lambert Douglas Camfield 
The Chase 22 May 1965–26 Jun 1965 Verity Lambert Richard Martin & 

Douglas Camfield 
4 The Celestial Toymaker 2 Apr 1966–23 Apr 1966 Innes Lloyd Bill Sellars 

The Underwater Menace 14 Jan 1967–4 Feb 1968 Innes Lloyd Julia Smith 
The Macra Terror 11 Mar 1967–1 Apr 1967 Innes Lloyd John Howard 

Davies 
Evil of the Daleks 20 May 1967–1 Jul 1967 Innes Lloyd Derek Martinus 

5 The Ice Warriors 11 Nov 1967–16 Dec 1967 Innes Lloyd Derek Martinus 
Fury from the Deep 16 Mar 1968–20 Apr 1968 Peter Bryant Hugh David 

6 The Seeds of Death 25 Jan 1969–1 Mar 1969 Peter Bryant Michael Ferguson 
The Space Pirates 8 Mar 1969–12 Apr 1969 Peter Bryant Michael Hart 
The War Games 19 Apr 1969–21 Jun 1969 Derrick 

Sherwin 
David Maloney 

7 Spearhead from Space 3 Jan 1970–24 Jan 1970 Derrick 
Sherwin 

Derek Martinus 

The Ambassadors of 
Death 

21 Mar 1970–2 May 1970 Barry Letts Michael Ferguson 

8 Terror of the Autons 2 Jan 1971–23 Jan 1971 Barry Letts Barry Letts 
The Mind of Evil 20 Jan 1971–23 Jan 1971 Barry Letts Timothy Combe 
The Claws of Axos 13 Mar 1971–3 Apr 1971 Barry Letts Michael Ferguson 
The Dœmons 22 May 1971–19 Jun 1971 Barry Letts Christopher Barry 

9 Day of the Daleks 1 Jan 1972–19 Jun 1971 Barry Letts Paul Bernard 
The Curse of Peladon 29 Jan 1972–19 Feb 1972 Barry Letts Lennie Mayne 
The Time Monster 20 May 1972–24 Jun 1972 Barry Letts Paul Bernard 

10 The Three Doctors 30 Dec 1972–20 Jan 1973 Barry Letts Lennie Mayne 
Carnival of Monsters 27 Jan 1973–17 Feb 1973 Barry Letts Barry Letts 
Frontier in Space 24 Feb 1973–31 Mar 1973 Barry Letts Paul Bernard 
Planet of the Daleks 7 Apr 1973–12 May 1973 Barry Letts David Malone 
The Green Death 19 May 1973–23 Jun 1973 Barry Letts Michael Briant 

11 The Time Warrior 15 Dec 1973–5 Jan 1974 Barry Letts Alan Bromly 
Invasion of the Dinosaurs 12 Jan 1974–16 Feb 1974 Barry Letts Paddy Russell 
The Monster of Peladon 23 Mar 1974–27 Apr 1974 Barry Letts Lennie Mayne 
Planet of Spiders 4 May 1974–8 Jun 1974 Barry Letts Barry Letts 

12 Robot 28 Dec 1974–18 Jan 1975 Barry Letts Christopher Barry 

Table 3.3: Serials with Dudley Simpson as provider of incidental music, 1964–1975. 
Out of the twenty-four episodes that during Barry Letts’ run as producer, 
nineteen of them were scored by Simpson.75 

 

                                                
75 Data compiled by author from multiple sources, including About Time vol. 1– 4 and episode end credits. 
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grouping of 4–8 players, often exhibiting a preference for winds and percussion. As 

discussed in chapter two, during the 1960s Simpson and Doctor Who’s other composers 

wrote much of the music “blind,” meaning that he was unable to view any of visuals 

before he composed the music. He typically composed for acoustic instruments and 

players, with much of what he wrote based on general notes from the writer and director 

before each episode was recorded. In general, Simpson would be told of a timeframe 

(fifteen seconds for accompaniment, or a short cue to link between scenes) and a tone, 

and would then compose and record them with musicians in advance, then hand them off 

to production staff before recording occurred in the studio. The grams operator—the 

studio technician responsible for playing in, on cue, any pre-recorded music, special 

sound, or effects—would then play the music on the set during recording. If the track was 

too long, Simpson would be told to cut the track and would have to find a spot in the 

music to (physically) cut the tape.76  

The season six serial “The Seeds of Death” is a key serial in the development of 

Doctor Who’s musical style during Simpson’s time on the program; for the serial, 

Simpson wrote out his incidental music conventionally, yet realized it with a combination 

of musicians and added sound from the BBC Radiophonic Workshop. As early as season 

four’s “The Underwater Menace,” Simpson began experimenting with the Multi-Tone 

Colour Organ—an electronic instrument with a keyboard much like an ordinary organ 

                                                
76 Brendan Sheppard, producer, “The Doctor’s Composer: Dudley Simpson, Part Two, 1970–1979,” 
special feature, Doctor Who “The Sun Makers” DVD (August 9, 2011). 
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with a single manual, and that could function like an organ—augmenting his scoring with 

the aid of Brian Hodgson.77 By 1971, Simpson was using true synthesizers—primarily 

the EMS Synthi 100 large-scale “Delaware” synthesizer and the smaller, portable EMS 

VCS3 (shown in Fig. 3.17)—to fully realize his compositions for the program. What 

made the VCS3 particularly useful was its smaller size and portability, with a few key 

pieces of equipment included in the small synthesizer: three VCOs, a white noise 

generator, a ring modulator, a VC Low Pass Filter, a reverb unit, a trapezoid envelope 

generator, a control joystick, and two input and two stereo output amplifiers.78 The layout 

and “well-designed printed circuit” meant for ease of use and quick construction of sound 

effects.79 Doctor Who’s audience would already be familiar with the sounds of EMS 

equipment thanks to Malcolm Clarke (Fig. 3.18) and Tristram Cary’s scoring for “The 

Sea Devils” and “The Mutants,” but Simpson’s use of the EMS equipment, as Niebur 

points out, demonstrates “what happens when the synthesizer is treated as just another 

orchestral instrument.”80 Where Clarke and Cary’s musical language tends to stray from 

any kind of conventional tonality, Simpson’s musical style results in a marriage of 

synthesized sound and conventional melody and accompaniment from his acoustic 

compositional sensibility. What makes this combination of source and style so effective 

for Doctor Who comes down to the very core of the program as a whole; the play of 

                                                
77 Niebur, Special Sound, 117. 
78 Niebur, Special Sound, 132. 
79 Niebur, Special Sound, 131–132. 
80 Niebur, Special Sound, 146. 
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familiarity and difference that was firmly ingrained into the program from its very 

inception. 

 Much like the rest of 1960s Doctor Who, Simpson’s primary considerations in 

scoring were time and budget. What made the EMS equipment at the Radiophonic 

Workshop so convenient was that it greatly reduced the cost of musicians and studio time 

for recording. As Simpson discusses in his interview with Mark Ayres for Doctor Who 

Magazine Special Edition #41: 

You see, the music came as the last item in the budget. They made it quite clear to 
me that if we were going to have music at all it had to be done on the cheap. And, 
of course, the Radiophonic Workshop – those boys are all producers and they’re 
on BBC producers’ pay. I was the only one who got a fee out of it for my time 
spent there. So it was Barry Letts who said to me, “You’d be just the man to 
create it and help save the money.” So I did what I could.81 
 

While Doctor Who was transitioning into a more action-adventure orientated program 

under the guidance of Barry Letts, funds were being routed to color production, better 

sets, and CSO visual effects that often proved costly. As a result, Letts asked the 

composer to see if it was possible to make his music in the Radiophonic Workshop, 

mostly to save money,82 but also to encourage an age of experimentation on the 

program.83  

 The six-part serial “The Mind of Evil” became Simpson’s first foray into 

composing for traditional instruments but realizing the parts with electronics and 

                                                
81 Quoted in Ayres, “Notes from a Large Island,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 
2015, 46. 
82 “The Doctor’s Composer: Dudley Simpson, Part Two, 1970–1979.” 
83 Ayres, “Composers: The 1970s,” 41. 
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synthesizers. With movement towards a more modern production practice—namely, 

creating production blocks that resulted in serials being filmed out of sequence and in 

two-day, rather than one-day, filming blocks—Simpson was finally able to see some 

scenes and sequences of the program before committing his music to tape for each 

episode. As a result, Simpson was in a position to cue his music more closely to the 

visuals, with varying degrees of success. For “The Mind of Evil,” Simpson focused his 

attention most closely on Captain Chin Lee and The Master, using repeated musical cues 

for each of their appearances. The cue for the Master—one that Simpson uses nearly 

every time the Master appears on screen during Roger Delgado’s time portraying the evil 

Time Lord—is based loosely on the cue created for his appearances in “Terror of the 

Autons,” here distilled into an augmented fourth outlined over three pitches (Fig. 3.18). 

The brainwashed Captain Chin Lee is accompanied by a cue that evokes the stereotypical 

“Oriental,” constructed from a partial pentatonic scale connected to a half-note trill by an 

augmented second to emphasize her “otherness” as well as her evil intentions. (Fig 

3.19).84 Simpson’s familiarity with topical gestures and signification from radio, 

television, and film music is prevalent here, using a cue that relies on “negotiated 

meanings of previous texts more than on authentic texts that may or may not be known 

                                                
84 For examples, see the Sam Fox Moving Picture Music, vol. 1, by J.S. Zamecnik, which includes 
“Oriental Veil Dance,” “Chinese Music,” and “Oriental Music” within its first five pages. Rhythmically, 
Chin Lee’s cue is more akin to “Oriental Music,” while melodically it more closely resembles “Oriental 
Veil Dance.” 
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by the viewer.”85 The composer’s ability to quickly and efficiently evoke these signifiers 

was key to his incidental music contributions during his tenure on Doctor Who.  

 

Figure 3.18: The main musical cell of the Master’s “theme,” used by Dudley Simpson for 
appearances of the Master throughout the early 1970s. 

 

 

Figure 3.19: The melodic line of Chin Lee’s cue in “The Mind of Evil.” 

 
 The acoustic compositional sensibilities of Simpson’s scoring practice also 

allowed for easy integration of popular music in the soundtrack. In “The Mind of Evil,” 

as the Master sits in his coach in episode three his small transistor radio plays King 

Crimson (12:10), a prog rock band based out of London.86 If the Master did not flip the 

tune off by pushing a button on his radio (12:19) the tune could easily be interpreted as 

something Simpson created for the scene; the heavily-mediated sound of the guitars and 

synth blend well with the fully-synthesized score for the serial by Simpson. The Master’s 

                                                
85 Ron Rodman, Tuning In: American Narrative Television Music (Oxford: Oxford Univeristy Press, 
2010), 124. 
86 Prog rock, short for progressive rock, is defined as a rock music subgenre that originated in the UK as an 
attempt to give greater artistic weight and credibility to rock music. In About Time vol. 3, Wood points out 
that the song is actually Robert Fripp’s solo project The Wake of Poseidon, but most of the band members 
of King Crimson play on it (127). 
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ownership of the music within the serial is further emphasized by his ability to “turn off” 

his own theme with a snap of his finger in episode two (19:31), reinforcing the Master’s 

capacity for manipulation and hypnotism (Fig. 3.20). 

 

Figure 3.20: The Master (L) imposes his will on Captain Chin Lee (R) using hypnosis 
and a small mind-control mechanism on her neck. When he’s finished, a 
snap of his fingers turns off the soundtrack (12:19). 

 The following serial in season eight, “The Claws of Axos,” also features 

incidental music realized with synthesizers from the BBC Radiophonic Workshop.87 

Here, Simpson opts for timbral differences rather than more obvious repeated 

representational cues to define narrative elements, using and shaping timbral differences 

to make differentiations. The first episode starts off with a cue akin to his Procol Harem-

esque tune in “Spearhead from Space,” yet quickly gives way to a more menacing cue as 

                                                
87 Niebur, Special Sound, 146. 
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the government officials realize what they thought was a comet is actually a UFO 

heading for Earth. From there, the cues consist of three different types: a low, rumbling, 

Jaws-like repetition of two notes to imply an unknown menace; a high-pitched, high-

vibrato ascending musical cell, meant to heighten tension and create suspense; and an 

ethereal, amorphous cue with small musical cells not unlike a musical representation of 

bubbles, used when inside the Axos spacecraft.  

 While the cues do not aim to represent character groups or narrative 

considerations to any obvious extent; the repetition of the cues helps move the story 

along in narrative time within each episode and aim to bring attention to the ill intent 

behind the seemingly generous Axons. The subplot of “Pigbin Josh,” the local on a bike 

killed by the Axos ship, is accompanied by an uncharacteristically jaunty tune that comes 

off as cartoonish compared to what surrounds it. This is compounded by Pigbin Josh’s 

attempts at speech, and the overarching sensation that Simpson scored this serial as he 

watched it, reacting to actions on screen rather than anticipating the narrative structure or 

character motivation.88 This can be explained in a number of ways: Simpson taking 

advantage of working in post-production in the midst of writing an incredible amount of 

music in a short amount of time for the program; the narrative and visuals being 

convoluted enough that he felt ill-equipped to come up with thematic material in 

                                                
88 Wood goes so far as to say that Simpson’s scoring “has the uncomfortable air of someone with an 
electric organ improvising as the pictures are going out live” (About Time vol. 3, 130). 
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advance; with so much time spent on visual effects and costuming, Simpson’s work with 

the writers and directors was rushed or left to the last moment.  

 Regardless, “The Claws of Axos” and “The Mind of Evil” showed that Doctor 

Who could get a more action-adventure oriented underscoring without relying on a full 

orchestra. Suddenly, the title theme realized by Delia Derbyshire back in 1963 did not 

feel as out of place anymore. Not only could a synthesizer create harmonies and 

melodies, but it could also layer in electronic and special sounds to create a soundscape 

unlike anything else on television. Simpson’s success, thanks to his classical musical 

language and resourcefulness, would secure his place as the house composer for Doctor 

Who through the end of the decade. 

 Simpson would not rely solely on synthesizers in the BBC Radiophonic 

Workshop to create the incidental music for the program, even with its effectiveness in 

both time and cost.89 His typical method for scoring for the many episodes of Doctor 

Who he contributed to between 1975 and 1980 would be to create a score with 

conventional scoring, record it at Lime Grove with musicians, then bring the recording 

with tracks left unused to augment it with treatment provided by Brian Hodgson and Dick 

Mills at the Workshop.90  

 When Jon Pertwee stepped away from Doctor Who in 1974, Tom Baker took over 

in the role of the Doctor. In a stark contrast to Pertwee’s dandy gentlemen Doctor, 

                                                
89 In fact, according to Niebur in Special Sound, “since Hodgson’s revamping (of the BBC Radiophonic 
Workshop), the management of the Workshop told Doctor Who’s producer he was forbidden access to the 
studio’s equipment,” which “hampered his work on the program” (185). 
90 Mark Ayres, “Composers: The 1960s,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, 24. 
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Baker’s Fourth Doctor is erratic and uncontrollable, dressed as a “belle époque 

bohemian,” with “the appearance of an aging student, sporting a trailing, striped scarf 

very much like ones worn by Oxbridge undergraduates, a baggy red corduroy jacket, a 

loose thigh-length overcoat, a fedora, and tweed slacks.”91 Simpson’s contributions to 

“Robot,” the first story of Tom Baker’s Fourth Doctor, borrows seemingly from Norman 

Kay’s staple of instruments—horn, clarinet, bassoon, and percussion—with a score that 

sounds like it came straight out of the first season of Doctor Who. Alongside this are a 

myriad of quotations during the Fourth Doctor’s attempts to find a new outfit, including a 

pseudo-Wagnerian cue as the Doctor steps out in Viking attire, and what appears to be a 

very brief Mendelssohn quote while dressed in pantomime as Pierrot (Fig. 3.21). 

Simpson’s use of clarinet and saxophone in “Robot” in particular set a precedent for 

Simpson’s approach for much of the rest of the decade; an amalgamation of 

contemporary popular musical style and instrumentation, mixed with a little cool jazz and 

a sprinkling of references to classical repertoire via quotation and orchestration.  

  

                                                
91 Britton and Barker, Reading Between Designs, 150. 
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Figure 3.21: (L) The Fourth Doctor tries out a Viking costume, and later (R) a Pierrot 
costume not unlike David Bowie’s in “Ashes to Ashes” (1980) a few years 
later. 

 From 1975–1980, Simpson would work closely with producers Philip Hinchcliffe 

(1975–1977) and Graham Williams (1977–1980), providing the incidental music for 29 

of the 33 serials after Barry Letts moved on from Doctor Who (Table 3.4). A handful of 

serials were made during this time without Simpson: “Revenge of the Cybermen,” 

featuring Carey Blyton and Radiophonic Workshop new-comer Peter Howell, the latter 

of whom would ring in a new era of Doctor Who just a few years later; and “Terror of the 

Zygons” and “The Seeds of Doom,” both directed by Douglas Camfield and featuring 

incidental music by Geoffrey Burgon, as Camfield refused to work with Simpson. Even 

while factoring in these other contributions, it is difficult to deny that Simpson shaped the 

sound of Doctor Who during the 1970s, working more regularly on the program than any 

other member of the production staff aside from Radiophonic Workshop contributors 

Brian Hodgson and Dick Mills.  
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Sn Serial Title Airdates Producer Director 
12 The Ark in Space 25 Jan 1975–15 Feb 1975 Philip Hinchcliffe Rodney Bennett 

The Sontaran Experiment 22 Feb 1975–1 Mar 1975 Philip Hinchcliffe Rodney Bennett 
Genesis of the Daleks 8 Mar 1975–12 Apr 1975 Philip Hinchcliffe David Maloney 

13 Planet of Evil 27 Sep 1975–18 Oct 1975 Philip Hinchcliffe David Maloney 
Pyramids of Mars 25 Oct 1975–15 Nov 1975 Philip Hinchcliffe Paddy Russell 
The Android Invasion 22 Nov 1975–13 Dec 1975 Philip Hinchcliffe Barry Letts 
The Brain of Morbius 3 Jan 1976–24 Jan 1976 Philip Hinchcliffe Christopher Barry 

14 The Masque of Mandragora 4 Sep 1976–25 Sep 1976 Philip Hinchcliffe Rodney Bennett 
The Hand of Fear 2 Oct 1976–23 Oct 1976 Philip Hinchcliffe Lennie Mayne 
The Deadly Assassin 30 Oct 1976–20 Nov 1976 Philip Hinchcliffe David Maloney 
The Face of Evil 1 Jan 1977–22 Jan 1977 Philip Hinchcliffe Pennant Roberts 
The Robots of Death 29 Jan 1977–19 Feb 1977 Philip Hinchcliffe Michael Briant 
The Talons of Weng-Chiang 26 Feb 1977–2 Apr 1977 Philip Hinchcliffe David Maloney 

15 Horror of Fang Rock 3 Sep 1977–24 Sep 1977 Graham Williams Paddy Russell 
The Invisible Enemy 1 Oct 1977–22 Oct 1977 Graham Williams Derrick Goodwin 
The Image of the Fendahl 29 Oct 1977–19 Nov 1977 Graham Williams George Spenton-

Foster 
The Sun Makers 26 Nov 1977–17 Dec 1977 Graham Williams Pennant Roberts 
Underworld 7 Jan 1978–28 Jan 1978 Graham Williams Normal Stewart 
The Invasion of Time 4 Feb 1978–11 Mar 1978 Graham Williams Gerald Blake 

16 The Ribos Operation 2 Sep 1978–23 Sep 1978 Graham Williams George Spenton-
Foster 

The Pirate Planet 30 Sep 1978–21 Oct 1978 Graham Williams Pennant Roberts 
The Stones of Blood 28 Oct 1978–18 Nov 1978 Graham Williams Darrol Blake 
The Androids of Tara 25 Nov 1978–16 Dec 1978 Graham Williams Michael Hayes 
The Power of Kroll 23 Dec 1978–13 Jan 1979 Graham Williams Normal Stewart 

17 Destiny of the Daleks 1 Sep 1979–22 Sep 1979 Graham Williams Ken Grieve 
City of Death 29 Sep 1979–20 Oct 1979 Graham Williams Michael Hayes 
The Creature from the Pit 27 Oct 1979–17 Nov 1979 Graham Williams Christopher Barry 
Nightmare of Eden 24 Nov 1979–15 Dec 1979 Graham Williams Alan Bromly & 

Graham Williams 
The Horns of Nimon 22 Dec 1979–12 Jan 1980 Graham Williams Kenny McBain 

Table 3.4: Serials with Dudley Simpson as provider of incidental music, 1975–80. 
Though not the only contributing composer to Doctor Who during this time, 
he scored an overwhelming majority of them (29 out of 33 serials).92 

 Composing so much material for so many years had the logical result of Simpson 

and the production staff falling into a pattern of musical treatment. In particular, 

Simpson’s cue development remained almost entirely reactionary, with cues primarily 

                                                
92 Information compiled by author from multiple sources, including About Time vol. 3–4 and episode end 
credits. 
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being stingers or tunes reacting specifically to something on screen either seen or heard. 

Rarely would a cue by Simpson be anticipatory; unlike contributions by Blyton earlier in 

the decade, there were no noticeable audio advances or lead-ins to transitions. Simpson’s 

cues were designed to react to the image, rather than prepare the viewer for what was 

about to happen. 

 Simpson’s legacy would go well beyond simply providing underscoring for many 

serials. His flexibility and willingness to turn around a large amount of music in a short 

timeframe was an asset to the program and provided a musical umbrella under which 

Doctor Who would thrive throughout the 1970s. Once the Doctor was able to successfully 

pilot the TARDIS again, the program had the Doctor traveling around space and time 

much like it did in its early years. While there were trends in the types of stories told by 

the program—Philip Hinchcliffe’s “Gothic Era” comes to mind—part of what kept the 

program a cohesive unit was the long reign of Tom Baker as the Fourth Doctor and the 

longer reign of Simpson as its house composer. 

 Many of the program’s key, poll-winning serials, heralded by both critics and 

audiences as the most successful and enjoyable stories during Doctor Who’s long time on 

the BBC, are not surprisingly underscored by Simpson.93 Season twelve’s hallmark serial, 

                                                
93 For examples, see Charlie Jane Anders, “Every Single Doctor Who Story, Ranked from Best to Worst,” 
io9, last modified September 17, 2015, http://io9.com/every-single-doctor-who-story-ranked-from-best-to-
wors-1468104049; See Patrick, “Best of ‘Doctor Who’ 50th Anniversary Poll: 10 Greatest Stories,” BBC 
America, last modified November 13, 2013, http://www.bbcamerica.com/anglophenia/2013/11/best-doctor-
50th-anniversary-poll-top-ten-stories/; “The Fifty Best Doctor Who Moments,” British Film Institute, last 
modified June 1, 2015, http://www.bfi.org.uk/news-opinion/news-bfi/lists/50-best-doctor-who-moments; 
“The Top 10 Doctor Who Stories of All Time,” Doctor Who Magazine, last modified June 21, 2014, 
http://www.doctorwhomagazine.com/the-top-10-doctor-who-stories-of-all-time/. 
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Terry Nation-penned “Genesis of the Daleks,” breathed new life into the iconic Daleks 

thanks in large part to the creation of Davros. In a story with obvious parallels to Nazi 

Germany, Simpson opted to forego an overtly militaristic score, even though both he and 

director David Maloney felt it fit the aesthetic of the story best, simply because of a lack 

of time. Not only did Simpson not have sufficient time to write such music, but there was 

not enough continuous screen time for the Daleks to allow a march cue to unfold. Instead, 

Simpson created short melodic cues evoking what the composer refers to as a bolero 

rhythm,94 which in a minor mode and quick tempo conveyed a militaristic tone in a 

shorter amount of time.  

 For Davros, rather than creating a bombastic sound, Simpson used a muted 

French horn. While in appearance Davros is anything but understated, the muted French 

horn lends an air of quiet control to the character, a distortion of humanity and distortion 

of a heroic character to make him an even stronger villain. The only noticeable repeated 

musical cue in “Genesis of the Daleks” is the one for Davros; after all, the narrative is 

primarily about introducing Davros, the creator of the most iconic villain in Doctor 

Who’s history. This is seen very explicitly during his introduction and testing of the 

“Mark IV” transportation device (Dalek): when Davros hits the switch on his control 

panel the music changes character and the Mark IV appears (episode two, 08:38); as 

Davros begins giving instructions to the Mark IV the music stops (08:55); after giving 

instructions to install the weapon on the Mark IV, the soundtrack starts up again (09:22); 

                                                
94 “The Doctor’s Composer: Dudley Simpson, Part Two, 1970–1979.” 
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the music swells when Davros puts the Mark IV on “self-control” (10:08), and stops 

again when the scientist forcefully switches off the Mark IV (10:27). Between the most 

obvious cues belonging to Davros and the soundtrack’s mimicry of his actions, Simpson 

makes it clear that “Genesis of the Daleks” is truly about Davros. 

 Much like Simpson’s structural placement of cues in other serials, “Genesis of the 

Daleks” tends to lag after transitions and actions but not move in advance or anticipate 

them. When Sarah Jane leads an escape of slave workers in the Thal base there is no 

music accompanying the action. The emphasis of the soundtrack is on Davros and his 

Dalek creations; the Doctor and his companions are simply along for the ride. This 

quickly became a formula that his other contributions would follow. The season thirteen 

serial “Pyramids of Mars,” with its setting in a Victorian Gothic mansion and opening 

scene in a tomb deep within an Egyptian archaeological site, is scored with the mummies 

in mind. From its lilting opening tune within the Egyptian dig site—the music feels very 

much inspired by a combination of Lawrence of Arabia (1965), The Lost Patrol (1934), 

or cartoons that take place in pyramids—to the organ so menacing that it was installed in 

the very gothic mansion housing the evil mummies, Simpson’s score is dedicated entirely 

to underscoring Sutekh and its minions. The organ featured in the incidental music, while 

not played live on set by Namin (Peter Mayock), was indeed played by Dudley Simpson 

himself at a church rather than created with synthesizers to capture its large sound.95  

                                                
95 Dudley Simpson in interview featured in the “The Doctor’s Composer: Part 2” special feature on “The 
Sun Makers” DVD release (2011). 
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 Though diegetic music is typically used very sparingly in the scoring of Doctor 

Who, the menacing sound of the organ is sourced within the diegesis through its visible 

placement in the mansion. The organ is an essential part of worshiping the powerful alien 

Sutekh (episode one, 16:50), with its power demonstrated by an apparent ability to take 

control of the soundtrack. Namin (Peter Mayock) plays the organ to summon Sutekh, yet 

when the space time tunnel opens he takes his hands away from the organ and the music 

continues, implying that Sutekh has arrived and is in control. In addition to the clever use 

of the organ, Simpson uses percussion to evoke the sound of an asp as the mummy 

searches the forest for Dr. Warlock (Peter Copley), reinforcing the mummy’s supposed 

Egyptian origin, even if there would be no real reason for an asp to be nearby (or robot 

mummies). 

 By season fourteen, Simpson found an incredibly meaningful use of diegetic 

incidental music with his score for “The Talons of Weng-Chiang.” In his on-screen 

debut, Simpson stars as the bandleader of the pit orchestra at the opera house; while he 

did write and direct the music for the serial, that music was not played live on set (due to 

union regulation and royalties concerns, the players could not perform the music live).96 

Simpson’s scoring for “Talons of Weng-Chiang” toys with the distinction between 

diegetic and nondiegetic from the very beginning, creating a sense of unease at the opera 

house and with the supposed mystical powers of Li H’sen Chang (John Bennett) and Mr. 

                                                
96 Lawrence Miles and Tat Wood, About Time: The Unauthorized Guide to Doctor Who, vol. 4 (Des 
Moines, IA: Mad Norwegian Press, 2004), 156. 
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Sin (Deep Roy). The music of the pit orchestra rings in the diegesis, clearly attached to Li 

H’sen Chang’s performance. But as he and Jago (Christopher Benjamin) walk backstage 

the music continues in the background like nondiegetic underscoring; perhaps because it 

enters as their conversation starts that the two feel connected, but as the scene continues 

the music plays on without a care towards the conversation and becomes backgrounded 

enough to sound as though it is coming from the pit. The music wafts in and out both 

backstage at the opera house and on the streets, and the lack of distinction on the part of 

the music (or the characters’ attentiveness to it) creates a sense of unease, and also a 

sense that the opera house is its own world with its own soundtrack, unaffected by what 

happens around it. And even with an increased presence of diegetic music in the 

soundtrack there is still only 10:29 of music in the first episode, though each instance 

averages at about 30 seconds each, much longer than simple stingers or transitions cues 

one might expect from a typical episode of the program 

 While Simpson’s contributions did tread into a rather formulaic comfort of 

scoring the foes more often than the heroes, there were instances where his contributions 

showed the range he (and the production staff) were capable of. “Image of the Fendahl,” 

season fifteen’s third serial, stands out in Simpson’s catalog due to minimal use of music, 

relying on special sound to create tension and suspense. Rather than aiming for the eight-

or-so minutes of incidental music Simpson often provided per episode, the first episode 

of “Image of the Fendahl” goes nearly seventeen minutes without music (Fig 3.22). Only 

when Ma Tyler speaks is there underscoring (17:34); the rest of the episode relies on 
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special sound from Dick Mills and the BBC Radiophonic Workshop to bring out the 

horror of the skull found by a team of scientists. The hum of the TARDIS is quite striking 

juxtaposed with the sterility of the home base of the scientists, while the lack of 

incidental music creates a considerable amount of tension throughout the serial. The 

steady crescendo of special sound throughout the serial is indicative of the mood of the 

narrative; a slow descent into evil and the occult. And structurally, “Image of the 

Fendahl” evokes the aesthetic of a radio drama as opposed to a television program, with 

nearly all of the clues and information for the story conveyed by dialogue as opposed to 

visuals or action onscreen. Simpson’s sometimes comedic imitation of onscreen action is 

avoided by using so little scoring, and results in a serial that feels more like a Quatermass 

drama than a Doctor Who story. 

 

Figure 3.22:  Timeline representation of sound design in episode one of “Image of the 
Fendahl.” 

 The score that Simpson is arguably best known for is season seventeen’s “City of 

Death,” Doctor Who’s first serial to feature location shooting outside of the United 

Kingdom. Filmed in Paris in 1979, the story features an impressive cast of well-known 

acting talent and script featuring the wit and humor of script-editor Douglas Adams.97 

                                                
97 Perhaps best known for his Hitch-Hiker’s Guide to the Galaxy texts, radio dramas, and television 
special. 
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While much of Simpson’s later contributions to Doctor Who focus on the foes, 

reinforcing their menace via representational cues, “City of Death” features a mix of 

genre-influenced musical sensibilities and a thematic treatment of the city itself. The 

most recognizable and notable cue of Simpson’s career would be the “Skipping Through 

Paris” theme that accompanies the Doctor and Romana’s jaunts through the sights and 

sounds of Paris (04:00). Simpson rarely had the opportunity to write a fully-formed 

theme for a Doctor Who serial, but with over two minutes of establishing shots around 

Paris to reinforce its international production, the first episode had plenty of time for 

Simpson to write a long, singable, yet simple theme complete with melody on electric 

piano.  

 Though the song itself does not have any moments that sound particularly like 

Paris or any form or historically-recognizable French musical styles or traits, the theme’s 

persistence in every scene feature the Doctor and Romana running about on the streets of 

France scream “We shot this in Paris! You heard that right, this is Paris! Actual Paris!” 

even while the interior shots ground the production firmly in BBC studios and the jaunty 

nature of the tune sounds more like music for a montage than for the Doctor and Romana 

crossing the street (episode one, 09:57). Regardless, the fact that the tune was long 

enough to sing along with had a big impact on viewers, and contributes to the serial 

consistently making Top 10 lists of fans and critics of the series.98 As for the rest of the 

score, Simpson does what he does best; draw attention to important details with 

                                                
98 See note 92. 
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reactionary cues (seeing the “Mona Lisa” [episode one, 11:22] and again in the cellar 

[episode two, 17:32]), reference genres relevant to the narrative through musical 

reference (the very Pink Panther-like cues for the Countess), and reinforcing change in 

location (the harpsichord tune that plays when the TARDIS lands in da Vinci’s workshop 

[episode two, 21:52]).  

 Simpson’s incidental music is most effective when the narrative has, at its very 

core, the simple principle of the Doctor being a fish out of water. With the Doctor’s 

nature as a non-human outsider, any reinforcement Simpson provided to the other 

elements of the narrative—location, evil creature/invader/alien/etc.—furthered the 

program’s prerogative of highlighting the axis of familiarity and estrangement, similar 

and dissimilar, organic and inorganic, known and unknown. By the end of the 1970s, the 

Doctor and the TARDIS were always the known. Simpson’s role, then, was to reinforce 

the unknown, the different, the strange, the “other.” His ability to keep those relationships 

at the core of his contributions was perhaps what made his such an important part of the 

program’s broadcast history.  

 For over fifteen years, Dudley Simpson stretched his available resources, limited 

budget and available musicians, time, and resources to create an impressive catalog of 

music for Doctor Who. However, incoming producer John Nathan-Turner to part ways 

with the veteran composer, wanting to take the sound of the program in a new direction.99 

Nathan-Turner would stop using Simpson as a house composer and completely change 

                                                
99 Niebur, Special Sound, 185. 
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the production style of the program, opting to work with younger, up-and-coming talent 

in all facets of the program. He also opted to move to fully-synthesized scoring for the 

program, which would become the calling-card of the 1980s era as much, if not more so, 

than Simpson’s scoring became for Doctor Who of the 1970s. Simpson’s final Doctor 

Who assignment would be “The Horns of Nimon,” and as he completed recording the 

score in November-December 1979, Radiophonic Workshop members Peter Howell and 

Paddy Kingsland were working on demo material for the same serial.100 

 Looking back to the beginning of the decade, we can see how Doctor Who’s 

sound design was critical in providing a framework for the program to adopt popular 

musical style while still retaining a sense of continuity. The reinforcement of episodic 

structure was still a primary role for incidental music to fill, and that was something that 

remained consistent throughout most of the 1970s. However, the contemporary setting of 

the early part of the decade meant that Simpson’s acoustic and thematic sensibilities 

could move beyond reinforcing genre and begin reinforcing narrative within individual 

serials, and alongside that, begin representing characters, ideas, and overall plot. These 

changes in musical approach laid the groundwork for an even more drastic musical 

change about to happen on the program as John Nathan-Turner took over as producer in 

1979. 

                                                
100 Mark Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 48. 
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Chapter 4: “Synthesizing Starfields,” The John Nathan-Turner Years, 
1979–1989 

 

Figure 4.1: Colin Bakers’s Sixth Doctor (R) with The Inquisitor during “Trial of a Time 
Lord,” a single serial that comprises the entirety of Season 23 (1986).  

 
“Planets come and go. Stars perish. Matter disperses, coalesces, forms into other 
patterns, other worlds. Nothing can be eternal.” — Sixth Doctor, “The Mysterious 
Planet” (Fig. 4.1) 

 

 When producer Graham Williams left Doctor Who at the end of the seventeenth 

season, production unit manager John Nathan-Turner took over leadership of the 

program. After broadcasting continually on the BBC for nearly two decades, Nathan-

Turner felt that Doctor Who needed to be revamped and updated for contemporary 
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viewers’ sensibilities, especially due to the blockbuster success of science fiction 

spectaculars like Star Wars (1977).1 Knowing that he would have to work with the same 

budgetary and time restrictions as the show had always faced, Nathan-Turner looked for 

ways to differentiate the program from what came before.2 With the understanding that it 

would be nearly impossible to emulate the style or sophistication of a Hollywood 

Blockbuster, Nathan-Turner sought a restructuring and repurposing of all aspects of the 

program and “wiping the slate clean.”3  

 Louis Niebur’s Special Sound highlights some of the key considerations 

motivating this changeover by the incoming producer.4 The drive behind the “clean slate” 

Nathan-Turner worked so hard to achieve for season eighteen came from a desire for “a 

change of emphasis away from the over-dominant humor toward stylish, intelligent, 

sophisticated scripts.”5 Previous producer Graham Williams struggled with the balance of 

humor and nuanced science-fiction adventure during his tenure on the program, in 

particular during the era of Douglas Adams’ script editing and working with the eccentric 

Tom Baker. Nathan-Turner wanted to move the program in a direction that balanced 

“high-art” and popular entertainment. As Niebur discusses, “science fiction has a genre 

has traditionally challenged the dual notion of popular and serious, both in literature and 

                                                
1 Louis Niebur, Special Sound: The Creation and Legacy of the BBC Radiphonic Workshop (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2010), 183. 
2 Niebur, Special Sound, 184. 
3 Mark Ayres, “Composers: The 1970s,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 47. 
4 Niebur, Special Sound, 184. 
5 John Nathan-Turner, “The John Nathan-Turner Memoirs: Chapter Two—Season Eighteen: Brighton 
Beach Memoirs,” Doctor Who Magazine, no. 234 (January 1997), 16. 
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in other media.”6 Most of Doctor Who’s audience had grown up with the program. 

Viewers who were in grade school during the early days of the program in the 60s were 

by this time young adults, and arguably the majority of the viewing audience by 1979 

were less interested in educational adventure programming and more “receptive to the 

use of ‘serious’ science fiction writers and these sorts of high-art references.”7 As John 

Tulloch and Manuel Alvarado discuss in Doctor Who: The Unfolding Text: 

As a popular series, Doctor Who is inescapably wedded to ratings and stardom. 
And yet, the “popular/serious” opposition is clouded by two considerations: the 
origins of the programme as “educational” as well as “entertaining” and “adult” as 
well as “children’s” drama, so that a considerable “serious” audience has been 
built up over the years; and more importantly, by the fact that SF [science fiction] 
as a genre challenges the “popular/serious” interface of the culture industries.8 
 

While the versatility of being coded as science fiction, children’s drama, family drama, 

entertainment, and popular were to its benefit over years of changing tastes on British 

television, the introduction of more mainstream popularity to science fiction through 

fantasy-adventure Hollywood blockbusters meant that appealing to a little bit of all of 

those things was not enough anymore. Nathan-Turner felt Doctor Who needed to appeal 

to an audience looking for a more sophisticated form of entertainment, and to be taken 

seriously by its aging audience the program needed visible proof that it could update its 

image.9 

                                                
6 Niebur, Special Sound, 184. 
7 Niebur, Special Sound, 184. 
8 John Tulloch and Manuel Alvarado, Doctor Who: The Unfolding Text (New York: St. Martin's Press, 
1983), 175. 
9 Niebur, Special Sound, 184. 
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 This chapter examines the immense change Doctor Who went through under new 

producer John Nathan-Turner, starting from its updated theme song and title sequence. 

From there, the increased presence of incidental music in the sound design of its serials is 

addressed, beginning with Peter Howell’s scoring for “The Leisure Hive” and assessing 

the precedent it set in the early 1980s for an increased presence in underscoring made 

possibly by the more televisual cinematography adopted by the program in season 

eighteen. Once this new style was established the program continued to innovate in sound 

design and the use of synthesizer technology, creating scores for serials that aimed to 

reinforce moment-to-moment emotional responses in a more melodramatic fashion than 

previous decades. The twentieth-anniversary special “The Five Doctors” disrupts this 

new style, harkening back to sound design of the earlier years with new a new element 

introduced into Doctor Who’s sound design: the insertion of fragments of the title theme 

into the score as a way to quickly reference both the Doctor and the program itself. The 

combination of the special and reuse of the title theme leads to a discussion of the 

program creating a dialogue with its past self, and how this impacts the sound design and 

reinforcement of the familiar and unfamiliar that had been prevalent to the program’s 

narrative considerations from its very inception. A move to independent composers for 

the program’s final three seasons in the twentieth-century lead to two more title theme 

versions and changes in musical style yet again, though the change this time was not 

enough to keep the program from being put on ice indefinitely in 1989. Although change 
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was inescapable for a program that had aired for so long, the amount of change in the 

decade resulted in the program losing some of its identity and sense of continuity. 

A NEW APPROACH 
 

 The first change Nathan-Turner made to Doctor Who’s revamped image in the 

1980s was not only to propose a different opening title sequence and revamped theme 

tune, but also a whole new direction for the program’s incidental music. Nathan-Turner 

very famously lent Graeme McDonald, head of Series and Serials, the albums Oxygène 

(1976) and Èquinoxe (1978) by Jean-Michel Jarre to give him a sense of the direction he 

wanted to take Doctor Who’s music.10 Accompanying the albums was a memo from 

Nathan-Turner, where he comments, “Although many of the tracks on these LPs are 

highly commercial, I think this kind of ‘synthesizer music’ would be very useful in next 

season’s Dr. Who.”11 As Ayres discusses, McDonald was unconvinced, evident in 

McDonald’s reply to Nathan-Turner just a few days later stating, “I can see it working 

well for things floating across a giant screen but not so well for our tight, pacey, small 

screen show. … And there’s very little that’s dramatic about it. I think you would find 

yourself having to be repetitious in its use.”12 Nevertheless, Nathan-Turner decided to go 

ahead with the new musical approach for his first season as producer on Doctor Who.13 

                                                
10 Niebur, Special Sound, 185. 
11 Mark Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 48. 
12 Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 48. 
13 Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 48. 
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 With his keen eye for spending frugally, Nathan-Turner approached Brian 

Hodgson and the Radiophonic Workshop to see if they could produce the desired sound. 

According to Nathan-Turner’s memoir, “Brian Hodgson at the Radiophonic Workshop 

was delighted with my proposal … and I asked if I could have as many different 

composers as possible during the season so that, hopefully, every story would have a 

different musical feel.”14 Hodgson was also keen on the Radiophonic Workshop taking 

on compositional duties to give it regular, high-profile work, as well as justify extensive 

equipment upgrades and modernization of the studios.15 Peter Howell, who had worked 

with the Radiophonic Workshop on-and-off during the 1970s—including contributions to 

the serials “Revenge of the Cybermen” and “Planet of Evil”—volunteered for the task of 

re-working the iconic opening title sequence.16 As Howell recounts, “Nobody would 

touch it with a bargepole. Because when something’s been established for 18 years you 

tread very, very carefully. I was quite interested in the challenge.”17 Howell would take 

about six weeks to complete the project, working on the theme in February and March of 

1980.18 

 For the updated title sequence, Nathan-Turner hired British graphic designer Sid 

Sutton to not only create a brand new design for the opening titles, but also create a new 

                                                
14 Nathan-Turner, “Brighton Beach Memoirs,” 16. 
15 Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 48. 
16 Niebur, Special Sound, 186. 
17 Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 48. 
18 Mark Ayres, “New Beginnings,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 59. 
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logo (Fig. 4.2).19 Season eighteen’s new title sequence would be a combination of all 

things vogue at the time; diffraction filters were becoming commercially available and 

proved interesting for diffracting light on moving images, while a new “neon-tube” logo 

with joined letters not unlike the Star Wars logo provided a bright, glossy alternative to 

the older-style diamond logo that the program had been using previously.20 A 

combination of light shone through black cardboard in the shape of Tom Baker’s face, 

combined with a tracking camera with a black cardboard tube between the camera and 

lens, created the effect of Tom Baker’s face taking shape out of stars, then creating a 

tunnel effect borrowed from the late-1970s sequence with a contemporary twist.21 The 

rest of the star field effects were created with cell-animation. When put together, the 

opening was completely revitalized into a more contemporary display with bright colors, 

seemingly three-dimensional movement, and a new logo for updated branding and 

marketing.  

                                                
19 Ed Stradling, producer. “Synthesizing Starfields,” special feature on Doctor Who “The Leisure Hive” 
DVD (June 7, 2005). 
20 “Synthesizing Starfields.” 
21 “Synthesizing Starfields.” 
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Figure 4.2: The updated title sequence for season eighteen, created by Sid Sutton. 
Graphic star fields replace the “tunnel,” with Tom Baker’s face forming 
organically from a cluster of stars, followed by an updated logo. 

 Alongside the striking visual changes is Howell’s new take on Ron Grainer’s 

tune. Making any changes to the title theme other than cosmetic ones was considered 

taboo by the Radiophonic Workshop staff.22 As discussed in chapter three, Brian 

Hodgson (after Barry Letts’ request) had convinced Delia Derbyshire to produce a new 

version of the theme on the “Delaware” Synthi 100 in 1972. As mentioned in the 

previous chapter, this “Delaware” version of the title theme had been quickly rejected 

                                                
22 Niebur, Special Sound, 186. 
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after only airing once in the UK.23 The original Derbyshire version was considered “both 

a milestone and a millstone” within the Workshop, and any attempt to rework it would be 

highly scrutinized.24 Realizing this, Howell volunteered to rework the theme only if he 

could use any piece of equipment available at the Radiophonic Workshop. He feared 

being forced into using the Synthi 100 not unlike the “Delaware” version, but Hodgson 

granted him carte blanche to use any equipment in the studio.25 Howell wanted to prove 

that the new equipment available at the Workshop could create a successful version of the 

tune from a single (and new) sound source.26 

  Included on the DVD release of “The Leisure Hive” is Howell’s 1982 interview 

with “The Music Arcade” (part of the BBC Schools program), where he discuses his 

focus on three main elements in Grainer’s original theme: the bass, the melody, and the 

incidental sounds (Fig. 4.3).27 Each of these elements was built from scratch and adjusted 

to fit a more contemporary pop aesthetic. For the bass line, Howell updated the rhythm, 

playing to a click track to ensure an even, consistent pulse to give it more of a “forward 

motion.”28 He originally recorded the bass line in E minor—the key of Grainer’s original 

theme—but decided to played too slowly and copied it onto ¼” tape from the original 8-

track master, sped it up by 12.246%, and then dubbed it back to the final working 16-

                                                
23 Mark Ayres, “A History of the Doctor Who Theme,” last modified December 20, 2009, 
http://markayres.rwsprojects.co.uk/DWTheme.htm. 
24 Gary Russell, “Roger Limb,” Skaro, no. 17 (1983), 14. 
25 Niebur, Special Sound, 186. 
26 Desmond Briscoe and Roy Curtis-Bramwell, The BBC Radiophonic Workshop: The First 25 Years 
(London: BBC, 1983), 102–3. 
27 “Synthesizing Starfields.” 
28 “Synthesizing Starfields.” 
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track.29 The result was raising the tone of the bass line a whole step, which meant the rest 

of the track would be written in F# minor.30 The completed bass line, recorded on a 

Yamaha CS80 synthesizer, was then turned over and re-recorded with more effects onto 

another reel to tape to get the pre-echo.31 To get the opening “scream,” Howell used a 

ring modulator to add the characteristic sweeping motion. The response section of the 

original melody (mm. 14–15, Fig. 2.6) was recorded through an EMS Vocoder to give it 

a textured, almost choral sound, while the ARP Odyssey was used for the first part of the 

melody and the Roland Jupiter 4 was used to auto-arpeggiate in octaves for the “middle 

eight” B section.32 As Howell notes, “I rather prided myself on the fact that I used so 

many different synthesisers and techniques … that nobody could actually simply go 

down the high street and buy something and reproduce it. There were something like ten 

or 12 different sound sources in the thing.”33 The result of his effort, as well as the 

transposition to F# minor, gave the theme a “brighter, more modern-sounding” aesthetic 

Nathan-Turner was looking for in the revamped tune.34 

                                                
29 Ayres, “New Beginnings,” 59. 
30 Ayres, “New Beginnings,” 59. 
31 Ayres, “A History of the Doctor Who Theme.” 
32 Ayres, “A History of the Doctor Who Theme.” 
33 Ayres, “New Beginnings,” 60. 
34 “Synthesizing Starfields.” 
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Figure 4.3: Peter Howell interviewed on “The Music Arcade,” part of a BBC Schools 
program, in 1982. Howell both describes and demonstrates how he used a 
Yamaha CS80 in chorus with an ARP Odyssey analog synthesizer, ring 
modulator, and vocoder to create the different aural elements of the updated 
theme. 

 But more than the title theme was changing under Nathan-Turner’s direction; the 

program’s new house style would also use only electronically-sourced music created by 

Radiophonic Workshop composers. As Niebur discusses, “Nathan-Turner believed 

strongly in the use of electronic music as the most appropriate vehicle for portraying the 

sound world of Doctor Who.”35 The new producer wanted a new sound, something unlike 

                                                
35 Niebur, Special Sound, 185. 
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anything else on television, made with equipment that could create a wide variety of 

sounds and convey an “alien” sound. The incorporation of electronic music in the 1960s 

and 1970s proved that a certain alienness was possible in Doctor Who with electronic 

music. The fact that scores like “The Sea Devils” and “The Daleks” existed in the 

program’s back catalogue only fueled Nathan-Turner’s desire for an electronic house 

style, feeling they exemplified a sense of “alienness” that the Radiophonic Workshop 

could contribute to the program.36 This combined with the recently-popularized 

electronic music style championed by the likes of Jean-Michel Jarre meant that Doctor 

Who serials could not only have the otherworldliness of any given serial reinforced 

through synthesized incidental music but also draw in popular entertainment styles of the 

time. As a result, this change would result in the first time that the Radiophonic 

Workshop was commissioned to take on full-time compositional duties for Doctor Who.37 

 This balance of science fiction and popular entertainment was exactly what 

Nathan-Turner wanted to achieve with his turn at the helm of the program.38 He knew 

that the reception of the first story in this new era, “The Leisure Hive,” would be key to 

the success of the program going forward, so Nathan-Turner had Howell work on the 

serial’s incidental music as soon as he finished polishing off the new title theme.39 The 

opening sequence of “The Leisure Hive” sets a new precedent for how Doctor Who 

                                                
36 Niebur, Special Sound, 185. 
37 Ayres, “A History of the Doctor Who Theme.” 
38 Niebur, Special Sound, 185. 
39 Niebuer, Special Sound, 188. 
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would look and sound going forward. Rather than dropping the Doctor and Romana in 

the middle of the action at their next destination, the establishing sequence of the serial is 

a slow tracking shot lasting nearly two minutes. There are no explosions or aliens here, 

simply deck chairs at an empty Brighton Beach. Atmospheric sound of rough waves and 

high wind the incidental music wafts in at 01:05, seemingly coming out of that very 

beach breeze. The music then lasts for what feels staggeringly-long for a Doctor Who 

serial, nearly two and a half minutes, ending only after K-9’s dramatic destruction in the 

water and the first we hear from a newly-clothed Doctor in the episode. The music is just 

as atmospheric as the wind and sea, lacking any discernible melodic or harmonic 

structure, more interested in vamping under the long establishing sequence than 

providing any kind of emotional evocation or representation. Yet even with this striking 

opening sequence, the pullback through a looking glass into one of the opening title 

sequence’s star field is the most curious change thus far (Fig. 4.4).  
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Figure 4.4: The transition from Brighton Beach to Argolis’ “Leisure Hive” in episode 
one of the serial, 04:37. The camera pulls back from Romana and the 
Doctor’s conversation on the beach through a looking glasss surrounded by 
stars. A bright light appears from a distance, washing over the screen and 
revealing a demonstration of the atmosphere outside the Leisure Hive on 
Argolis (05:15). 

 Viewers with long memories remember something similar to this happening in the 

very first episode of Doctor Who back in 1963. After the unassuming school teachers end 

up trapped inside the TARDIS, the magical machine “takes off” into the unknown, with 

the trippy optical effects straight out of the opening title sequence. It was a way of uniting 

the surreal opening titles with the narrative, as the two were so visually different that 

ensuring there was some semblance of cohesion between the two elements was necessary 

for viewers to understand that everything they were seeing within that twenty-four-
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minute timespan was related. Here director Lovett Bickford does not wait nearly as long, 

using the star field as a transition between chilly Brighton Beach and the distant planet of 

Argolis. The combination of the star field the swell of Howell’s score reinforces the 

majesty of this moment, highlighting the wonder of how these seemingly disconnected 

locales are united through the Doctor and his TARDIS. 

 Howell and Bickford include an impressive amount of incidental music in the 

inaugural serial of Nathan-Turner’s era on the program. The opening episode, with a 

runtime of 23:36, includes nearly fourteen minutes of nondiegetic incidental music, 

meaning that roughly 60% of the episode has underscoring (Table 4.1). Episode two has 

a much shorter run time (20:48) but features about the same percentage of music (Table 

4.2). What’s impressive about the sheer amount of music in the serial is the low number 

of cues; there are eight clear entrances of the incidental music in episode one, making the 

average length of each cue approximately 01:44. Looking back at “An Unearthly Child,” 

the first episode of that first serial has six incidental music cues adding up to only 02:47 

of the episode. Episode one of “The Aztecs,” with 08:18 of incidental music, requires 

eighteen entrances to reach the amount. “Spearhead from Space” starts off with 05:01 of 

nondiegetic music over six occurrences in its first episode, while “Ambassadors of 

Death” has thirteen cues that adds up to 03:48 of its first episode. While Doctor Who is 

hardly considered a show that features “a lot” of music, the serials that feel particularly 

well-supported by incidental underscoring typically have a high frequency of cues but 

short durations. Music often accompanies important structural moments within an 
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episode and serial, but more by placement than by the amount of narrative time the cue 

lasts. By Doctor Who’s standards “The Leisure Hive” contains a lot of music. 

Episode Sound Element  Frequency Time % of Time 

The Leisure Hive 01 Title Theme 2 01:53.5 8.019 

The Leisure Hive 01 Nondiegetic Music 8 13:56.4 59.07 

The Leisure Hive 01 Diegetic Music 0 0 0 

The Leisure Hive 01 Special Sound 1 00:35.3 2.495 

Table 4.1:  Soundtrack summary for episode one of “The Leisure Hive.” 

Episode Sound Element  Frequency Time % of Time 

The Leisure Hive 02 Title Theme 2 01:51.6 8.943 

The Leisure Hive 02 Nondiegetic Music 7 12:24.1 59.62 

The Leisure Hive 02 Diegetic Music 0 0 0 

The Leisure Hive 02 Special Sound 1 00:06.3 0.5125 

Table 4.2:  Soundtrack summary for episode two of “The Leisure Hive.” 

 
 Like any typical Doctor Who serial, however, “The Leisure Hive” is not 

underscored with wall-to-wall incidental music as seen in the sound design timeline in 

Fig. 4.5. Following the soundtrack bias to dialogue present throughout most of television 

and cinema, moments of narrative explanation and clarity remain mostly isolated without 

underscoring. The inclination of music to stay out of the way of the dialogue, a holdover 

from the televised theater and radio drama background Doctor Who was built on, remains 

intact here and for much of the remainder of the program’s years on the BBC in the 

1980s. With Nathan-Turner’s push for more of what Lawrence Miles and Tat Wood refer 

to as “made-up pseudo-scientific artefacts instead of random pieces of technobabble,” the 
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incidental music had to leave space for those artifacts to be heard by the audience.40 For 

the moments where the two elements coincide, Howell’s incidental music finds space in 

the background to allow dialogue the foreground.  

 

Figure 4.5:  Timeline representation of the sound design of “The Leisure Hive,” episode 
one. 

 Much of what makes Howell’s score effective is possible due to director Lovell 

Bickford’s approach to the serial. As Howell recalls, “The director, Lovett Bickford, had 

a very filmic attitude and, in true feature film style, saw a lot of opportunities for music. 

… I rather enjoyed it, and I had a lot of opportunity to put thematic stuff in.”41 The 

slower pacing mean Howell had more time to find introduce his musical cues, 

particularly in moments that anticipated a transition or scene change. Many of the cues 

for “The Leisure Hive” start as a stinger to round out a scene with some dramatic fervor, 

yet rather than simply lagging through the transition the cue would continue to play 

through the following scene as true underscoring. One example of this occurs in episode 

one, as the aging Argolan Morix warns of the effects of aggression exhibited on Argolis 

(07:25) music enters, playing through a model shot of the Leisure Hive and a short 

docking sequence of a ship arriving at the Hive, ending finally when the shot returns to 

                                                
40 Lawrence Miles and Tat Wood, About Time: The Unauthorized Guide to Doctor Who, vol. 5 (Des 
Moines, IA: Mad Norwegian Press, 2010), 7. 
41 Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 50. 
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the board room at 08:11. Another instance of this occurs in episode two, where the Earth 

Scientist Hardin tells Romana that their experiments with tachyonics are not working 

(10:24). The underscoring continues to play through Stimson’s exploration of the station 

and attempts to meet with Brock, ending only after Stimson is attacked by the Foamasi at 

13:32. This treatment helps bind a sequence of events together musically, something 

possible due to the new pacing introduced by Bickford in the serial.  

 A big part of the aesthetic change to the program, as mentioned above, was its 

new comfort with longer establishing sequences, atmosphere-building shots, tracking 

shots through corridors and rooms, and lower-angle camera work that allowed for layered 

depth-of-field (Fig. 4.6). Nathan-Turner and his new production staff show a knack for a 

burgeoning televisual style that embraces the medium in a way the radio and theatrically-

influenced Doctor Who rarely attempted. As John Caldwell discusses,  

In several important programming and institutional areas [in 1980s television, 
America in particular], television moved from a framework that approached 
broadcasting primarily as a form of word-based rhetoric and transmission, with all 
the issues that such terms suggest, to a visually based mythology, framework, and 
aesthetic based on an extreme self-consciousness of style. … With increasing 
frequency, style itself became the subject, the signified, if you will, of television. 
In fact, this self-consciousness of style became so great that it can more accurately 
be described as an activity—as a performance of style—rather than as a particular 
look.42 

 
This “performance of style” is noticeable in the new visual approach of Doctor Who’s 

directors in the early 1980s, exemplified by Lovett Bickford’s precedent set in “The 

                                                
42 John Caldwell, Televisuality: Style, Crisis, and Authority in American Television (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers University Press, 1995), 4–5. 
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Leisure Hive.” Sets and sequences in the program now have a sense of space and depth; 

sets have ceilings, action happens in the background while characters chat in the 

foreground, and the camera is pulled back to allow environments to be fully visible 

within the frame of the television screen. As Wood and Miles discuss, “One of the 

greatest effects that Star Wars had on the popular psyche was to introduce the notion of 

alien objects and ideas casually lounging around in the background of a bigger story, 

instead of being explained individually in painful detail.”43 This results in a sense of 

depth and physical space to match the depth of the narrative space, and a quick way to 

build the world of the serial out without spending precious narrative time elaborating on 

every element on the screen. The more narrative time Doctor Who’s production staff 

gives to the environment, the more time its incidental music has to fill that narrative time. 

The result is a new look to an “old” show; the familiar sights and narrative aims of 

Doctor Who are presented in a new fashion, with the objects like the Doctor and the 

TARDIS against an entirely new backdrop.  

                                                
43 Miles and Wood, About Time 5, 14. 
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Figure 4.6: The visual narrative space of “The Leisure Hive.” Long zooms show large 
sets and environments (L), corridors and rooms have ceilings (R, top), and 
depth-of-field is used to show background action (R, bottom). 

 In a very basic sense this is the axis of the familiar and unfamiliar at the core of 

the program. Here, the obvious increase in music in the program during this time, and its 

intimate relationship with the emotional and dramatic development of each serial’s 

narrative, heralds in a new axis that would remain throughout the 1980s—realism and 

melodrama. 

SYNTHESIZED MELODRAMA 
 

 While no other composers would come close to providing a comparable amount 

of incidental music to the program than Dudley Simpson in Doctor Who’s first broadcast 

run from 1963–1989, Peter Howell does have a noticeable presence in the formative 
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years of the John Nathan-Turner era (Table 4.3). From 1980–86, Howell provided the 

incidental music for eight serials, starting with Nathan-Turner’s inaugural story “The 

Leisure Hive,” going through the first broadcast format changes in the program’s history, 

two specials that include previous Doctors, and very early experimentation with stereo 

sound with the US-premiere of “The Five Doctors” in 1983 for the program’s twentieth 

anniversary. 

By the 1980s, however, with nearly two decades of episodes, the program now 

had to compete against itself, and by trying to prove that it could be a newer and better 

version of what came before ended up creating the real melodrama of the program. By 

positioning the new decade of Doctor Who against the previous, Nathan-Turner wanted 

to show that the program could reinvent itself in both sound and image, but ultimately the 

incidental music provided by Workshop composers during the time followed similar 

conventions of the previous decades, the difference being the use of synthesizers as 

opposed to acoustic instruments. 
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Sn Serial Title Airdates Producer Director 

18 The Leisure Hive 30 Aug 1980 – 20 Sept 1980 John Nathan-
Turner 

Lovett Bickford 

18 Warrior’s Gate 3 Jan 1981 – 24 Jan 1981 John Nathan-
Turner 

Paul Joyce & 
Graeme Harper 

19 Kinda 1 Feb 1982 – 9 Feb 1982* John Nathan-
Turner 

Peter Grimwade 

20 Snakedance 18 Jan 1983 – 26 Jan 1983* John Nathan-
Turner 

Fiona Cumming 

20 The Five Doctors 23 Nov 1983 (US), 25 Nov 1983 (UK) ** John Nathan-
Turner 

Peter Moffatt 

21 The Awakening 19 Jan 1984 – 20 Jan 1984* John Nathan-
Turner 

Michael Owen 
Morris 

21 Planet of Fire 23 Febr 1984 – 2 Mar 1984* John Nathan-
Turner 

Fiona Cumming 

22 The Two Doctors 16 Feb 1986 – 2 Mar 1986 *** John Nathan-
Turner 

Peter Moffatt 

Table 4.3: Serials with Peter Howell as provider of incidental music. The program 
would go through format changes during this period, shifting from the 
standard 4x25 on consecutive Saturdays to episodes airing Monday and 
Tuesday each week (*), an uninterrupted 90-minute special (**), and 45-
minute episodes (***).44 

 The aesthetic shift of the program during this time went far beyond simply 

changing over to using only synthesized sound from the Radiophonic Workshop. Source 

of sound had been a consideration for Doctor Who since its very early years; electronic 

music of the 1960s could present an alien world in a truly alien sense, using sounds 

totally unknown and unfamiliar to a viewer, sounds unlike anything they would hear in 

their day-to-day lives or on other television of the time. The program was arguably 

“unique” in this respect, using electronic sounds as music, mood, special sound, and 

                                                
44 Information compiled by author from multiple sources, including About Time vol. 4–6; Ayres, 
“Composers: The 1980s”; and episode end credits. 
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sometimes even speech. Serials like “The Daleks” and “Tomb of the Cybermen,” in a 

very basic sense, used very different music for similar means. “The Daleks,” with scoring 

by Tristram Cary, is realized with magnetic tape and turntables, techniques that allowed 

him to create the unusual, surreal, and amorphous aural textures of the Dalek city in the 

very first episode to feature the Daleks, “The Dead Planet.” And while “Tomb of the 

Cybermen” uses incidental music pulled in its entirety from the BBC Gramophone 

Library, the choice of tracks featuring a combination of electronic and traditional 

instruments embodied the Cybermen’s mixture of flesh and metal, the truth of their 

existence that made them more of an existential threat than a foe to be defeated. Doctor 

Who was known for using avant-garde musical techniques to create its incidental music, 

and this aesthetic became critical to the program’s reception during this time. The sound 

was not simply filler or mediation; it helped illustrate how distinct the program was both 

for the BBC and for television in general in the 1960s while maintaining a service to the 

narrative. The departure from the avant-garde musical language of the 1960s—seen both 

in the sensibilities of Dudley Simpson in the 1970s and new fully-synthesized scoring of 

the 1980s—illustrates how Doctor Who became more conscious of its televisual style as 

time went by, with music becoming both an industrial product and a stylistic means to an 

end. 

 While 1960s Doctor Who was very much of its time—its innovation and 

experimentation were indicative of the growth of television as an industry and production 

practice—1980s Doctor Who felt particularly like 1980s television in presentation and 
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aesthetic. Rather than aiming to be unlike anything else on television, Doctor Who began 

embracing everything in vogue at the time, aligning itself with a popular music aesthetic 

rather than avant-garde or experimental sound. Additions of the likes of Paddy 

Kingsland, Peter Howell, and Roger Limb to the Radiophonic Workshop heralded a 

move away from the avant-garde roots of the Workshop to music more melodically 

driven and popular in aesthetic (Fig. 4.7). As Niebur discuses,  

Paddy Kingsland’s arrival at the Workshop had a profound influence on the types 
of productions realized there in the early 1970s, furthering the ‘popular’ aspects 
of their output in the direction John Baker had advocated rather than the more 
abstract, concrete techniques of both Brian Hodgson and Delia Derbyshire’s 
music of the 1960s. The hire of two composers, Roger Limb and Peter Howell, in 
the first half of the decade pulled the Workshop even further in the direction of 
both popular music factory rather than a place of experimentation.45 
 

The first three years of Doctor Who under Nathan-Turner illustrate this shift in the 

Workshop’s output; not only would the program move towards a more popular sound, the 

Workshop would also. 

  

                                                
45 Niebur, Special Sound, 161. 
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Figure 4.7:  Peter Howell, Brian Hodgson, Roger Limb, Desmond Briscoe, Dick Mills, 
Jonathan Gibbs, Elizabeth Parker, and Malcolm Clarke, the faces of the 
BBC Radiphonic Workshop in the early 1980s. 

 As early as 1963, the Radiophonic Workshop began moving towards synthesizers; 

according to Niebur, the purchase of a Mellotron electronic keyboard in that year was 

thought of as a way to increase output in the Workshop. The Mellotrons were used 

mostly for news broadcasts as inputs for importing sound effects during news broadcasts, 

the other acted as a tactile index (mainly in the form of a library in keyboard form) of 

sound effects in the Effects Library.46 This would evolve as electronic keyboards became 

the main interface of synthesizers from the mid-1970s into the 80s (and beyond). The 

tactile sensation of pressing a key to make a sound is quite different from the tactile 

sensation of cutting and taping, rerecording, and manipulating a physical object 

(magnetic tape) to create sound. Less direct control over the creation of sound—meaning 

                                                
46 Niebur, Special Sound, 126. 
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more reliance on an interface mediating the creation of sound—meant that music and 

sound effects could very well be created faster than before, if only because of the 

limitations of the interface. This was a marked difference from how the Radiophonic 

Workshop operated previously; as Niebur points out, the Workshop created each sound 

effect or tone anew, the opposite of something like the Mellotron in particular which 

acted like a giant database of pre-existing sounds.47 As Howell’s demonstration for the 

BBC Schools program highlights, emerging synthesizer technology had single sounds 

assigned to keys which are then played, pushed, to create a texture.48 This limiting factor 

meant that once sounds were available in a key to press, that sound’s realization could 

occur much faster than traditional avant-garde musique concrète and tape manipulation, 

something important to the “music factory” that the Workshop had become with nearly 

25% of its output dedicated to Doctor Who in the early 1980s.49 

 As mentioned in previous chapters, Doctor Who relied mostly on the Workshop 

for special sound during the 1960s and 1970s; only a handful of serials had incidental 

music primarily created in the Workshop, and those serials were written by 

commissioned composers who used the Workshop. Even for Dudley Simpson, the music 

he created for the program in the early 1970s was primarily augmented by the Workshop, 

yet rarely fully-realized by the Workshop. The use of synthesizers as “just another 

instrument” opened the doors for using synthesizers as the only instrument. Nathan-

                                                
47 Niebur, Special Sound, 126. 
48 “Synthesizing Starfields.” 
49 Niebur, Special Sound, 188. 
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Turner realized the potential for this, noting that with a synthesizer one could create a 

myriad of sounds as opposed to the “sameness” of traditional instruments.50 The appeal 

of the popular, contemporary sound of synthesizers created a path down which Doctor 

Who could align with current popular entertainment through its incidental music. 

 The Workshop’s ability to create more music faster meant more music could be 

made for each episode of Doctor Who, a result of the advancements of synthesizer 

technology instead of relying on musicians and studio time to record. While there does 

not seem to be any indication that this increase in music was put in place by Nathan-

Turner or the directors working on the program during this time, there is a noticeably 

more incidental music in serials at the beginning of the decade behind composer Peter 

Howell. The new-found emphasis on space—both physical set space and narrative space, 

as well as outer space—meant a slower-paced narrative style that allowed visual 

emphasis on space and an increase in moments of the establishment of space within a 

serial. For Howell, that narrative time was best filled with what he refers to as “second by 

second” emotional responses to the situation.51 As Howell states in his interview with 

Tulloch and Alvarado, 

I think it requires less effort from the audience to enjoy it properly after the music 
has been added because it actually helps them along the way. You inveigle them 
into almost relying on the music as a sort of security because it is confirming what 
they are looking at. And then of course you give them a kick up the pants because 
in fact you put in a shock at the right moment.52 

                                                
50 David J. Howe, Mark Stammers, and Stephen James Walker, Doctor Who: The Eighties (London: 
Doctor Who Books, 1996), 6. 
51 Tulloch and Alvarado, Doctor Who: The Unfolding Text (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1983), 280. 
52 Tulloch and Alvarado, The Unfolding Text, 280. 
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This aim of Howell’s, along with the updated title theme and scoring for “The Leisure 

Hive,” set a new precedent for the following seasons of Doctor Who. The result, either 

intentional or not, was a noticeable shift from the incidental music reinforcing narrative 

ideas, genre, and/or mood to reinforcement of emotion and drama on a micro level. One 

could argue, that the mediation of the action and drama through the music is crucial to 

communicating layers of the narrative not apparent directly through dialogue or visuals. 

One could also argue, then, that relying on popular music styles for entertainment 

purposes while attempting to mediate the layers of “serious” science fiction narratives 

desired by Nathan-Turner and his production staff causes some issues with interpretation. 

 Televisual style and melodramatic style are not mutually exclusive, nor are they 

opposites where one brings out the other or vice versa. Another influence of Star Wars 

was its ability to combine melodrama and science fiction into a believable and relatable 

narrative space, with a story that managed to not only build a robust narrative world but 

also fill it with dramatic intent and empathy. In this very basic sense, Doctor Who could 

arguably be a melodramatic program, and the serials that do not have this emphasis on 

ever-escalating drama in both sight and sound (e.g., “Inferno”) are moments where the 

program shows the exception to the rule. As Tulloch and Alvarado discuss,  

Melodrama has never been just a matter of ham acting and hackneyed typing. 
Melodrama’s representation of character was originally coded “realistically” 
according to strict rules that the audience was well aware of and which were 
located in “scientific” theories about the way physical expression conveyed moral 
and emotional states.53 

                                                
53 Tulloch and Alvarado, The Unfolding Text, 283. 
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In their discussion of “Kinda,” Tulloch and Alvarado rely on comments from Peter 

Howell regarding his contribution to the serial and to Doctor Who on a conceptual level, 

in an attempt to highlight how the melodramatic musical treatment avoids obvious motifs 

or themes that would draw attention to themselves and the melodrama. As they state, 

“incidental music in Doctor Who must do the job of music in melodrama, but—according 

to current conventions of realism—without foregrounding itself.”54 Along these lines, 

Howell claims to not like using themes in incidental music because “they draw attention 

to the music.”55 Howell goes on to say:  

If you put a tune in it is becoming featured music, and it is sticking out. I think it 
is much better to associate instrumental sounds with people without actually 
necessarily associating a known tune … If instead I had put in a bit with a 
marvelous, memorable tune that sounds like “Mars” from The Planets I’d have 
basically been starting a variety show.56 
 

The slight jab at Dudley Simpson and his approach shows the conscious effort of Howell 

to distance himself from the previous era of the program, yet arguably his adoption of the 

Doctor Who theme in his scoring for “Castrovalva” and the micky-mousing of the Doctor 

levitating in the Zero Room draws just as much attention to itself as adopting a bolero for 

the musical treatment of a character. Though the bigger point taken away from Howell 

here is the idea that when a score is virtually wall-to-wall, the music is less obtrusive 

because it is ubiquitous. Using a relatively nondescript music and avoiding thematic 

                                                
54 Tulloch and Alvarado, The Unfolding Text, 283–4. 
55 Tulloch and Alvarado, The Unfolding Text, 284. 
56 Howell, quoted in Tulloch and Alvarado, The Unfolding Text, 284. 
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scoring meant music could be present without being intrusive or obvious. And avoiding 

true quotation of recognizable musical works keeps the incidental underscoring from 

drawing too much attention away from the other elements of an episode. 

 Howell’s incidental music for “Castrovalva,” however, is so closely in tune with 

the narrative and visuals that it is hard to ignore (Fig. 4.8). From the rock-inspired escape 

music as the TARDIS crew attempt to outrun the Pharos Project officers (03:21), to the 

sporting tune played as the Doctor discovers his new love of cricket (12:52), there is a 

sense that although the source of the incidental music has changed its treatment had not. 

Although Howell provides more music for “Castrovalva” than Simpson did on average 

for the serials during his tenure, the use and placement of the cues remains relatively 

consistent. The last time the theme music made its way into the narrative space of the 

program so obviously was the very first episode of the program, where the title theme 

plays through a tracking shot in the junkyard that finally rests on the site of a blue police 

box. Here, the reinforcement of an important narrative object is on the Doctor himself; as 

Miles and Wood point out, Davison’s first full serial as the Doctor has him impersonating 

other Doctors but never quite getting an “…and this is me!” moment to define his take on 

the role.57  

  

                                                
57 Miles and Wood, About Time vol. 5, 109. 
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Figure 4.8:  Timeline of the sound design of “Castrovalva,” episode one. 

 The result of all of this is that Doctor Who is melodramatic when able, popular 

whenever possible (though popular and melodramatic are not mutually exclusive), and 

imitative the rest of the time. And this inconsistency in musical treatment is arguably the 

result of time constraints and resources, something the program struggled with 

throughout its entire initial run from 1963–89. The difference, though, is that the 1960s 

had no pretense of being anything other than a televised drama with science fiction 

leanings, and the 1970s wanted nothing more than to be a well-received action-adventure 

program on Saturday evenings. The program gauged itself against other productions of 

the BBC (and competing networks) during these times, using its changing locales and 

casts to its advantage to keep things fresh.  

 Attempts at representing the changing emotional state of characters within a 

narrative, such as the scoring for serials like “The King’s Demons” and “Kinda,” find 

themselves structurally in line with earlier Doctor Who serials. Nathan-Turner’s aim to 

move away from Simpson’s acoustic sensibilities into something different—synthetic—

yet the motivation behind the sounds was largely the same. Jonathan Gibb’s scoring for 

“The King’s Demons,” meant to hearken back to the historicals of the early years of the 

program, uses an odd mix of period-sounding “instruments” and synthesized 

melodramatic “mood music” to underscore the story. Even directory Douglas Camfield 
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never went so far as to use period instruments to evoke a period, even when compiling a 

score for a serial from stock music. The only time anything resoundingly “period” is used 

in “The Time Meddler” is the recording of monk’s, but for that serial the recording is 

actually a physical recording meant to aid the narrative due to failed technological 

mediation by the Monk.  

 One reading of Gibbs’ use of period instruments mixed with synthesizers is to 

reinforce point of view, a technique at the heart of the familiar versus unfamiliar trope 

that had been at the core of Doctor Who for so long. Moments like the Doctor’s 

revelation of where and when the TARDIS has landed (09:13) fall in line with the 

reactionary, emotionally-driven cues one might expect from a more melodramatic 

reading of the narrative, and something specifically tied into the Doctor’s point of view. 

The close attention to emotion and revelation of the drama results in a higher frequency 

of cues with shorter duration, much like the cues found in the program’s early years (Fig. 

4.9). Here it feels structurally akin to the treatment the audience of the program would be 

accustomed to, but the sound of synthesized underscoring mixed with lute music in the 

court (and King John’s “Praise of Total War,” written by Peter Howell) results in an aural 

mismatch that is difficult to reconcile. There is no sense that the use of both period 

instruments and synthesizer is meant to create a juxtaposition or duality of any kind; they 

simply coexist in the serial, as if the emotional and dramatic resonance of the narrative is 

a foreign object. Or perhaps it feels that way when compared to the likes of “The 

Crusades” or “The Time Meddler” when the use of emulated “period music” serves the 
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narrative in a more meaningful way than mere existence. But even more curious is the 

use of fake crowd noise during the joust in episode one. Perhaps recording the sound of 

the onlookers gathered at the castle to see the joust was technologically not possible at 

the time, perhaps the modern sound of equipment and cars (Bodiam castle is a bit of a 

tourist destination, just an hour’s drive outside of London). Regardless, the crowd noise 

seems out of place either due to volume, clarity, or simply the sight of onlookers with 

their mouths closed and out-of-sync with the crowd noise. 

 

Figure 4.9:  Timeline of the sound design of “King’s Demons,” episode one. 

 These criticisms of intent and delivery are not failures; rather, they illustrate the 

tension between representation and reinforcement during this era of the program. The 

change in house style, the changeover in composers and source of sound, and even the 

choices in a tone change of the narrative as a whole, are all at the service of making 

Doctor Who popular again, of embracing a more contemporary approach to television in 

the early 1980s. As Wood and Miles discuss, 

Whatever mistakes Nathan-Turner may have eventually made, the fact remains 
that in 1980 a great many people thought the programme was in need of a 
renaissance, and that the New Man did provide it. … It didn’t get great ratings … 
yet it gained the series a new following, and came as a slap in the face to those 
who’d begun to assume that this was just a low-rent SF [science fiction] series 
about one actor, one metal dog and a lot of ill-fitting monster outfits.58 
 

                                                
58 Wood and Miles, About Time vol. 5, 9. 
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Yet perhaps what makes these changes ultimately fall flat is that they were made to 

simply change the program. Nathan-Turner was a marketing man, a numbers man, and 

thought that changing the program would result in better ratings and potentially more 

income for the BBC that could trickle down to the program. Changing the title theme and 

source of incidental music was a shocking change to the production of the program, but 

quickly became normalized because the sound of synthesizers was so prevalent in 

popular entertainment during the time. Attempts to make the incidental music more 

melodramatic highlights the notion that the program’s serials often were melodramatic 

already in musical treatment, and although the use of synthesizers was a whole new 

sound world for the program, the actual use of the music changed very little. 

THE FIVE DOCTORS 
 

With the twentieth anniversary of Doctor Who quickly approaching, Nathan-

Turner found himself reversing some of his changes to the program in the interest of 

appeasing audiences and getting the program back to its “roots.”59 The lightning in a 

bottle effect of the house-style change—namely a surge in ratings that quickly died back 

down—would result in even more changes: moving the program to weeknights, making 

episodes forty-five minutes as opposed to the standard twenty-five, to name a few.60 In 

                                                
59 As Miles and Wood state in About Time vol. 5, 247, “If the series had been rebooted here, as the ending 
hinted… if they hadn’t tried to keep the celebratory party going into the next season, and then into Season 
Twenty-Two… then things might have turned out beautifully.” 
60 Season nineteen’s premiere serial “Castrovalva” was the first Doctor Who serial on twice-weekly 
evening slots (Wood and Miles, About Time vol. 5, 99). “Attack of the Cybermen,” the first serial of season 
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the UK, the special aired during the Children in Need charity telethon on November 25th, 

1983, not the exact day of the twentieth anniversary, but when BBC1 had airtime to use 

for the special; in the US the special premiered on November 23rd on PBS stations across 

the country. This was the first occasion where a Doctor Who serial aired first overseas 

before in the UK (something that would happen again in 1996 for the Paul McGann-led 

TV movie).61 It was the last time viewers would see familiar faces like Susan, Sarah Jane, 

Zoe, and Liz Shaw on the program, and the last time Terrance Dicks would write a script 

for the program. Leading up to “The Five Doctors” was a season full of returning villains 

and Time Lords (arguably also villains) to prepare viewers for the return of a slew of 

familiar faces in the special. With William Hartnell’s passing in 1975, a replacement was 

cast (Richard Hurndall), and Tom Baker declined to appear, less than eager to return to 

his role of the Fourth Doctor so soon. Consequently, “The Five Doctors” was more like 

“The Three-ish Doctors,” but with old hand Terrance Dicks writing the script the special 

felt very much like a return to the Doctor Who of old (Fig. 4.10). After being on 

television for so long, the Doctor and his travels had built a rich narrative world of 

creatures and characters to draw from, and the sudden return of iconic foes like the 

Daleks and the Cybermen reinforced the mythology that the program had, perhaps 

unknowingly, created for itself during its broadcast history. 

                                                
22, was the first to be tailored as a forty-five-minute episodes (Tat Wood, About Time: The Unauthorized 
Guide to Doctor Who, 1985–1989 [Des Moines, IA: Mad Norwegian Press, 2007], 7).  
61 Miles and Wood, About Time vol. 5, 233. 
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Figure 4.10: The Five-ish Doctors. Due to William Hartnell’s death in 1975, the First 
Doctor was played by Richard Hurndall, and while Tom Baker declined to 
take part in the twentieth anniversary special his waxwork figure from 
Madame Tussaud’s was brought out for publicity photos. 

 Peter Howell was tasked with providing the incidental music for the special, but 

rather than going for second-by-second emotional responses—a style he quite preferred 

over thematic treatment for “Kinda” and other stories, if his interview with Tulloch and 

Alvarado be taken at face value—the scoring for the story hearkens back to pre-Nathan-

Turner preference of highlighting narrative and filmic/televisual structure. Many of the 

47 nondiegetic cue entrances throughout “The Five Doctors” occur at transitions and only 

a handful of them actually become underscoring throughout a scene (Fig. 4.11). The 
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incidental music for the special, unlike other contributions from Howell, makes a 

conscious effort to draw attention to itself through the continued quotation of the title 

theme throughout the special. While there is no particularly obvious cue for the villains in 

the special, the cue for the Tower of Rassilon is practically inescapable. The direction of 

Peter Moffatt, while practical and effective, did not have the same sense of space and 

scale as stories like “Castrovalva,” and as such felt much like the Doctor Who stories of 

the past but this time in a rather wet and dreary field in Wales. 

 

Figure 4.11: Soundtrack timeline for “The Five Doctors.” Over the course of the ninety-
minute runtime there are 47 occurrences of nondiegetic music, resulting in a 
many cue entrances with shorter durations. 

 While the incidental music of the story itself is not particularly memorable, “The 

Five Doctors” does contain a few musical nods to the program’s past that are hard to 

miss. Alongside the quotations of the title theme within the nondiegetic scoring, Delia 

Derbyshire’s original rendition of the Ron Grainer’s title theme finds its way into the end 

credits, transposed to F# minor and sped up to allow a segue into Howell’s rendition of 

the theme about halfway through. Having the two versions in such close proximity 

reveals just how different the two renditions are; the Derbyshire version seems thin and 

hollow compared to the booming disco base line in Howell’s, while Howell’s eclectic 

mix of sounds that make up the small musical cells within the main melody do not sound 

nearly as fluid or organic as the melody in Derbyshire’s. The opening title sequence of 
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the special—which follows a rare cold opening on a scene featuring William Hartnell’s 

Doctor in “The Dalek Invasion of Earth” from season two—includes a very brief 

appearance of the B section (“middle eight”) of the melody rarely featured in the opening 

title sequence later in the series. Here it is used more as a coda than a distinct musical 

phrase, but just the mere hint of the middle eight is enough to hearken back to the era of 

the First Doctor. The sensation of hearing the middle eight in the opening credits is nearly 

as strong in sentiment as seeing the First Doctor himself in the first scene. 

 What makes “The Five Doctors” a critical moment in the legacy of Doctor Who 

on television is that it illustrates how the program could now define itself against itself. 

While so much of the program’s history was it struggling with representation at the nexus 

of popular culture and science fiction, the program now found its primary challenge was 

against its own back catalog. “The Five Doctors” is Terrance Dicks’ love letter to the 

program, with Daleks and Cybermen and a Yeti, caves and fields and rock quarries, with 

the story ending where the program began: the Doctor and his TARDIS on the run from 

his people. As Miles and Wood point out, there is a sense of coming “full circle” here, 

“the sense that we’ve been promised a new start.”62 This sense of looking back to the 

very beginning was not new; as mentioned in chapter two, in 1981 it was announced that 

much of the program’s back catalog had been wiped or lost by the BBC, meaning part of 

the program that was least known was potentially lost forever. This had the effect of 

                                                
62 Miles and Wood, About Time vol. 5, 236. 
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mystifying the origins of the program, creating an even stronger nostalgia for Doctor 

Who’s past. 

 Soon Doctor Who would be contending with the its back catalogue to win over 

viewers. Polls in magazines and newspapers asked readers for their favorite Cybermen or 

Dalek stories while the BBC aired vintage Doctor Who.63 In October of 1983, a month 

before “The Five Doctors” aired for the program’s twentieth anniversary, the Fourth 

Doctor serial “Revenge of the Cybermen” became the first Doctor Who serial to be 

released commercially by the BBC on home video (VHS, Betamax, and Laserdisc).64 

Now viewers not only had a choice of what live television to watch but what Doctor Who 

to watch. After twenty years on television, Doctor Who’s strongest competition was 

itself.  

When it came to the music, it is hard to deny that the contributions of the 

Radiophonic Workshop staff during this time were becoming dated. While synthesizers 

were once heralded for their “futuristic” sound, advancements in commercially-available 

synthesizers were happening so quickly that the Workshop no longer maintained its 

cutting-edge status in terms of electronic music production. As Niebur points out, “while 

Workshop composers had succeeded in demystifying electronic music, the price of their 

success was their ultimate downfall in a culture that learned to copy their successes more 

                                                
63 “Airdates in the UK (BBC Repeats),” BroaDWcast, last modified October 14, 2015, 
http://gallifreybase.com/w/index.php/Airdates_in_the_UK_(BBC_repeats).  
64 “Commercial Releases,” last modified February 26, 2014, 
http://www.millenniumeffect.co.uk/video/commvids/index.php. 
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efficiently.”65 In terms of aesthetics, the clean, digital sound of the 80s synthesizers 

lacked the eerie, alien sound of the 1960s, particularly the efforts of scores by Tristram 

Cary and Delia Derbyshire’s avant-garde techniques behind the original, iconic theme 

tune. Using the Radiophonic Workshop and its staff as sole contributor of incidental 

music was a great cost-cutting measure, but once the novelty of a new title theme and 

more attentive incidental music wore off as the “holistic sound design” was too much of a 

break from its earlier styles. The program was struggling to update itself and still be true 

to its past.  

By the time Peter Davison made his departure in “The Caves of Androzani,” 

Nathan-Turner agreed to have Robert Holmes—a frequent contributor through the 

1970s—write the Fifth Doctor’s last adventure as a favor for his work on the initial script 

of “The Five Doctors.” Building the two worlds of Androzani Major and Androzani 

Minor around the very Phantom of the Opera-influenced character Sharaz Jek 

(Christopher Gable), “The Caves of Androzani” is a self-contained story, and unlike 

“Logopolis” does not refer to a previous tale or rely on a complex series of events to 

prepare the Doctor for his regeneration.  

Much of the plot revolves around the Doctor trying to help heal his companion 

while the world falls apart around them, with the focus mostly on the battle between 

Sharaz Jek and nemesis Conglomerate leader Morgus. Roger Limb’s score follows suit, 

with the soundtrack focusing less on the Doctor than on the characters around him. 

                                                
65 Niebur, Special Sound, 181. 
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Sharaz Jek’s theme is less a theme than a sound, that of a rattlesnake ready to pounce on 

its prey. Morgus lacks the same kind of recognizable, repeated musical cue as Jek yet 

manages to dominate the soundtrack anyway; musical stingers accompany the moments 

were his plotting is brought to light, and his asides spoken directly to the camera capture 

the soundtrack by taking it over (Fig. 4.12). Roger Limb’s score, rather than following 

individual emotional moments of the serial instead works to steadily increase the drama 

and tension of the situation, culminating in the apocalyptic destruction of Androzani 

Minor as the Doctor regenerates in the TARDIS. Small bursts of drum beats become a 

cohesive musical cell that ties the four episodes together, starting with the cliff-hanger of 

episode one featuring a dramatic execution of the Doctor and Peri accompanied by a 

strikingly-loud drum roll. The symbolism of the drum roll’s persistence throughout the 

serial is difficult to miss; although Jek helped the Doctor cheat death with an android 

double, the Fifth Doctor’s “death” was still in the making and would become the final 

climactic moment in the serial as a whole. 
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Figure 4.12: (L) Morgus talks directly to the camera. (R) Sharaz Jek almost talks directly 
to the camera. 

 Limb’s score for “The Caves of Androzani” is perhaps the closest the 1980s 

would get to a Dudley Simpson score; the incidental music here makes few attempts to 

sound popular in aesthetic, and instead operates more orchestrally than the stories 

surrounding it. The score may very well have been what Nathan-Turner had in mind 

when he spoke of the possibilities of sound creation in the Radiophonic Workshop. While 

synthesizers could emulate the highly-stylized sound of experimental popular electronic 

music, they could also emulate traditional instruments. Here, Limb’s score acts more like 

a small pit orchestra than a player behind an electronic keyboard, and the result is that 

“The Caves of Androzani” feels more akin to the efforts to represent and reinforce 

narrative concepts through incidental music than other serials during the 1980s era of the 

program. This may be why the serial is so highly regarded, often landing in top ten lists 
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of the all-time best Doctor Who stories.66 Being able to tap into the effectiveness of 

previous incidental music through different technological means brings the program back 

to Verity Lamber’s axis of the familiar and unfamiliar in a way that few other stories 

during this time did. 

 As I have illustrated throughout this and previous chapters, Doctor Who is about 

the change, and observing what happens when faced with the unknown. This started with 

taking normal, average people and putting them into bizarre, unreal, and fantastic 

situations and seeing how they reacted. With twenty years of hindsight, the Doctor 

became the person that viewers would empathize with, although his eccentric and alien 

tendencies left the emotional stakes in the hands of the incidental music, since by design 

the Doctor was never meant to react to situations like a normal human being would. As a 

result it is not surprising that the most empathetic character in “The Caves of Androzani” 

is Sharaz Jek, not the Doctor (or Peri). The Doctor is the catalyst of the story; the 

chemical reaction is the destruction of Androzani at the hands of Jek and Morgus. In the 

midst of the rubble the narrative ends by bringing the focus back to the Doctor, as he 

sacrifices himself to save his companion. At the end of the fourth episode he regenerates 

and is replaced by a new man proclaiming, “Change… and not a moment too soon” (Fig. 

4.13), as if the program had not already changed enough. Taking a cue from Jek and 

Morgus, the new Doctor, played by Colin Baker, breaks the fourth wall in more than one 

                                                
66 An example of this being Doctor Who Magazine’s “Top Doctor Who Stories of All Time” poll in 2014 
(http://www.doctorwhomagazine.com/the-top-10-doctor-who-stories-of-all-time/), as well as i09’s “Every 
Single Doctor Who Story, Ranked from Best to Worst” (http://io9.com/every-single-doctor-who-story-
ranked-from-best-to-wors-1468104049) where it took the top spot. 
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way; not only does he talk directly to the camera, his face provides a match cut into the 

animated end credit sequence where Baker gets credit as The Doctor before the departing 

Peter Davison. The regeneration proved to be a sign of things to come, as the program 

shifted to an obvious focus on canon, self-reference, and internalized self-promotion in 

the years that followed.  

 

Figure 4.13. The Fifth Doctor regenerates into the Sixth Doctor played by Colin Baker. 
After a regeneration sequence focusing on mostly the Fifth Doctor’s 
companions, the Sixth Doctor emerges, talks directly to the camera, and 
then gets credited first as The Doctor in the end credits. 

 
 As I have discussed previously, for much of Doctor Who’s broadcast history on 

BBC1, the program focused on Verity Lambert’s axis of the familiar and unfamiliar. 
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However, in an effort to keep itself relevant in the changing landscape of television, the 

focus on this core principle began to wane, and a longing for how the program “used to 

be” turned into efforts on the part of the production staff to reinforce Doctor Who’s 

continuity through self-reference. Yet below the surface of the transmitted episodes, this 

self-reference often served other purposes. 

 The Second Doctor serial “The Tomb of the Cybermen” is one example of how 

the then-current serials had more at stake than simply telling another story. After the 

BBC Film Archive audits brought to light how many episodes of the program were lost, 

the value of fan-recorded audio skyrocketed. The BBC and Nathan-Turner found an 

opportunity for cross-promotion; by releasing an audio recording, the network could still 

find revenue from the lost serial even though there would be no (foreseeable) way to 

release it on home video. Meanwhile, the program still airing on BBC1 could use 

Cybermen in a story—one that is arguably a reboot of “Tomb”—to bring the Cybermen 

back into public consciousness and draw interest into the potential commercially-

available audio recording.67 The record would in turn, theoretically, garner further 

interest in Doctor Who and potentially draw in viewers who may have stopped watching 

when nostalgia for the previous Doctors was roused. This was partially possible due to 

“The Five Doctors,” which itself used nostalgia for past Doctors, companions, and foes to 

draw in viewership in one of the last “event viewing” stories of the 1980s.68 While the 

                                                
67 Tat Wood, About Time vol. 6, 20. 
68 Miles and Wood, About Time vol. 5, 233. 
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audio recording would not come out until the thirtieth-anniversary in 1993, the plans to 

release the recording are quite telling in the thought process behind what releasing 

previous stories could do for the program, namely the ability to cross-promote the 

program and treat it as a “property” rather than just a television program.69 Not long after 

“The Two Doctors” aired in 1986, a serial featuring the Second Doctor and his 

companion Jamie, the BBC released “The Seeds of Death” on home video.70  

 Meanwhile, the attitude of the Radiophonic Workshop composers showed that the 

younger talent being brought in to create incidental music for the program were also 

commercially savvy.71 Bits of Ron Grainer’s title theme found their way into many 

stories during the Fifth and Sixth Doctors’ eras of the program, a trend that started most 

earnestly in Peter Howell’s score for “The Five Doctors.” Fragments of the title theme 

appearing throughout the incidental music or serials was an exercise in economy; as 

Louis Niebur points out, the nature of Doctor Who’s music from 1980-onward did not 

facilitate ease in recycling the music from previously-aired serials.72 The composers then 

frequently relied on whatever material they had available that was “discreet and 

memorable,” such as Ron Grainer’s theme.73 The fragment of the title theme most often 

inserted into incidental music was the opening three-note cell of the melody, often boiled 

down to just the minor ninth, with the occasional quotation of the bass-note ostinato. For 

                                                
69 Wood, About Time vol. 6, 20. 
70 Wood, About Time vol. 6, 20. 
71 Niebur, Special Sound, 197. 
72 Niebur, Special Sound, 196. 
73 Niebur, Special Sound, 196. 
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Howell’s incidental music in “The Five Doctors” the three-note opening of the melody 

became a primary repeated cue; for an anniversary-special, aired out of the standard 

season sequence and meant to be “event television,” this kind of extra-diegetic use 

worked logistically in the understanding that the show was very obviously referencing its 

own existence with the cue acting as marketing for the program throughout the serial. 

Roger Limb’s adoption of the cue in his compositions for Doctor Who often act as 

a reference to the character of the Doctor himself. In an interview with Gary Russell in 

Skaro issue 17, Limb remarks that, “the thing about doing music for Doctor Who is 

there’s not often a lot of time for musical development, it’s quite a fast-moving, pacey 

program and there’s a cut form one scene to another and get on with the dialogue straight 

away.”74 As Niebur points out, however, the impression the cue is meant to convey can 

be confusing;75 was the cue trying to represent the character of the Doctor, the TARDIS, 

the show as a whole through extra-diegetic means, or something else? Since the title 

theme was never introduced as a recurring musical signifier in earlier decades of the 

program the intent of the cue can be hard to discern. And while it is true that there was a 

lack of over-arching repeated musical signifiers over the course of the program, the title 

theme is one of the few pieces of music that stood the test of time.76 So while the cue 

itself lacked specificity in meaning when used, the self-referential nature of the cue 

helped reinforce the brand of Doctor Who through its most recognizable musical work. 

                                                
74 Russell, “Roger Limb,” 14. 
75 Niebur, Special Sound, 196. 
76 Niebur, Special Sound, 196. 
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For this internal merchandising and branding effort, intent was second to musical 

economy and franchise reinforcement, and the use of the theme song as further branding 

within the narrative showed the commercial savvy of the Radiophonic Workshop 

composers and their efforts to quickly convey an impression on viewers.77 

INDEPENDENT COMPOSERS AND THE END OF AN ERA 
 

 As the show marched on using synthesized sound for its underscoring, the 

Radiophonic Workshop continued to innovate and find ways to help its composers churn 

out as much music as possible while contributing to Doctor Who. One of the Workshop’s 

unsung heroes is Jonathan Gibbs. While he only contributed incidental music to three 

serials between 1983–86, behind the scenes he worked with Workshop engineer Ray 

White to create Syncwriter (Fig. 4.14), an application built using the hardware of a BBC 

Microcomputer and specially developed software.78 Rather than using an arbitrary click-

track to place musical cues into the mix of an episode, Syncwriter allowed a composer to 

insert cue points along a moving ruler attached to the time coding of the visual imagery. 

Niebur’s Special Sound includes details of its construction and use for the score of “The 

Mark of the Rani,” quoting Gibbs’ explanation of the device for an IBC award: 

Instead of laborious calculations to work out a click track for a music cue, the 
composer defines the synchronization points that are the skeleton of the piece, 
then uses Syncwriter to construct a framework of bars and beats to fit those 

                                                
77 Niebur, Special Sound, 197. 
78 Niebur, Special Sound, 205. 
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points. This framework is then displayed, and a cursor moves through the display 
to conduct the performance. The whole device is driven by SMPTE Timecode.79 
 

The hardware used by the Radiophonic Workshop for cue placement before the 

development of Syncwriter was the TMU (Timecode Memory Unit), which took 

timecode data from a standard BBC timecode device and produced signals—including 

audio output of a “click” at regular intervals—that were used to time the entrance of 

cues.80 The intention of Syncwriter was to allow composers the ability to anticipate 

entrances rather than wait for the right moment in the click track. Ray White’s account of 

the creation of Syncwriter mentions that Gibbs’ intention was for a composer to use the 

BBC Microcomputer to create a cue list that would appear on the screen as a timeline, 

something that could be used in various magnifications. When used with the Syncwriter 

hardware, a “cursor” moved along the timeline with the timecode. The visual interface 

gave the editors a chance to “see” where an entrance of a cue would occur, and this 

allowed for a more fluid and natural entrance and an audible sense of free movement 

between the music and the image.81 The tendency of most composers using a click track 

is to follow the regularly-patterned click track for entrances, which may or may not have 

fallen in line with the action on-screen that queued the entrance of a piece of music.  

                                                
79 Jonathan Gibbs to Simon Chute, cc John Dudot, memo, 14 August 1985, WAC R97/13/1. 
80 Ray White, “6. Syncwriter.” last modified August 9, 2011, http://whitefiles.org/rws/r06.htm. 
81 White, “6. Syncwriter.” 
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Figure 4.14: Peter Howell demonstrates the use of Syncwriter for the BBC 2 
documentary “Five Days at the BBC Radiophonic Workshop” (1988).  

 Being able to lay out the timecode and anticipate entrances gave a stronger sense 

of conducting a score to the picture, as opposed to making pieces fit together in a more 

rhythmically rigid fashion. Gibbs remarks that Syncwriter allowed for “more expressive 

writing and expressive playing” of music in relationship to the picture, something that is 

evident in his scoring for “The Mark of the Rani” from season 22.82 His love of the 

Yamaha TX816, purchased for the Radiophonic Workshop in 1984,83 comes across in the 

                                                
82 Richard Lamont, “Syncwriter,” Studio Sound, April 1985. 
83 Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 55. 
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lush, rich timbre of the synthesized strings in the incidental music. Using the Yamaha 

TX816’s eight channels with nearly identical sounds on each channel meant for a larger 

strings sound suitable for the almost Shostakovich-like harmonies used in the score.84 

The scoring provides a drastic change from his contribution to “Vengeance on Varos” 

which aired just before it in season 22. Due to both the improved timing and sequencing 

of the cues as well as the period costumes and direction by Sarah Hellings, “The Mark of 

the Rani” is not only one of the few serials that recaptures the essence of the very early 

years of Doctor Who during William Hartnell’s turn as the Doctor, but has also aged well 

both visually and aurally. As much as Nathan-Turner wanted a unique sound for Doctor 

Who, it turned out that the incidental music that felt the most timeless was a score most 

closely emulated traditional instruments as opposed to sounding purposefully synthetic. 

 The following story of season 22, “The Two Doctors,” brought back Peter Howell 

for his final contribution of incidental music to the program. Coming along with the 

return of the Second Doctor and his companion Jamie was Howell’s musical economy 

and ear for quickly conveying impressions of each scene in his underscoring. The score is 

perhaps accidentally reminiscent of “The King’s Demons,” with its use of flamenco 

guitar to reinforce the Spanish hacienda setting, similar to Howell’s lute song used to 

evoke the time of King John (although a few centuries too early). The rest of the score 

uses Radiophonic Workshop synthesizers to realize the score, most likely using the 

                                                
84 Gibbs is quoted by Louis Niebur saying, “there’s a bit in that straight out of Shostakovich 15, which I 
must have just been listening to, which was rather embarrassing” (Special Sound, 205).  
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Fairlight CMI which he used for much of his later work at the Workshop.85 Howell’s 

score for the serial utilizes metallic echoes to evoke the sound of moving metal pipes in 

the underbelly of the Space Stations at Chimera while the title theme still manages to 

creep in at critical narrative moments. Unsurprisingly the narrative focuses heavily on 

Time Lord technology, even with the rambling plot and questionable motivation of the 

main antagonists. Yet what “The Two Doctors” is quite possibly best known for is the 

accidental controversy created around the time it aired; the Monday after the second 

episode aired on BBC1 it was announced that season 23 of the program would be delayed 

by eighteen months.86 The press reaction to this announcement spun the story into a 

cancelation, when in reality budgetary issues caused by other BBC programming meant 

that the BBC had to delay Doctor Who a year to recoup costs.87 In spite of acceptable 

ratings in Baker’s first full year in the role, the Doctor was quick to be set aside by the 

BBC for other, newer programming.88 

 When the program returned in 1986 it faced quite a few challenges. The program 

would only get fourteen episodes for the entire season, returning to the traditional 25-

minute runtime that it employed from 1963–1984. There would be less airtime with 

Baker’s Doctor because of the shorter season, so the program shifted its focus from the 

situations he and his companion(s) faced during his travels directly to the Doctor’s 

                                                
85 Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 51. 
86 Wood, About Time vol. 6, 72. 
87 Wood, About Time vol. 6, 72. 
88 Wood, About Time vol. 6, 72. 
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motivations and actions being put on trial. The metaphor seems apt, even today, that the 

program put itself on trial for accountability after being forced from the air for over a 

year.  

To ensure viewer interest the program made some other format changes to the 

post-hiatus season 23: the season would be one large story arc, with a handful of 

adventures making up the case of the prosecution that the Doctor was abusing his powers 

as a Time Lord. A new title theme for the season was provided by composer Dominic 

Glynn, the first non-Radiophonic Workshop composer to rework Ron Grainer’s original 

tune, as well as the incidental music for episodes one through four and parts thirteen and 

fourteen.89 The Radiophonic Workshop was no longer the sole contributor of incidental 

music to the program, meaning that independent composers had to be contracted for 

scoring going forward. The agreement to move to independent composers was a mutual 

decision of the Workshop and Nathan-Turner, as Brian Hodgson recalls: 

It was a very heavy workload. I was getting uptight that we would start a series 
with loads of time and then end up doing 16 minutes of music in three days. I just 
felt that the quality was going. Also, I think that John Nathan-Turner thought the 
show was starting to get a “sound” and he wanted to break it up with freelance 
musicians. That’s fair; as the producer, John had to make those decisions. I think 
John would have liked to keep a couple of our composers on it. It certainly did the 
series no harm to have a change, even though not everybody, I think, has done it 
very well.90 
 

Musically, the departure of the Radiophonic Workshop meant that the program could 

seek out up-and-coming composers like Dominic Glynn, Keff McCullough, and Mark 

                                                
89 Ayres, “New Beginnings,” 60. 
90 Quoted in Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 55. 
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Ayres to provide incidental music, though without the resources of the Radiophonic 

Workshop at their disposal the scores were created using their personal studios.91 This 

arguably results in a narrowing of sonic palette to sounds available on commercially-

produced equipment, though the ingenuity of the composers working on Doctor Who in 

the late 80s would keep the incidental musical from being completely marginalized. The 

result is an aural departure from the experimentation the Workshop was well known for, 

as well as the departure of the Syncwriter technology that presented a more organic 

process for placing cues with the visuals. 

 Although the visuals of the opening title sequence remained largely unchanged, 

the theme itself is a marriage of sorts between Ron Grainer’s theme and the pop/disco 

sensibilities of Howell’s rendition. With the theme back in E minor the overall tone of the 

title theme was less piercing and bright, returning to a darker and more somber tone. As 

Glynn recalls, “I think the Peter Howell version was really good, but I wanted to get back 

to a slightly spookier feel. I wanted to make it a bit more timeless, and out of time.”92 

Rather than repeating the melody or using the B section, Glynn introduces a more 

obvious vamping section to the theme, which allows for the titles of the main story, 

individual episode part number, and writer to have ample time on screen without jarring 

edits into the melody.  

                                                
91 Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 56. 
92 Ayres, “New Beginnings,” 60. 
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Glynn’s take on the title tune only lasted for the “Trial of a Time Lord” season, 

however, as season 24 and the Seventh Doctor’s opening credits and tune would both go 

through yet another change. The last three seasons of the program use a rendition by Keff 

McCullough, one that remains in E minor, uses the B section, and features computer 

generated animation. The mystique of the Delia Derbyshire version was unfortunately 

lost in these versions by Glynn and McCullough, though the return to E minor and 

introduction of synthesized orchestral strings from McCullough’s rendition laid 

groundwork between 1980s pop sensibilities and Derbyshire’s original realization of 

Grainer’s iconic theme. The layered string sound would become a stepping stone to the 

orchestral renditions to follow in 1996 and 2005. And while McCulloch’s contributions 

to the program, both in the title theme rendition and incidental music, has gotten criticism 

from Doctor Who’s audience, Ayres points out that “he was doing exactly what John 

Nathan-Turner hired him to do: to bring the music of Doctor Who into the modern idiom 

and reflect what was happening elsewhere in popular culture.”93 

 The marginalization of the title theme and incidental music of the program would 

continue through 1989. While much of the incidental music for the “Trial of a Time 

Lord” series is neutral and backgrounded, Glynn’s accompaniment of the opening model 

shot in “The Mysterious Planet” is rather grand due largely to the organ sound used to 

represent the enormous space station (Fig. 4.15). Glynn’s mixture of diegetic 

playhouse/carnival music and nondiegetic underscoring in the Matrix, with the two often 

                                                
93 Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 56. 
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layered with each other without any attempts to reconcile the dissonance, results in an 

effective, chaotic atmosphere throughout the season’s two-part finale. The reality of the 

Doctor’s fight against the Valeyard juxtaposed against the illusions created by the 

Valeyard within the Matrix feels disorienting and out of control, exactly in line with the 

rather manic two episodes of “The Ultimate Foe.” Ins and outs are still carefully crafted 

in these stories to make room for the dialogue, resulting in an average of ten minutes per 

episode. As a result, little actually changes musically in terms of structural placement and 

soundtrack bias even after 23 years on the air. 

 

Figure 4.15: Stills from the opening sequence of “The Mysterious Planet,” the first story 
in the “Trial of a Time Lord” narrative arc of season 23. An elaborate model 
shot of a floating citadel space station ends with the TARDIS being plucked 
out of time and space to force the Doctor to appear before the High Council. 
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 As the series continued various other independent composers were brought on 

board by Nathan-Turner to provide incidental music for the program, alongside a new 

Doctor played by Sylvester McCoy, a new title sequence, and new logo (Fig. 4.16). 

David Snell originally scored “Paradise Towers,” but his brooding, noir-like music was 

ditched very late in the production process by Nathan-Turner.94 The DVD released in 

2011 includes the original score by Snell as well as the ability to watch the entire serial 

with his composition. Snell’s score focuses primarily on an 8-note musical cell that 

repeats unendingly, and that cell makes up nearly all of the musical cues throughout the 

entire serial. While the incidental music itself becomes rather mundane after an entire 

episode, the mood depicted is bleak and dire, bringing about a depth to the serial that is 

lacking in its replacement composed by Keff McCullough. One of the more helpful traits 

of Snell’s scoring was that it very easily underscored dialogue, while McCullough’s score 

abruptly stops and starts to get out of the way of the dialogue, making the transitions 

between scenes and characters less fluid than it would have been otherwise. As Wood 

discusses,  

About the only thing you can say in McCulloch’s defence – apart from this being 
a rush-job – is that it doesn’t sound like any other Doctor Who story so far 
broadcast. It’s not just that the score is intrusive and repetitive, but that so much 
of it is simply wrong for the visuals. You could argue that the music is so clearly 
of its time that it spoils the effect of making a TV play n a style we became more 
used to in the 90s (with a constantly-moving camera and lots of high angles), but 
it all seemed terribly wrong in 1987. … This story suffers from sounding like 
everything else on telly that night. More damagingly, it seems almost to overdo 
the “look at that!” stuff to the point where it’s like someone saying “Wow!” in a 

                                                
94 Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 56. 
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sarcastic tone of voice. Turn off the sound, and “Paradise Towers” looks very 90s. 
With the music it’s October 1987 – not a good time for music in any case.95 

 
Although Wood’s assessment of McCulloch’s score is harshly worded, it reinforces the 

idea that John Nathan-Turner wanted Doctor Who to reflect what was happening in 

popular culture at the time. The score for “Paradise Towers” exemplifies Ayres’ 

comments on McCulloch’s contributions to the program, where he states that “The drum 

machine and sampler were the tools of the trade at the time and, in bringing the 

sensibilities of Trevor Horn’s Art of Noise to the programme, McCulloch was bang on the 

money.”96  

 

Figure 4.16: While the new opening sequence for the program as it appears in “Time and 
the Rani” still uses the Doctor’s face (now Sylvester McCoy, top right), it 
now included computer graphics and a new logo. 

                                                
95 Wood, About Time vol. 6, 189. 
96 Ayres, “Composers: The 1980s,” 56. 
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 McCulloch’s score “Delta and the Bannerman” is arguably his most effective, due 

in large part the compilation score filled with 1950s chart toppers to help establish the 

1950s holiday camp locale of the serial. Around this time in season 24 the program found 

its way back to a style of storytelling more reminiscent of past years due largely to the 

new companion, Ace, and a shift of focus to taking this relatable teen character and 

seeing how she and the Doctor react as they stumble into the unusual stories and strange 

situations. Here the axis of the familiar and unfamiliar returns not only to the narrative 

but also to the incidental music, and in a more comprehensible and meaningful manner 

than the program had strove for in years. The score for “Delta and the Bannerman” uses a 

handful of well-known pop songs from the 50s, including “Rock Around the Clock,” 

“Singing the Blues,” “Why Do Fools Fall in Love,” “That’ll Be the Day,” and “Goodnite, 

Sweetheart, Goodnite,” yet does not use the recognizable versions of these songs. The 

reasoning is rather simple; licensing costs were too high to warrant paying for the known 

renditions. As a result, McCullough re-recorded the tunes with a fictional band called 

“The Lovells,” meaning that the tunes, while recognizable, were slightly off, creating just 

the right mix of familiar and unfamiliar in the soundtrack. McCulloch also appears in the 

serial as a member of The Lovells, playing guitar for the band. 

 Season 25 brought the Doctor and Ace back to 1963 in “Remembrance of the 

Daleks,” a holdover from Nathan-Turner’s drive to include classic foes at least once in 

every season for continuity and to appeal to its audience with familiar characters 

returning to the program periodically. The serial even goes so far as to return the Doctor 
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to 76 Totter’s Lane, the junkyard where his first incarnation hid his TARDIS with his 

granddaughter Susan. Here, however, the Daleks jump the gun and end up in 1963 

around the same time. While Keff McCullough’s score feels anachronistic for the setting, 

the swelling synths work well for the menacing Daleks and their futuristic/other-worldly 

origins even if the tone of the cues sound more like something from The A Team (1983) 

or Miami Vice (1984) than Doctor Who.  

 Yet perhaps the most interesting development in the program at the time of 

“Remembrance of the Daleks” is the program’s first attempts to mix and broadcast in 

stereo sound in the UK.97 The impact the stereo mix has on “Remembrance” is more 

noticeable in the special sound than the incidental music. It provides punctuation of the 

narrative, something that was often relegated primarily to incidental music, and this was 

possible through a more nuanced mix of sound effects across multiple channels. The 

sound effects (e.g., gunfire, explosions) throughout the serial are often used to mask the 

entrance of incidental music, making the ins and outs of the music more fluid and less 

jarring. An example of this is found in episode one, 6:44, where the honking of the van 

coincides with the end of the incidental music cue playing previously, providing a subtle 

mask of the cue fading out into the new scene. Something similar happens again at 13:24 

as the Doctor tricks a Dalek into coming near explosives to go off and destroy the Dalek, 

also ending the cue at the moment of the explosion. Sound effects also act as stringers, 

with important revelatory moments in the dialogue being followed be a sound effects 

                                                
97 Wood, About Time vol. 6, 224. 
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stringer of an approaching vehicle or other special sound. The result is a narratively-

active soundtrack that not only reinforces episodic structure but also allowed for faster 

pacing. The benefit of this forward-moving sound effects style was a more filmic 

approach to sound design and as well as a more fluid relationship of the aural and visual. 

This illustrates a departure from the slower, more deliberate pacing of the earlier serial of 

the decades. While the tendency to quickly convey an impression remained—an example 

being the “Ring Around the Rosey” cue that plays when the young, brainwashed girl is 

on screen in “Remembrance”—but the multitrack mixing really helps layer Doctor Who’s 

sound and give more soundtrack space to sound effects that could keep the narrative 

moving forward in a way the incidental music could not (if only from the music drawing 

too much attention to itself). 

 As Ace grew into an emotionally complex and interesting companion for the 

Doctor, the program’s focus on axis of the familiar and unfamiliar, of the recognizable 

and the different, finally took hold in the program again. Ace was not only meant to be a 

relatable character, but her story arc was made somewhat more personal than previous 

companions due to her family’s back history being interwoven into her adventures with 

the Doctor. One of the particularly memorable and successful serials of season 26 is “The 

Curse of Fenric,” a story which on the surface feels like a return to the historicals of the 

1960s mixed with the internal-threat stories of the Pertwee era and the more myth-based 

foes of Tom Baker’s era. Complete with a setting in World War II and period costumes, 

the Doctor and Ace stumble into a threat from the ancient Viking being Fenric. What 
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gives “The Curse of Fenric” its refreshing take on Doctor Who storytelling is the mixture 

of Ace’s family history into the tale; it turns out that one of the Women’s Royal Naval 

Service officers is her grandmother, and the baby girl she has with her on the base is 

Ace’s mother.  

 This twist on a familiar plot brought one of Doctor Who’s greatest strengths back 

to the program; familiarity through difference. The program was not interested in re-

telling old stories anymore, or making the characters so unrelatable that the emotional 

stakes were too low for the audience to stay invested. Mark Ayres’ incidental music for 

this serial remains conscious of the strength of the narrative, taking care to weave itself 

into the narrative rather than simply exist alongside it. An example of this is found in the 

lilting lullaby heard when Ace holds baby Audrey in episode one (20:02), revealed later 

to be her mother, and its ability to provide an emotional undercurrent to the scenes 

involving Ace and her grandmother without distracting from the dialog it accompanies. 

The Nazi contingent has an overtly militaristic tone, while the investigation of the Viking 

rune stones under the church is light and unobtrusive, reinforcing not only the mythic and 

ancient runes but also giving a structural nod to the importance of those runes by 

underscoring their first appearance. The threat of Maiden’s Point is more apparent with 

the tense music underscoring the old woman’s warning than it would have with nothing, 

or with music more concerned with popular sentiment than narrative purpose.  

 Unfortunately for Doctor Who, stories like “The Curse of Fenric,” and its 

successful exercise in emulating a more dramatic style of incidental music from its earlier 
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days was not enough to keep the BBC invested in continuing production. A combination 

of declining viewership, increased competition, and lack of financial backing meant that 

at the end of season 26 the series was placed in “indefinite hiatus” by the network, hoping 

the international brand-recognition of the program would bring another production 

company along to take over.98 

 As this chapter illustrates, the primary focus of Doctor Who throughout the 1980s 

was on broader trends of the immerging televisual style of the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

Because the program as a whole never settled on whether it wanted to commit to 

reinforcement or representation as a core principle in its underscoring, or in spite of it, a 

move to synthesizers as an effort to create a “holistic sound design” resulted in a lapse 

from the core tenets of the program. While the later composers found that incorporating 

fragments of the title theme into the underscoring provided a certain level of cohesion 

between the serials and Doctor Who as a property/whole, it actually highlighted a level of 

detachment from the central tenet of the program in favor of marketing Doctor Who as a 

property. This also happened to coincide with decline of favor for the program in the eyes 

of the BBC and its general viewership,99 though blaming the music alone for the demise 

of the show does not paint an accurate picture of the ebb-and-flow of the program and 

British television at the time. The musical treatment is more indicative of trends in 

television than anything else, and even perhaps the production team (under John Nathan-

                                                
98 Wood, About Time vol. 6, 341. 
99 See Miles and Wood, About Time, vol. 5, 311–319. 
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Turner’s) inability to keep up or adapt quickly enough to keep Doctor Who relevant to a 

new generation of television viewers. 
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Chapter 5: “To Days to Come,” Doctor Who into the Twenty-First 
Century 

 

Figure 5.1: Peter Davison reprises his role as the Fifth Doctor (L) alongside David 
Tennant as the then-current Tenth Doctor (R) for the Children in Need 
special “Time Crash.”  

“To days to come.” “All my love to long ago.” — Fifth Doctor (L) and 
Tenth Doctor (R), “Time Crash” (Fig. 5.1) 
 
 

 As this document has shown, the sound of Doctor Who evolved over time, 

embracing trends in technology and changes in popular entertainment from its premiere 

in 1963 up until 1989 (and beyond). The audio was a unifying element of the program, 

thanks in large part to the consistency of the opening title theme and to later composers’ 
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understanding of the iconic status Grainer’s tune (and Derbyshire’s initial arrangement) 

had achieved over time. Even though the incidental music for the program varied greatly 

from serial to serial, even sometimes episode to episode, that sound design maintained its 

role as a unifying framework of the program for nearly thirty years. This was due in large 

part to the adaptability and the ingenuity of the early composers and special sound 

creators contributing to the program. The unique quality of Derbyshire’s arrangement of 

the theme emphasizes that anything is possible on Doctor Who, particularly in its music. 

 After the television series was canceled in 1989 the property of Doctor Who 

continued on in the form of novels, music releases, audio soundtracks, and audio 

dramas.1 As early as 1966 recordings of television serials were being released on audio 

format, with episode six of “The Chase” from season two of the program was released on 

7” record, the first Doctor Who TV soundtrack release in the program’s history.2 In May 

of 1978, a mono recording of selections from the Radiophonic Workshop’s “special 

sound” contributions were released on LP and cassette tape.3 BBC Sound Effects No. 19: 

Doctor Who Effects contains selections from the eras of Jon Pertwee and Tom Baker, 

including effects from “Death to the Daleks,” “Planet of Spiders,” “Genesis of the 

Daleks,” “The Brain of Morbius,” “The Talons of Weng-Chiang,” and many more, all 

                                                
1 Miles Booy, Love and Monsters: The Doctor Who Experience, 1979 to the Present (London: I.B. Tauris, 
2012), 2. 
2 “Century 21 Records,” last modified February 26, 2014, 
http://www.millenniumeffect.co.uk/audio/stories/daleksep.php. 
3 “Special Sounds Discography,” The Millennium Effect, last modified February 26, 2014, 
http://www.millenniumeffect.co.uk/audio/soundeffects.php. 
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created by Workshop mainstays Dick Mills and Brian Hodgson.4 The selections by Brian 

Hodgson are series staples, including the TARDIS interior sound (both in-flight and 

stationary), the TARDIS door, and the Sonic Screwdriver. The 1981 release of BBC 

Sound Effects No. 26 – Sci-Fi Sound Effects features fifteen special sound effects from 

season seventeen of Doctor Who, as well as special sound from The Hitchhiker’s Guide 

to the Galaxy series one, Blake’s 7, and Earthsearch.5  

 Music soundtrack releases for Doctor Who quickly followed. In February of 1983 

Doctor Who – The Music was released on LP, featuring the first commercially-available 

release of Delia Derbyshire’s original realization of Ron Grainer’s Doctor Who title 

theme, paired with selections from Malcolm Clarke (including a track from his rather 

distinct score for “The Sea Devils”), cues from scores by Roger Limb and Peter Howell, 

and ending with Howell’s rendition of the Doctor Who theme in the last track.6 In 1987 

the Doctor Who Appreciation Society released Space Adventures: Music from ‘Doctor 

Who’ 1963–1989, titled after Martin Slavin’s “Space Adventures” piece used as the ad 

hoc Cybermen theme for “The Tenth Planet,” “The Moonbase,” and “The Tomb of the 

Cybermen” in the late 1960s.7 The Space Adventures release is a compilation of Doctor 

Who’s notable stock music tracks, including “Three Guitars Mood 2” (the tune that Susan 

                                                
4 “Special Sounds Discography.” 
5 “Unrelated Releases,” last modified February 26, 2014, 
http://www.millenniumeffect.co.uk/audio/soundeffects-comps.php. 
6 “BBC Records,” last modified February 26, 2014, http://www.millenniumeffect.co.uk/audio/composed-
bbcr.php. 
7 “Doctor Who – Related Discography,” last modified February 26, 2014, 
http://www.millenniumeffect.co.uk/audio/stock.php. 
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listens to on a handheld radio in “An Unearthly Child”), as well as memorable tracks 

from “The Space Museum,” “The Massacre of St. Bartholomew’s Eve,” “The Web of 

Fear,” and many other stories during the First and Second Doctor’s eras of the program.8 

The 1993 release Doctor Who: 30 Years at the BBC Radiophonic Workshop includes four 

versions of the title theme, including the unused “Delaware” version from 1972.9 

 These audio releases—and many others, like “City of Death” released in 2012—

highlight the distinctive, striking, and foregrounded nature of the incidental music and 

special sound of Doctor Who. While home video releases of complete serials, as well as 

reconstructions and missing episodes replaced with animation, were a logical 

merchandising vehicle for the franchise, the release of audio recordings of entire serials 

and albums of incidental music illustrate the value placed in the program’s soundtrack. 

The audio releases provided an opportunity to become more intimately familiar with the 

sound of Doctor Who, its penchant for experimentation, the mood and atmosphere the 

special sound provided, and how the incidental music grew up with the program as well 

as with the emerging trends in technology during the program’s long broadcast history.  

 From the avant garde, musique concrète soundscapes of “The Daleks,” to 

marriage of traditional instruments and synthesized sound accomplished by Dudley 

Simpson, to the keyboard synthesizer aesthetic and pop mentality of the 1980s, Doctor 

Who’s music had changed just as much, if not more so, than the program itself. And with 

                                                
8 As mentioned in chapter two, a noticeable amount of the Second Doctor’s serials (from 1965–1969) used 
primarily (if not only) stock music as incidental music. 
9 “Special Sounds Discography,” The Millennium Effect, last modified February 26, 2014, 
http://www.millenniumeffect.co.uk/audio/soundeffects.php. 
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LPs and audio cassettes (and later CDs and digital releases) of the program’s soundtrack 

elements, audiences had a chance to experience the structure of stories through the 

isolated audio releases. The combination of studying audio releases and collecting home 

videos releases as they slowly trickled into the market—both in the UK and the US—

meant viewers were more familiar with the ins-and-outs of the program than ever before, 

as every facet of the program was available on-demand in their home entertainment 

systems.  

 Because Doctor Who is predicated on the notion of being able to tell stories 

“anywhere in time and space,” the music of the program also followed along with this 

notion, and did so by establishing early on in the show’s history that it could (and would) 

do anything, sound however it wanted to sound, and reinforce or represent whatever 

elements of the program or its narrative that it deemed worthy of the effort. This ranges 

from the reinforcement of basic structural elements of an episode or serial (scene, 

sequence, and act, transitions and narrative spaces) to emotional state to locale, and 

beyond that to a more basic level of representing character groupings and motivations 

through carefully-placed repeated musical cues. Doctor Who was willing to tell any story 

in any genre, and the music was willing to underscore it in any way its composers and 

production staff saw fit. 

 What makes an historical stylistic analysis of Doctor Who’s incidental music and 

sound design rewarding is that it demonstrates how intentionally varied those elements 

have been over the course of its lengthy tenure on television. One can drop a theoretical 
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needle on any episode or serial and hear something wholly different from anything else in 

any other episode, but also wholly different from anything else on television at the time. 

Not only does Doctor Who manage to reinvent itself on a whim, it also reinvents itself to 

stay relevant to productions standards and changes in televisual aesthetic as the medium 

has grown since its rise in popularity in the late 1950s and early 60s. The result is not 

only an interesting look into how a show can last on television for so long, but how a 

show on television for so long can be a lens into how television has been perceived by 

many generations of viewers and by history itself. What makes Doctor Who even more 

valuable as a text to study—both musically and otherwise—is that it refuses to die, and 

its legacy continues, even today. 

REGENERATIONS 
 

 Although the tales of the Doctor lived on in comic book strips, Target 

novelizations, and Virgin New Adventures novels after the program ended in 1989, the 

BBC remained hopeful that the series would be revived in some fashion through an 

independent production company.10 Even before the series was put in “indefinite hiatus” 

by BBC Television, British expatriate Philip Segal had approached the BBC about a joint 

venture to create a new series with his then-current employer Columbia Pictures.11 It took 

                                                
10 Tat Wood, About Time: The Unauthorized Guide to Doctor Who, vol. 6 (Des Moines, IA: Mad 
Norwegian Press, 2007), 341. 
11 Ed Stradling, producer. “The Seven Year Hitch,” special feature on Doctor Who “The Movie” DVD 
(February 8, 2011). 
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Segal nearly five years to negotiate at deal, one that followed him all the way to a new 

position at Universal Studios’ television arm, but he struggled to find a television 

network that would commission and air the program.12 Finally, the American network 

Fox showed interest through their Vice President of Television Movie Production Trevor 

Walton, also an expatriate and familiar with the program.13 Being a part of the Television 

Movie Production arm of Fox meant that Walton could not guarantee a series, but he 

could help green light a television movie with the potential to spark interest in the main 

television production arm of Fox, ideally to put in a series order if the television movie 

was successful.14 

 The Doctor Who Movie finally came to be in 1996, a co-production of BBC 

Worldwide (a commercial subsidiary of the BBC), Universal Studios, 20th Century Fox, 

and the Fox network. The 90-minute television movie premiered first in Canada on May 

12, 1996, on CITV in Edmonton, Alberta, CA, followed by a US Broadcast on May 14 

and UK broadcast on May 27.15 To provide a basic sense of continuity to the narrative, 

and avoid a “reboot” or reimagining of the series, the TV Movie began with the Seventh 

Doctor played by Sylvester McCoy, quickly replaced by Paul McGann as the Eighth 

Doctor (Fig. 5.2, L). The movie takes place in San Francisco (though filmed in 

Vancouver, the first Doctor Who story filmed in Canada) on New Years Eve 1999/New 

                                                
12 “The Seven Year Hitch.” 
13 “The Seven Year Hitch.” 
14 “The Seven Year Hitch.” 
15 “Doctor Who – Release Info,” IMDb, last accessed November 30, 2015, 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0116118/releaseinfo?ref_=tt_dt_dt.  
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Years Day 2000, with the new Doctor (McGann) suffering from amnesia and forced to 

protect Earth yet again from the evil intentions of the Master (Eric Roberts).  

 

Figure 5.2: [L] Paul McGann as the Eighth Doctor in 1996, [R] Christopher Eccleston 
as the Ninth Doctor in 2005. 

 While the 1996 effort includes extensive references to the original BBC program 

it differs greatly in aesthetic, the result of a seemingly conscious effort to align itself 

more with then-current trends in science fiction television than with upholding the values 

of the original. In reference to both Matt Hills’ contribution to Fifty Key Television 

Programmes and Piers Britton and Simon Barker’s observations in Reading Between 

Designs,16 David Butler comments: 

                                                
16 See Matt Hills, “Doctor Who,” in Fifty Key Television Programmes, ed. Glen Creeber (London: Arnold, 
2004), 75; Piers Britton and Simon Barker, Reading Between Designs: Visual Imagery and the Generation 
of Meaning in The Avengers, The Prisoner and Doctor Who (Austin: The University of Texas at Austin 
Press, 2003), 136. 
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One of the most oft-stated phrases about Doctor Who … is its status as ‘the 
longest-running science fiction programmed in the world.’ It’s a statement that, as 
fans, we can make with pride but it’s also a label that has created problems for the 
programme, particularly during the 1980s and 1990s as dominant trends in 
mainstream science fiction changed. … [T]he success of science fiction (SF) 
blockbusters meant that Doctor Who was under pressure to “live up to new 
standards of hyperrealism” and that it was only in its final seasons as a returning 
programme that the makers realised it couldn’t compete with big-budget SF and 
perhaps didn’t need to try: there were other stories worth telling.17 
 

From its very inception, Doctor Who’s production staff aimed to distance itself from 

telling pure science fiction narratives. The strength of the series, and one of the main 

reasons for its longevity, was that for so long the program could tell stories from many 

different narrative genres. Doctor Who uses a relatively broad palette of narrative genres 

in its serials, while the most fantastic components (the TARDIS in particular) are used as 

a vehicle to move from story to story rather than defining the series as a whole as science 

fiction and/or fantasy. In a basic sense, then, the 1996 TV Movie retained this effort to 

distance itself from pure science fiction in a conscious effort to appeal to a broader 

audience. 

 When David Butler first began compiling the essays for Time and Relative 

Dissertations in Space, there was no indication from the BBC at that time that a new 

Doctor Who production would ever come to fruition.18 Mentioning films like The 

Phantom Menace (1999), Terminator 2 (1991), Independence Day (1996), and The 

                                                
17 David Butler, “How to pilot a TARDIS: Audiences, Science Fiction and the Fantastic in Doctor Who,” in 
Time and Relative Dissertations in Space: Critical Perspectives on Doctor Who (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 2007), 19. 
18 David Butler, “Introduction,” in Time and Relative Dissertations in Space: Critical Perspectives on 
Doctor Who, ed. David Butler (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007), 1. 
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Matrix (1999), David Butler discusses a BBC statement on the future of Doctor Who 

released in May 2000 which says: 

Audience expectations for the effects in science fiction programmes are far higher 
than they once were. New technology and special effects to match people’s 
expectations are expensive and we do not believe it is appropriate to continue 
with the programme as a low budget enterprise.19 
 

Butler then goes on to mention that the perception of Doctor Who as science fiction 

implied in the statement, and “the related perception of science fiction as requiring big-

budget spectacle” which became one of the biggest obstacles in re-launching the series 

after it ended in 1989.20 The main argument in his essay, however, is that neither “An 

Unearthly Child” in 1963 nor the TV Movie in 1996 followed strict adherence to science 

fiction and this lack of strict adherence is key to the program’s success.  

 The primary difference between the very first episode of Doctor Who and the 

1996 pseudo-revival TV Movie comes down to the treatment of the marvelous and 

uncanny. While “An Unearthly Child” takes familiar genres and imagery (an ordinary 

classroom, a police telephone box, etc.) and makes them odd and extraordinary, the TV 

Movie “goes out of its way to explain Doctor Who’s strangeness through familiar models 

… right down to the music as the uncanny electronic theme tune is transformed into a 

generic piece of orchestral bombast.”21 The music is one part of this argument, although 

it is left mostly unexplored. Butler focuses on diegetic moments that tap into the dialectic 

                                                
19 Quoted in Butler, “How to Pilot a TARDIS,” 20. 
20 Butler, “How to Pilot a TARDIS,” 20. 
21 Butler, “How to Pilot a TARDIS,” 28. 
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of cognition and estrangement for his main argument, with moments of discovery being 

the central points of concern. The bewilderment of Ian and Barbara as they stumble into 

the TARDIS and take in ship’s “bigger on the inside” dimensional physics is juxtaposed 

with Grace Halloway’s “glib reaction to the TARDIS’s mind-boggling nature” that 

“removes the sense of wonder” of the fantastic technology.22  

 While the stark contrast in use of music between the two stories is relatively easy 

to write off as a generational difference—music for television in the 1960s is inherently 

different than that of the 1990s—Butler’s article only addresses the theme song at a basic 

level and not the marginalized, cinematically-influenced action-adventure scoring 

provided by composer John Debney and co-composers Louis Febre and John Sponsler. 

Aside from the comments above about how the tune was transformed “into a generic 

piece of orchestral bombast,” Butler quotes the reaction of a female respondent in 

audience research who asked “what did they do to the theme?!” while another respondent 

claimed the TV Movie music was “atrocious: Baywatch come Power Rangers.”23 These 

audience reactions imply a strong reaction to the use of virtual orchestras in the TV 

Movie theme and underscoring. In an interview Debney reflects, “It was all synths, as I 

recall. I don’t think we did any real horns in that, I think it was all synthetic. It was very 

quick job, and very low budget.”24 As Febre recalls, “the gear itself was rather primitive 

by today’s standards. In my case, I used three Roland S-760 samplers, loaded mostly with 

                                                
22 Butler, “How to Pilot a TARDIS,” 29. 
23 Quoted in Butler, “How to Pilot a TARDIS,” 33–34. 
24 Quoted in Randall D. Larson, “Scoring the 1996 DOCTOR WHO TV-Movie,” accessed June 7, 2015, 
http://musiquefantastique.com/further-examinations/john-debney-doctor-who-movie/. 
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the stock Roland library, winds and brass in particular. A Kurzweil K2000 provided some 

strings, flute and assorted percussion samples. A big part of the sound, in my cues, was 

the Lexicon PCM60 digital reverb.”25 Sonsler adds, “Sampler wise, I used a Kurzweil 

K2500 fully loaded with 128MB of RAM and a handful of Roland 760s. We primarily 

used the Roland and Miroslav libraries for the orchestral stuff.”26 

 The sound of the synth scores was arguably popularized in the 1980s with film 

scores such as those by Vangelis (Chariots of Fire [1981], Blade Runner [1982], 1492: 

Conquest of Paradise [1992], and selections of Carl Sagan’s Cosmos), as well as John 

Carpenter’s Halloween (1978) and Escape from New York (1981), with the appeal being 

that one person could theoretically score an entire film.27 Films such as the Nightmare on 

Elm Street series used synth scores that imitated orchestral styles, and by the 1990s some 

television and low-budget film began using sampled orchestral sounds to build digital 

scores, often called virtual orchestras. Popular television programs spanning comedy, 

drama, and animation also used (and still use) virtual orchestras as a way to have an 

orchestral sound on a low-budget production,28 with composers sometimes blending the 

sampled realizations with a mixture of live soloists to create their scores and “add some 

                                                
25 Quoted in Mark Ayres, “The Big Score,” Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition #41, Autumn 2015, 63. 
26 Quoted in Ayres, “The Big Score,” 63. 
27 Robynn J. Stillwell, “Breaking Sound Barriers: Bigelow’s Soundscapes from The Loveless to Blue 
Steel,” in The Cinema of Kathryn Bigelow: Hollywood Transgressor, ed. Deborah Jermyn et al. (London: 
Wallflower Press, 2003), 34. 
28 Stillwell, “Breaking Sound Barriers,” 34. 
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live colour.”29 Television programs like Chip ’n’ Dale Rescue Rangers (1989), Kenan 

and Kel (1996), Quantum Leap (1989), Rugrats (1990), Sister Sister (1994), Seinfeld 

(1989), and The X-Files (1993), just to name a few, all used virtual orchestras and 

synthesizers to achieve various effects of orchestral and popular-music aesthetics. At the 

same time, video games increased in popularity with notable scores by composers such as 

Nobuo Uematso (Final Fantasy, Chrono Trigger), Koji Kondo (Super Mario Bros., The 

Legend of Zelda), and David Wise (Donkey Kong Country) writing melodic, popular, rich 

scores and themes for games that over time became iconic pieces of music for gamers 

and non-gamers alike.30 From MIDI modules and samplers to the Vienna Symphonic 

Library, Quantum Leap’s Symphonic Orchestra, the Garritan Personal Orchestra, and the 

myriad of other digital orchestral tools developed with the rise of computer technology in 

                                                
29 Christopher Gillett, “How Hollywood is Scored,” Sinfini Music, March 23, 2015, 
http://www.sinfinimusic.com/au/features/other-features/hollywood-orchestras-the-musicians-and-
composers-behind-tv-and-movie-soundtracks. 
30 In an interview with Gamikia (http://gamikia.com/interview-with-game-composer-david-wise/, last 
modified January 16, 2012, accessed 30 August 2015), Wise discusses testing the technological limitations 
of the time when creating the scores for Nintendo’s Donkey Kong trilogy for SNES. “At [sic] lot of the 
inspiration came from trying to surpass the limitations of only having 64k bytes of memory in the SNES, 
and to do that I had to be a little more creative with how I used the waveform data available. … We didn’t 
even have the luxury of midi, it was all had typed Hex code until the N64. The sound chips were much 
more limited than today’s available resources, so the music had a lot more prominence in the games. 
Perhaps because the music now has to compete with sound effects, speech and environmental sounds, it 
may not get the attention it deserves.” In discussing the popular track “Aquatic Ambience” from Donkey 
Kong Country, Wise comments, “I think Aquatic Ambiance was a turning point. I was technically striving 
to emulate the Korg Wavestation’s ‘wave-sequencing’ technique to circumnavigate the 64k limit of the 
SNES. Aquatic Ambiance took 5 weeks of programming, and re-programming to get it to work, but the 
results were definitely worth the experimentation.” In a sense, the stretching of technological limitations 
here aligns with those of Doctor Who’s composers in the early 1960s, and even the structural flexibility 
required of background scoring in videos matched the flexibility needed for the editing style of Doctor Who 
during its formative years. 
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the 1980s and 1990s, virtual orchestras have become so prominent in television in film 

that “we’ve simply become so used to it.”31 

 Something Doctor Who as a series has done so well for so long is synthesize 

contemporary aesthetic and popular culture with its highly-varied narrative style and 

subject matter; while Butler strongly argues that the program and its creators avoid 

explicitly aligning with science fiction as a singularly-defining genre, what science 

fiction practice allowed the program to do was take different musical styles, narrative 

focuses, influences, visual cues, technological advances in visual and sound production, 

and fold them into a continuous mythology surrounding its titular character. During 

Doctor Who’s formative years, a wide variety of compositional approaches, character 

motivations, locales, and visual production advancements let the series’ core narrative 

focus—normal people reacting to the uncanny, unusual, extraordinary—become the tie 

that binds. Perhaps where the TV Movie fails is the lack of the ordinary needed to 

position the extraordinary against; as one of Butler’s surveyed respondents comments, 

[The TV Movie] was more of a mindless, action movie, complete with guns, girls 
and fast cars … I honestly failed to connect with a single character … The mood 
of [“An Unearthly Child”] was strange; we watched the mundane environment we 
have all experienced upset by a bizarre and unusual scenario—compelling. It was 
based around routine life, rather than a Hollywood vision of a fictional, fast-track 
lifestyle.32 
 

                                                
31 Dalya Alberg, “Synthesisers are Killing Film and TV Music, Say British Composers,” last modified 
December 14, 2013, http://www.theguardian.com/music/2013/dec/15/electronicmusic-television/. 
32 Butler, “How to Pilot a TARDIS,” 34. 
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This argument holds true for the musical choices of the TV movie and composer John 

Debney, where rather than using synthesizers to align with art music (along the lines of 

John Nathan-Turner’s aims in 1980s Doctor Who) the virtual orchestra is used to 

replicate the sound of traditional orchestras without the cost associated with hiring 

musicians or paying for recording sessions. The 1996 TV movie uses a score entirely 

realized with a virtual orchestra, due to both time and cost restraints. Here the reasoning 

behind the use of synthesized music aligns with the original run of Doctor Who, yet the 

aesthetic is wholly different. The aim was not to align the program with highly-stylized, 

synthesized art music of the 1970s and 1980s, but rather to emulate the sound of big-

budget orchestral scores without the means of actually having a full orchestra of live 

musicians to make that big-budget score a reality. The creators of Doctor Who in the 

1960s had no aims of Doctor Who ever being big budget or even emulating a big budget; 

instead, through ingenuity and wit, the program could exploit the dialectic of the ordinary 

and extraordinary to tell stories that resonated with audiences regardless of the cost 

behind the production. 

 A more in-depth examination of the musical treatment of the 1996 TV movie 

could focus on tracing the influences of the virtual orchestra in film and television to 

Debney’s score to not only find meaning behind why the score was crafted with a virtual 

orchestra, but how the score does (or does not) have ties to the original run of Doctor 

Who on the BBC. And with these things in mind, determining if interpreting the TV 

movie as a continuation or breaking-off-point of the original mythology and linear 
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narrative of Doctor Who is either strengthened or weakened by the music choices of the 

TV movie. Within this discussion an analysis of the major change to the opening 

theme—in particular the re-ordering of the tune’s sections to open with the B section and 

close with the A section—can ideally be explained in a meaningful way beyond it 

“sounding off” to viewers familiar with Derbyshire’s iconic realization of Grainer’s tune. 

A stylistic analysis of how the music for the TV movie is coded for action-adventure as 

opposed to science fiction or fantasy can also prove fruitful not only in interpreting the 

differences between the original series and the attempted revival, but also paint a picture 

illustrating the major changes in television production between the UK and US and 

between 1989 and 1996. 

 While the TV movie failed to resonate with viewers in 1996, Doctor Who would 

not end its broadcast history on the Fox network. In 2005 the series was revised yet again 

by a lifelong fan of the program with enough sway to make it a reality; this time, 

however, the program would be made in the UK by the BBC, now based in Wales 

helmed by Welsh television writer and producer Russell T. Davies. Along with him came 

a slew of writers, producers, artists, crew members, and actors who had grown up 

watching the program and were eager to contribute to a new series. Folks like Paul 

Cornell, who had made a name for himself contributing to the Virgin New Adventures 

series of Doctor Who novels, were brought in to participate in the revival series alongside 

Davies, who had also written a Virgin New Adventures novel released in October 1996. 

Self-professed fans of the program became the central creative minds behind it, from 
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current-day show runner Steven Moffat to actor/writer Mark Gatiss, alongside the 

returning efforts of director Graeme Harper and visual effects artist and founder of The 

Model Unit, Mike Tucker. 

  The critical acclaim of the 2005 revival series led by Russell T. Davies (Fig. 5.3) 

has resulted in a myriad of analytical writing, ranging from texts focused on the 

philosophy of Doctor Who to cultural analyses of Doctor Who both in the UK and abroad 

to critical interpretations of composer Murray Gold’s contributions to the program.33 

From David Butler’s “The Work of Music in the Age of Steel,” to Robynn Stilwell’s 

“Bad Wolf: Leitmotif in Doctor Who (2005),” and an entire chapter devoted to Gold’s 

underscoring in Matt Hills’ Triumph of a Time Lord titled “Mainstreaming Who: The 

Importance of Music,” many have written about the work of Gold in the revival series.34 

                                                
33 In addition to texts cited previously in this chapter, see Kevin Decker, Who is Who?: The Philosophy of 
Doctor Who (London: I.B. Tauris, 2013); Marcus Harmes, Doctor Who and the Art of Adaptation: Fifty 
Years of Storytelling (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2014); David Layton, The Humanism of Doctor 
Who: a Critical Study in Science Fiction and Philosophy (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Co., Inc., 2012); 
Courtland Lewis and Paula Smithka, eds., Doctor Who and Philosophy: Bigger on the Inside (Chicago: 
Open Court, 2010); Lynne M. Thomas and Tara O’Shea, eds., Chicks Dig Time Lords: A Celebration of 
Doctor Who by the Women Who Love It (Des Moines, IA: Mad Norwegian Press, 2010); Lindy Orthia, ed., 
Doctor Who and Race (Bristol, UK: Intellect, 2013); Lynnette Porter, The Doctor Who Franchise: 
American Influence, Fan Culture and the Spinoffs (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Co., Inc., 2012); Graham 
Sleight, The Doctor’s Monsters: Meanings of the Monstrous in Doctor Who (London: I.B. Tauris, 2012). 
34 See David Butler, “The Work of Music in the Age of Steel: Themes, Leitmotifs and Stock Music in the 
New Doctor Who,” in Music in Science Fiction Television: Tuned to the Future, ed. K. J. Donnelly et al. 
(New York: Routledge, 2013), 163–178; Matt Hills, Triumph of a Time Lord: Regenerating Doctor Who in 
the Twenty-First Century (London: IB Tauris & Co. Ltd., 2010); Robynn J. Stilwell, “Bad Wolf: Leitmotif 
in Doctor Who (2005),” in Tuning In: Television Music, edited by James Deaville (New York City: 
Routledge, 2011), 119-141. 
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Figure 5.3: Russell T. Davies poses on the TARDIS set. 

 Because Gold scores each episode, he is in a position to develop rich musical cues 

that the classic series never could; as the single contributing composer, he is free to reuse 

his own musical material to create musical cues that could be used as leitmotifs 

throughout seasons and, on a bigger scale, eras of different Doctors. As Hills points out in 

Triumph of a Time Lord, “rather than specific stories differing vastly in terms of their 

musical presence—as tended to be the case for the classic series—Gold’s work 

contributes to the consistent and ‘semiotic slimness’ of new Who by reinforcing 

connotations of ‘adventure’ and marginalising genre discourses of the science fictional,” 

going on to mention that Gold’s musical output “stresses melodrama not science fiction, 
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fantasy horror not science fiction, and action-adventure not science fiction.”35 Where the 

classic series follows a narrative style that featured both serial and series format (multiple 

episodes making up a serial, each serial contributing to a larger series), the format of the 

new series is specifically series-oriented in nature, creating a space where narrative and 

music are knit together in what Stilwell calls, “a structure more complex than is usual for 

television.”36  

 The discussions behind the change of format and the emphasis on “not science 

fiction” can be traced back to the statement from the BBC back in May 2000; audience 

expectations had changed, and a show that looked low-budget would not be well-received 

by contemporary audiences. Science fiction coding of any kind “is assumed to threaten 

new Who’s bid for inclusiveness and mass-audience accessibility, alienating audiences 

who equate science fiction with ‘niche’ TV,” and the alignment with action-adventure 

meant that Doctor Who could be re-branded not as “niche” television but as main-stream 

drama, something contemporary “mainstream” audiences would be less likely to find 

themselves opposed to.37 It is worth noting that these concerns sound very similar to 

those of the Survey Group back in the early 1960s. Perhaps audience expectations had 

not really changed, or at the very least, the BBC’s conception of those expectations had 

not. 

                                                
35 Hills, Triumph of a Time Lord, 179. 
36 Stilwell, “Bad Wolf,” 120. 
37 Hills, Triumph of a Time Lord, 180. 
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 As television grew as an industry and formulated its own production methods 

beyond the influence of radio, the highly-varied nature of Doctor Who implied a lack of 

standardization, something that has been criticized by viewers of the program. As Doctor 

Who Magazine contributor Vanessa Bishop remarks, 

Doctor Who’s incidental music has traditionally been something of a hit-and-miss 
affair, up and down as much as the programme’s own production values … The 
decision to give all the [new] series’ music to just one composer has not only 
meant the programme can exploit the use of recurring themes … but that the show 
has finally attained a consistent standard.38 
 

While in the classic series the underscoring is often approached through its ability to 

“make up for” other production elements that faltered—in particular shaky sets, 

questionable delivery of dialogue by lead actors, or costumes recognized from other BBC 

productions—the lack of consistent use and reuse of composers and musical cues finds its 

way into arguments both for and against the use of a single composer for the series.39 One 

can go back and forth on the merits of a single composer or a different composer for 

every episode in an almost chicken-or-egg like exercise (one composer means inevitable 

formulaic approaches to underscoring, but provides consistency across stories and 

seasons; diversity in underscoring from different composers means more variety and 

interest but a lack of cohesion; repetition in music can be used to create meaning across 

multiple episodes or stories, yet repetition amongst stories can undermine the variety of 

narrative styles in each story; etc.) until the end of time; however the point that classic 

                                                
38 Hills, Triumph of a Time Lord, 181. 
39 Hills, Triumph of a Time Lord, 181. 
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series “never consistently worked … via reinforcement of a music identity”40 is true 

enough to make Gold’s efforts in musical cohesion a success for the revival series. Gold 

reinforces this by juxtaposing his orchestral stylings against a mock-Radiophonic 

Workshop synthesizer incidental music in the 2011 Children in Need Special “Time 

Crash,” where as the story shifts between the Tenth Doctor and the Fifth Doctor, the 

music also shifts, using the music as a delineation of the eras, their music, and their 

aesthetic (Fig. 5.4). 

 

Figure 5.4: The Tenth Doctor (David Tennant, L) and the Fifth Doctor (Peter Davison, 
R) meet due to an accidental cosmic event in the 2011 Children in Need 
special “Time Crash” written by Steven Moffat.  

Much of the show’s initial conception in the early 1960s and its use of the 

Radiophonic Workshop, being coded as “science fiction,” presumably threatened “new 

                                                
40 Hills, Triumph of a Time Lord, 182. 
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Who’s bid for inclusiveness and mass-audience accessibility” because the genre 

identification of science fiction was seen as “an obstacle to ‘mainstream’ cultural 

acceptance.”41 In an effort to distance the program from science fiction coding, Gold’s 

scoring is heavily coded in cinematic, action-adventure style that reinforces the 

program’s aims to be “mainstream” in a way that the visuals could never accomplish on 

their own. What is worth further investigation, however, is if the program truly attempts 

to distance itself from science fiction, or if it is actually mainstreaming science fiction 

itself, treating the uncanny and strange as quirky and exciting.  

 The 1996 TV movie proves to be a conduit between the classic series and new 

revival series in a number of ways. To start, the TV movie shows the succession from 

McCoy’s Seventh Doctor to McGann’s Eighth, as well as making the Doctor a romantic 

figure with his Edwardian garb and much-debated kiss with new companion Dr. Grace 

Halloway, something the new series would focus on greatly during Davies’ time as show 

runner. The TV movie also introduced the virtual orchestra into the sound design of the 

program, something that Gold would also use in the first series of Doctor Who in 2005. 

Gold used the Vienna Symphonic Library to realize his scoring for the new series, 

including the new opening theme arrangement he made for the 2005 premiere story 

“Rose.”42 

                                                
41 Hills, Triumph of a Time Lord, 179–180. 
42 Matt Bell, “Murray Gold: Composing for Doctor Who,” Sound on Sound, last modified June 2007, 
accessed November 29, 2015, http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/jun07/articles/drwho.htm.  
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 Gold’s comments on his arrangement of Grainer’s title theme is indicative of this 

desire of the new series’ creative team. In the liner notes of the series one and two 

soundtrack CD, Gold recounts hearing the original Derbyshire arrangement with the 

updated graphics of the new series: 

[I]n October 2004, the first episode of the new series was on my desk with Delia 
Derbyshire’s original recording of the Ron Grainer classic playing over the end 
credits. And it didn’t feel right. It just didn’t seem to suit the ebullient clatter and 
chaos of “Rose.”43 
 

Gold goes on to add, “I added string lines, a booming horn, and some clatter and chaos of 

my own, and it stuck,”44 yet he would go on to make eight other versions of the opening 

theme tune for the new series through 2015. The arrangement that viewers heard in 2005 

features sampled cellos, timpani, horns, and snares, with the original swooping melody—

so distinct back in 1963 but buried in 1996—returned to prominence with a steady beat of 

strings emphasizing the march-like rhythmic cell so prominent in Derbyshire’s 

realization.45 The virtual orchestra here acts as a nexus between the magnetic tape and 

oscillators of the Radiophonic Workshop in 1963, the synthesizers of the 1980s, and 

computer-controlled virtual orchestras of the 90s and beyond. 

 Although Hills goes to great lengths to contextualize Gold’s scoring for Doctor 

Who and its role in mainstreaming the program, it has little musical or structural analysis 

of the music itself; after all, it is a semiotic analysis more than one focused on formal 

                                                
43 Murray Gold, “Music Notes,” Doctor Who: Original Television Soundtrack, BBC National Orchestra of 
Wales, Silva Screen Records, SILCD1224, CD, 2007. 
44 Gold, “Music Notes.” 
45 Bell, “Murray Gold: Composing for Doctor Who.” 
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structural analysis. Robynn Stilwell’s article on the “Bad Wolf” leitmotif in Doctor Who 

is specifically a structural analysis of the first series of the 2005 revival, illustrating how 

the new production style of the program allowed for a more complex musical structure. 

In particular, two themes—one for the Doctor, another for Rose—are used in key 

moments throughout the 2005 series, “reverberating backward and forward in the 

narrative and intertwining with visual and verbal leitmotifs, most significantly (both 

literally and figuratively), two not-so-simple words: ‘Bad Wolf.’”46 Included in her 

research is the difference between British and American television production and 

aesthetic, Davies’ interest in the American concepts of the show-runner and the series 

arc, and how in the process of redefining the narrative structure of Doctor Who the music 

“is a key component in supporting that structure.”47 Stilwell’s analysis is more musically 

detailed than Hills’, with the discussion of cue placement within episodes and across the 

entire season, tracing threads of meaning through musical cue placement. 

 Because the structure of the new series is inherently different than that of the 

classic series, its music is also inherently different. Not only does the music have a 

“mainstreaming” effect by embracing an aesthetic aligned with non-science fiction, big-

budget cinema, it also provides structural reinforcement across multiple episodes in a 

series-long story arc, something that the classic series only casually attempted in “The 

Key to Time” (season sixteen, 1978–79) series and “The Trial of a Time Lord” (season 

                                                
46 Stilwell, “Bad Wolf,” 120. 
47 Stilwell, “Bad Wolf,” 126. 
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twenty-three, 1986). Stilwell encapsulates not only Gold’s approach but Doctor Who’s 

musical modus operandi in one dense paragraph: 

Some musical themes operate like building blocks, such as the action cue or the 
late-arriving but insistent “Elgar crescendo,” which pave the corridors that take us 
from one room to the other, acting much as television music often does. But in 
this series, “Rose’s Theme” and “The Doctor’s Theme” assume a narrative power 
beyond most character themes, even in feature films; they are, from the 
beginning, slippery, not merely belonging to the character in a simple associative 
ratio, or even to accumulated cultural codes. Until I encountered the soundtrack, I 
did not think of them as “The Doctor’s Theme” or “Rose’s Theme,” but 
something more like the “Time/Alien Power Theme” and the “Domestic/Earth 
Theme,” already encompassing concepts bigger than individual characters—the 
characters were subsumed in the concept rather than the concepts being aspects 
associated with the characters.48 
 

The meaning of Gold’s music can change quite drastically based on the titles he assigns 

them for the soundtrack releases. While this does not change the structural impact if 

repeated cues within a series—or indeed, across seasons—it can color a viewer/listener’s 

interpretation of what the cue is meant to represent. In essence, the line between 

representation and reinforcement is still one that the music treads in the new series; even 

if the aesthetic and structure is different, the aims are still there.  

 If texts like the Discontinuity Guideor “Adventures With the Wife in Space” are 

any indication, episode guides and critical interpretations and analyses of Doctor Who 

will always have an audience.49 An exploration of each serial’s music, serial to serial, 

compiled into a true audio-guide to Doctor Who could provide depth of analysis and 

                                                
48 Stilwell, “Bad Wolf,” 136. 
49 See Paul Cornell, Martin Day, and Keith Topping. The Discontinuity Guide: The Unofficial Doctor Who 
Companion (London: Virgin Books, 1995); Neil and Sue Perryman, “Adventures with the Wife in Space,” 
http://wifeinspace.com/2011/01/introduction/. 
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critical detail that a historical stylistic overview (such as this document) lacked the luxury 

or time to explore. And with new episodes of Doctor Who still being produced to this 

day, more critical analysis of the music and sound design of the program is always on the 

horizon.  

 Back in 2012 I posed a simple question to friends of mine familiar with the 

program: “Why do you think Doctor Who is important?” Most of the replies mentioned 

the appeal of narrative themes, appeal to multiple generations of viewers, the educational 

aspects of its narrative and presentation, and its tenure on television. A few respondents 

also noted it as a site for viewing changes over the course of television history, how it has 

inspired people to be in their professions (be it in science or media production), and how 

the Doctor can be seen as a role model. So when we try to posit why Doctor Who is 

important, it seems to have to do with the narrative and how we interpret the narrative, 

more than anything else. Because the music directly participates in the interpretation, 

reinforcement, and representation of the program’s narrative I find it interesting that none 

of the respondents mentioned the music at all in their replies. Perhaps that comes down to 

the popular belief that when underscoring is done well it goes unnoticed, not unlike the 

implication in the title of Claudia Gorbman’s Unheard Melodies.50 Or perhaps because 

the music and narrative are so inexplicably linked that appreciating the narrative also 

implies appreciating the music associated with it. 

                                                
50 Claudia Gorbman, Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1987). 
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 I admit that when I watch Doctor Who (especially classic Who) I see it as a 

cultural artifact, a representative text of the time it was created. As Mark Sheppard says 

in his interview with Radio Free Skaro, “Doctor Who is always of its time.”51 For me, 

Doctor Who in the 1960s is a 60s show, and in the 70s a 70s show, and so on. And there 

does seem to be a relatively distinct change at the beginning of each decade, where the 

show takes off in a new direction (be it through musical aesthetic, color, graphics, actor, 

producer, script editor, etc.). Yet rather than rebooting, it rebuilds. In fact, rebuilding is 

the essence of the show. Doctor Who is a show that is always changing, progressing, 

experimenting, and exploring. Maybe that is why Doctor Who is important, and why so 

much can be gleaned from it. And also why we keep watching.

                                                
51 Radio Free Skaro, “Radio Free Skaro #283 – Deep Dish,” podcast, 2:01:34, December 4, 2011, 
http://www.radiofreeskaro.com/2011/12/04/radio-free-skaro-283-deep-dish/.  
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